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The pol-ymerization of rnethyl methacryl-ate (¡o.IA) initiated by

organoilìâgnesium compounds ln toluene/rnr solutlon has been

lnvestigated 1n detail-.

Detaf-led kinetic experiments r,rere performed using n-BuMgBr,

sec-BuMgBr and (n-Bu)rMg. These studies incl-uded the d.ependence

of polymerj-zatíon rate on the tnítiator, monomer and tetrahydrofuran

(THF) concentraËlon, as well as the effect of temperature.

Polymerízations have been done using tert-BuMgBr, tert-BuMgcr,

n-BuMgI, iso-BuMgBr, (sec-Bu) 
rMg and (tert-Su) 

rt"tg.

Polymer microstructure has been studled using a htgh resolutfon

60rúlz n.m.r. spectrometer and the effect of alkyl group, ha1íde group,

excess magnesium bromide and rnlxtures of Grígnard reagents hras

ínvestlgated. Temperature üras also sho¡vn to affect the polymer

chaln confíguration.

Molecul-ar weíghts and mol-ecular weight dlsËributíons of po1-ymers

were determíned using ge1 perrneatfon chromatography (g.p.c.) to

supplemenË the tactfcity data. An esÈimate of the lnítlator

sffíc1-ency and rate constant \^ias made.

Ultra-violet spectra of the po1-ymerizing solutÍon were measured

¿nd fnformaÊlon concerning the unusual tenÞerature effect on

polymerizatlon was obtained.

An adiabatic reactlon cal-orímeter was desígned to operate at

1-ow temperature whilst under high vacuum and the heats of



SUMI\,IARY (continued)

po1-ymerlzatfon were determlned.

Vapour phase chrornatography (v.p.c) was used to determfne

Èhe numl¡er of actlve carbon-magnesfum bonds present ln the system

duríng pol-yrnerizatíon. The presence or absence of varlous side

products which lead to very 1ow inltlator effl-cíency Ín these

systems was detected using v.p.c and rnass spectromeËry.

A crltical eval-uation of the resul-ts obtained duríng this

work and those reported by other researchers in this fiel-d has

been made in an at.tempt to elucidate the extremely complicated

meehanísms operatÍng durÍng the polyrnerÍzation. Some of the

complexitles have been resolved.
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CIIAPTER 1

ORGANO}íÀGNESIÜM CHF,MISTRY

l-.1 lntnoduc,tion,

There fs littIe doubt that Grignard reagents are Ëhe most

lmportant synthetic tool- in Organíc Chemístry. This is because

they are very reactive compounds and can be easil-y prepared under

nornn.l Laboratory condltions. It fs noË surprlslng therefore,

tlìat a great amount of research has been devoted to determi.ning

the structure and compositfon of Èhese compounds and to the exact

mechanfsms by which they react. ürhat ls surprfsi-ng, l-s that these

problems are only starting to be solved after almost three quårters

of a century. However, 1t ls not untÍl one starts searchíng

through the hunclreds of papers that have been wrltten about, these

compounds possessing the simple emplrical_ formula RMgX, that one

becomes ar,üare of how compJ-ex the above probl-ems real_l-y are. The

number of conflictíng reports arlsing from seemíngl-y identical

conditions are måny, and only after careful scrutíny can the least

rellable ones be neglected.

Much of the controversy concerning the cornposltlon of Grígnard

reagents has now been resolved and some excellent reviews Ìrave
1-3

recently appeared in the lÍterature. The reactions of Grignard

reagents with varlous organic funct.ional- groups have been c.atal-ogued

and annual re-vÍe-rvs of the most recent advances In organomagnesj,um
5-7

chem:lsËry are also aval1ab1e.

4
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Ho\+ever, by comparison, studíes of organomagnesium compounds as

po1-5rmerfzaËion 1nítfators are sËil-l- in their ínfancy and Ëhe

mechanism or mechanisrns by ¡.rhich these reagents react with

unsaturated monomers under polymerlzatlon conditfons are far from

clear. To elucidate- these mechanisms, knowledge of the composition

of the initiating specíes ls essential and a detaÍl-ed review of the

most signl-ficant experimental findiÐgs concernfng this problem

follows, (section L,2). It ís also useful to know the way in whlch

organomagnesfum compounds react with the functional- groups that the

monomer may contaín (e.g. carbonyl, nitrile) as well as the reactl,ons

with monomers under non-po1-ymerizatíon conditions, (sectlon 1,,3.2),

L. 2 Tl+ø compo¿i.l,Lott 0(J olLga.noncLgtxuium compoundrs.

L,2,I Thø Gn Lgvtuttd Rertgutt.

In 1900 at the Unlversity of Lyon fn France, Victor Grignard

prepared the flrst a1kyl rnagnesíum hallde from an alkyl hal-lde anrl

magnesíum meÈal in dieÈhyl- ether. He represented the product as
B

RMgX and ín LgLz, was ar,rarded the Nobel Pr|ze for hís work with

these compounds whích nor,¡ bear his name

In 1912, Jolibois9 suggesÈed that Grígnard reagents hÌere better

represented by the unsymmet-r--ica1 dirner formulatlon RrMg.MgX2 and in

Lgzg, Schlenlc and Schlenklo proposed the following eclui-l-íbria to

explain the compositiorr of Grigrrard reagents in ethereal solutj.on"

(1 .r)

(L.2)

RzMg
->

')
<-

J.

+

Max,

MgX2

2RMgX

RrMg.MgX,or *zMg
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Subsequently, rnany papers were publlshed concerning the

exlstence and the posítlon of the schlenk equlllbrfum L.1-, but

most of these earlíer conclusions rllere not valid either on the

basís óf lnformatíon known at the tlme or more recentl-y.

A clear pícture concerning the structure and eompositlon of

Grignard reagents on1-y began to emerge in the mid 1960r s when

Ashby showed thaÈ these compounds were monomeric 1n tetrahydrofuran

(TIIF)11--l-3 and were best represented by the equll-ibrium 1.3 in

diethyl ether.

Dimer ? R2Mg + Mgx2 ? 2RMgx ? Dtmer (1.3)

In 1966 Smlth an<l Becker 14'l-5 determined the equillbrium

constant for the Schl-enk equllibrium for a number of Grignard reagents

1n dllute solution by measuri-ng the heat of reactíon on addítfon

of a soluËlon of I'fgX, to a solution of RrMg. Theír results are

shown Ín Table 1.1. In dÍethyl- ether Èhe predominanË species is

RMgX whereas in THF a nearly statl-stical dlstribul-ion rvas observed. ¡*

* The reader should note that the phrases, "th. s"hl"rrk

equilibrÍum is nearly statistical in THF" or "in TllF a nearly

statistical clistribution occurs" have Jreen adopted from Ashbyts

_ 3,31v¡ork"'"* and are synonlzmous with the statement, "in THF, the

proportions of R2I{g, M9X, and RM9X are such that Kr., ; 4 at

room temperature or slightly above."
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Table 1.1

Ec¡wí,P-Lbnûm coyL;tnntE (on thø Sch,L¿nh ec¡aítibn-fum

in d,LefhLJL e.then and THF ,[zom Íø(. 14, j.5.

Kr. r
R2Mg+MgX2*2RMgX

RMgX Kr.t (Et2o) Kr., (rHF)

ErMgCl_

EtMgBr

EtMgï

PhMgCl-

PhMgBr

PhMgI

480

>630

55

>15

5.5

5.1

L,7

3.8

The exacÈ nature of the associatlon of Grígnard reagents ín

ether was lnvestigated Ln L969 by Ashby and co-workot"l'6r17 and

theír resul-ts are reproduced Ín fJ-gures l-.1- to 1.6. From fig.1.1_

it appears that bromine or Íodíne Ís a much better brldging group

than a1-lty1 or aryl groups (with the exception of the rnethyl- group at

low concentrations) and the l-nference is that assocíation is

predomÍnantIy Ëhrougtr the halogen atoms. The phenyl Grfgnard reagenrs

assocíated past the dfiner sËage (fig. 1.2) and the best representaiion

in Èhese wr¡rkersr opinion \das a linear po1-ymeric ruodel of the form

fPhr

^//tl- 
Me - x]*o'

I oo., ].
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They rejected mixed bridge dimers and trimers of the Ëype

Ph Br

\/
!Ig

on the basis that magnesium halides and Grignard reagents hold only

one molecule of ether tightl-y per nagnesium atom even though the

crystal- structure of phenyl magnesiurn bromide shows trvo molecules

of ether co-ordinated to the magne"i.m,26

The curvature of the pl-ots for Èhe methyl and ethyl-magnesÍum

bromides and íodídes in dtethyl ether was attributed to non-ideality

at high concentratíons, and equilibrium cal-culatíons assumíng a linear

polymeríc model appeared to be nìore consistent than any other

repr esentation.

The a1kyl and aryl -rragnesiurn chlorides and Ëhe recently discovered

alkylmagnesium fluoridesl-B'19 were found to be dimeric in <iíethyl

ether over Èhe whole concenËratíon range stwlied. (Fig.l-.3 and 1.4),

the curvature 1n fígure 1.3 again assumed to be due to non-ícleality

aL hÍgh concentrations.

The p1-oËs for assocíation of GrÍgnard compounds Ín THF are

shown ln figs. l-.5 and l-.6 and it appears that diatkyl magnesium

compounds as well as allcylmagnesí.um chl-orÍdes, bromides and iodides

are monomeríc over a wide concentration range, vrhereas the fluorÍdes

are dÍ-meríc. Appar:ently fluoríne is a strong enough bridging group

\/
Mg

Br

Mg

/\¿
EtzO 'Ph Ph

n
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to prevent a strong base such as THF from cleavíng the brídge bonds.

Assoclatíon ín THF of organomagnesium compounds v¡here the bridgíng

group is -OR or -NR, Ís al-so krror*.2O

Although the maJor speeies in ethereal- solutíons of Grignard

reagents are essentíal-ly covalent compounds there are small amounts

of fonic specíes present. The exact naÈure of these species fs

uncertain, however both catíon and anion contain magnesium2l'zz arrd

exLensive assocíaËion into ion-pairs and ion-trlplets is 1íke1y23

in a l-ow dlelectric constant solvent srrch as cli-ethy1 ether. The

electrolysís of Grígnard reagents produces results conslstent \^rith
I

a catíon of empírÍcal formul-a Rl"fg' and possíble anion structures

r¿ould be X oi RMSX, Al1 of these species wou1d be solvated and
24

some may be associaEed as well. The organic pro<lucts of electrolysís

are consistent wlth the formation of radicals at the electrode wi.th

such reactions as: abstractíon of hydrogen from t,lre solvent to form

RII, dísproportionatlon of R into RII and olefin, and cgupling to Rr.

Before finishing this sectlon something shoul-d be said about the

solvaLfon of Grignard compound.s. The magnesíum atom Ín the compound

RMgX, rnay íncrease íts co-ordination number by either intra- or

intermolecul-ar Ínteractions resulLíng in election-defj-cienË bonds.

In Ëhe fírst caser.el-ectrons rray be available frorn the groups R or X

wíthin the same molecul-e; in the second, e1-ectron donating l-Í.garlds

co-ordl-nate with the metal aËon" These lígands nray be other RMgX

molecules or other specles srrch as soJvent molecules or both.
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Grignard compounds tenacfously retaín "th"r25'26 
(or THF) and 1n

most cases decomposÍtlon occurs before complete desolvation. The

crystal strucÈure of phenylmagnesium bromide crystal-l-ised from ether

(1n greater than t¡nro fold excess) shows nragnesium tetrahedral-J-y

bonded to phenyl, bromlne and Èwo díethyl eËher tol-."ni-"".26 Even

though it is often unwise to extrapolat.e sol-íd state structures to

those in sol-ution ít seems likely that organomagneslum compounds exisÈ

in solutlon with the magnesíum bound to four atoms ín an essentlally

tetrahedral or sllghtly distorted Èetrahedral- confíguratlon,

(see e.g. ref.27).
Rx

I

\
Mg.

/\

utrq \/

,,tX' oEt'2

Mg-Tur

R R

THF

t.2.2 Oia.Llzq.L and d,Lanq.L-magnu íun cong o wld'6,

Although the first reported preparaÈíon of these compounds was

in L86628 they have received líttle attention compared with the

Grtgnard reagents. They are more reactíve than their Grlgnard

counterparts (section 1.3) and appear to be monomeric in THF

(ffg. I.6). In dleËhyl ether, dÍrnethyl- rnagnesium is dinteric even

at qulte low concentrations 1n accord v¡íth the sÈrollg bridging

character of the methyl- group. Howeverras the alkyl group become-s

/ X
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1-arger andf or branched, associat,ion Ís less 11kely to occur.

The most strlking difference between these compounds and

Grlgnard reagents is their low affinity for ether. I{hereas it

1s almost ímpossible to desolvate Grignard reagents, dirnethyl

magnesium ís only sparíngly soluble in diethyl ether and crystallises

qulte readlly as an unsol-vated poIyrur.29 This abtlíty to lose

ether dinínishes as the organfc moiety becomes J-arger and dlphenyl,

d1-isopropyl and di-tertíary butyl- magnesium form stable 1:2

complexes rvith ether or THF.30

I.2.3 Conclu,tLoyt^ clncelLning tlxe. conpo^i-tion. o[

o hg eno nag n8^ iun comp o und/s .

The composlÈion of Grígnard reagents ls a function of Ëhe

solvent, the nature of the R group, the nature of the haolgen and

the temperature.

In tetrahydrofuran, Grignard reagents are best rÉìpresented by

tire Schlenk equfLlbrium with the equil-i.brium constant

Kr.r = IRMexl' /[RzMg1 tlgxrJ = 4 (1.s)

Therrnodynamic parameters for the $ystem tert-butyl-magnesium

chloride are 
^flo

=37 kJ ^o]--l and ÀSo
_ 1 _1

=63 JK -'mol - at 315K.1.1 1,1

Al1 G::lgnard compounds and RrMg compounds are nonoflreric in THF

except the alkyl- magnesium fluorldes whic-h are dirneríc, probably

31
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assocíaËed through a double fluorine bridge.

In dfethyl eÈher the best represeîÈatíon of Grígnard compounds

1s again the Schlenk equilfbríum although ln thís solvent Kr., varies

with the R group and the halogen. Ho¡¡ever in all cases the

equil-ibríum favors Èhe RMgX specles. The fl-uorÍdes and chlorídes

are dimerfc (assoeÍatfng through double halogen bridges) while the

bromídes and íodides are monomeric bel-ow O.1 mol- d*-3, assoclating

fn a linear pol-ymeric form at hfgher concentratlons.

In triethylaml.ne, Grígnard compounds are monomeric' the Schl-enk

equí1-íbrlum favouring RMgX when R is prirnary and X=Cl or Br. When

R 1s branched and X=I a signiflcant Schl'enk equll-íbrium exísts.

In al-l- of the above structures the magnesiun is solvaËed by

one or more solvent molecules resultlng in an essentíally teËrahedral

configuration.

Alkyl group exchange does take place in organonagnesium compounds

and the rate and mechanísm of exchange deper-rd upon three facËors: the

structure of the alkyl group; the presence or absence of Ëraces of

oxygen, which reacts wiËh organomagnesÍ-um compounds to form alkoxides

which are extremel-y good bríclging groups, and the nature of the

solvent which has only a secondary effect on the exchange reactíon.

Exchange raÊes in general are rapld, being faster Ëhan, or comparabl-e

wlth, the n.m.r. time scale and i¡ only a few lnstances has this

teclrnique been successful ín disttnguíshing between the species RrI48
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and RMgx rn solutíons of Grignard reâgents.31'32'33 The mechanism

of the exchange reaction is etfl1 uncertain but studies orl alkyl

exchange betvreen organor¡agnesíum eompounds ald alkyl mercury

ïr,al-ides, 34' 35 suggests that Èhe reactlon proceeds via a biirolecular

process wíËh retentÍon of confÍguration. The rintermediater

.31-proposed"- Ëo explain these observatiolts lTas the mixed brldge

structr¡re (I)

R

s
I

where S l-s the solvent, X ls Èhe halide and Y can be a hal-ide or

alkoxlde group. The stabílíty of I is paramount in determining the

rate of exchange. As R becoues branched (especial-1y aË the s-carbon

"to*36) the exchange rate decr:eases¡ G.B. in tert-buty1--MgCl the

rate is approxíuateLy 4 seconds at 315K in THF and two distínct

n.m.r. si.gna1-s c,oïrespondÍng to (tert-butyl) 
rMg 

and (Lert-butyl)MeC1

can be dfsËinguíshed, whereas CHTMAC1 in the sane solvent shorus on1-y

one rl.m.r" signal- even aÈ 173i(.31 The nattrre of the SrouP Y, which

rnay be an a1ky1- Ín the diallcylrngnesium case, or a tralíde or

alkoxide, also has a g:reat ínfluence on the raËes of exchange. Inlhen

Y ís an al_koxíde gïoup (-OR), exchange ís rapid because of t-he

enbanced brídgÍng ability of thls *to,rn.zo It i.s therefore

important to exclude all traces of oxyge-n frorn Grignard reagent-s

t--. 
-/ìMs - Mg

*/ 
"\"/
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slnce Èraces of oxygen not only alter the kinetLcs of reactlons

lnvol-ving these compounds but also theír apparent molecular associaË1on

-37values.

Solvent-effects on the rates of alkyl exchange and inverslon

of confÍguration aPpeâr to follohl Èhe trend that the stronger the

base (ln the Lewis sense) the slower Ëhe exchange and ínversion

rate. House and co-work"t"35 explain thfs solvent-effect in terms

of a shíft ín a rapid pre-equil-ibrium between an unreacËive

disolvated organomagnesium compound and a reactive monosolvate'

A1-though this mechanism was orígínally proposed to explain the

dialkyl magnesium system iÈ can be quíte readl1-y extended to expl-aín

símílar obserwations made on the Grignard system'

l-. 3 Renc.tiont o (s ongctnomegnuixm c1mfround^,

1-.3.1 Re¡Lc-fion's wi.th l¿e'towQ-L a'nd wí;tni-X-e's,

The controversy surroundlng the composítion of Grígnard reagents

over the clecades lecl to an arít-hmetic pTogression of theorÍes

cgncerníng the mechanfsms by which these compounds react wíth certain

organíc functional groups, e.g. ketones and nitrlles. Again it 1s

difficul-t ro separaËe Èhe wheat from the chaff because of the drastic

effect that mínute amounts of ímpuritles can have on the reactant

and consequently the reactionrbut rnny of the earl-1er theorles can

be rejected on the basis that assumpËions *Uu.t conce-rning the nature

of the G::ígnard reägent! have subsequently been proved incorrect'
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Of the more recent theories, the overal-1 third order lcinetics

(flrst and second order wlth respecÈ Ëo ketone and Grignard

respectiveJ-y) was interpreted ln terms of reacÈion of an extra

molecule of RMgX wlth a keËone-Grignard complex by way of a six-

centred transltion sÈate such as II.

tL
R R

Rt

38

I
X

x

II III

Second order kineti-cs have also been obsett"d39 and have been

explaÍned by a simpl.e bimol-ecular reactlon betl¡een Ëhe G::Ígnard

and ketone or a unirnolecular decomposition of their comple>l via

the forrr-cen,tre transítíon sËate III.

Thís díscrepancy between the observed orders of reaction uey

have resulted from impuríties present ln the magnesíum used to

prepare the Grfgnard reagent. Using singl-e crystal magnesium

(gg,ggg51z pure) Ashby and his co-ruo::ker"39c-e have shorvn that

Ëhe reaction between meËhy1 magnesíum bronrÍde and excess 2-methyl-

benzophenone ín dlethyl- eËher r,¡as first, o::der wÍth respect to the

reactive organomagnesium specles. Their proPosed mechanlsm ¡¿as
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ît PhrC=O

4 mol--l drn3
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IterMg

K, ++ Phrc=o

vãry surall

tnrp\Î

¡,rÞùg-r"ru

-.--r 2Mel"lgBr
IK,-

+

Kzr K,- +t ,hra=o

1.35mo1-Idm3

PhrC=O . . . .l,tgBr 2 PhrC=O. . . .MBMe, PþrC=O. . . .Ms l'"

(1 .6)

PhzFl?

MLlne-s'

o.268mol--1¿*3"-I þ, 0.024mo1 l¿*3u-1

Ph

IV

Cornplex formaÈion between the ketone and the varíous species

fn the Schlenk equll-íbrlum Ìfas observed uslng u.v. spectroscopy

buË they hTere uncerËaín whether the reactíon proceeded via these

complexes or by a direct bimolecular proces".39d This uncertainty

was al-so shared by Ho1m27'40 who studied the reaction between

nornel-butyl nragnesium bromíde ancl aeetone using lnfra-red

specLroscopy. In dÍethy1- ether, the ketone-Grignard complex was

deËected but not in Èetrahydrofuran and he suggested Lhat the

reactíon proceecled vía the complex ín some ínstances and by a

bimolecular process in others.

Other irnporËant conclusions resul-tí.ng fi:orn Ashbyt'" *ork39'

b,

,i-0MgMe -OMgBr21
Ph

Me Me

V
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are that MerMg reacted ten times faster tlran MeMgBr, and the reactíon

path of MerMg does not finish aÈ structure IV' In the presence of

l,fgBrrr IV reacte accordlng to (1-'7)

ROMgMe + MeBr, ROMgBT + MelfgBr (1'7)

However, 1n Ëhe absence of MBBrr, IV dirnerises and suceessively

reacts with two rnore ketone mol-ecules ln two pseudo firsË order

processes' (1.8)

RR
2 .zo r ?h C=O

Mg (oR),2
MeMq\o

MgOR
Ph C=O/'o

R

)tt. MeMg\o riri
R

o.0O39s-1 O.OOl135s-r (1"8 )

Recently, these workers harre studied in detall the reactlon

between benzonltrile and both ¡tert"t'4la "od 
M*MgBr.41b The

conclusíons drawn concerning the mechanísm were l-dentlcal to those

drar^m from the additíon of Grl-gnard reagenls Èo ketones '

L.g.z Røaefion'S W|th a, g*uyv5atuLaftød cAúonUL compound';,

According to Organie ChemisËs the trvo pathways by which

organometal-l-ic compouncls can react rviLh u, $- unsaturated carbonyl

substrates are those rvhích uLtirnatel-y lead to 11 2 ot Lr  addltion

products, (1.9).
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-c=Ç2 It=O + RMt

- ^-Rtt-tJ

*ò)t 
= o

1--1_5

L,2 or carbonyl- )c=
additíon

1-r4 or conJugate
addition

(1.e)

H (1"1"0)

c
c-o-Mr
I
R

VI
t/

R-C-C.rI -o-Mr

Hor,,rever, when monomers from thls clas" pòl-yt"tíze by an

anionic mechanism, the hlgh molecular wefght po1-ymers formed arise

from suecessive 314 addttÍon steps.

nc
3" 4additíon. R

c-c+ RMT R
COORI

This apparent, anomal_y ís easlly expl-ained because the anion

formecl during 1rlr additíon has some carbanion (Vrr¡ and some

alkoxicle íon (Vltl) character,

n

r Rt't/P

R-C-C Ot\
-c=oRtO -

RttI

R-C-C
I 0

o)' -o
RI

VII VITI

and the riext reaction step leads to either 3r4 or conjugate addltÍon

, t+2products.

The factors controlling the ratio of carbonyl to conjugate

additíon are not yet completel,y understood. Comparatlve studies
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of phenyl compounds of Group II and IA metals with benzal-aceto-

phenone by Gl-1-man and Kirby43 
"od 

later by H",r""r44 showed that

the ratÍo of 11 2 to Lr4 addition was strongly.dependent on the

nature of the organometalllc species, especial-ly the polarity

of the carbon-metal bond. The more reactive (essentíal1-y ionic)

organometal-lics of Group I (sodiun and poÈassium) and II (calcíum)

gave predominantly 1-r2 addÍtíon whereas 1-r4 adducts were formed

wlth the l-ess reacÈive (essenÈlå.l1y coval-ent) phenyl-líËhfum

and PhMgBr. The carbonyL/conjugaÉe adrlition ratio 1s al-so

dependent on the nåture of the substrate, the polarity of the

solvent and the tenìperature, but a complete picture wlll not be

obtaíned unÈil- these syst.ems are studied under a wíde set of

rigidly comparable condÍtlolls to separate the infl-uence of each

of the at¡ove facÈors.

Ilor,rever, at the rísk of ulil¡Iarranted generall-tyr a r,ough rul"e

of thumb might tre stated that; d, ß-unsaturaËed aldehydes undetgo

L,2 addition exclusively; the ratÍo of 1, 2 to I,4 addítion to

o¡ ß-unsat.uratecl keËones anr1 esÈers (SA'?'L| as; Lhe organometallic

carbon-metal bond polarJ-Èy clecrease, as the electrophJ.l-icity of

carbon atom C4 in VI decreases and as the steric accessibllity of

C4 í.ncreases.

Several mechanísms have been proposed for Ëhe conjugate

addÍtíon of Grignard reagents to various o, ß*unsaturated carbonyl
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45compounds. Lutz suggested a cyclic transisíon staÈe such as

0

'c/'
ti

v
I

]rs
R

¡20\
c
I

-c..\c.-
/\

Mgx

X
\l

\te
I
I

o

=./
(1 .11)

(1 .1 3)

/c\c
\ )f*

where íniÈial formation of a l-:1 substrate: Grignard ldlÈË|g-rat

type complex was assumed. Hor""46 argued that because thls

mechanism did not accommodaËe varíous sterochemical requlrenents

a better scheme urould l¡e the nucleophll-ic attack of the

organonagnesíum species from a directlon perpendicular to the

plane of the conjugated system.

,R

+

(1. r-2)

Munch-Pet "r""n47 
and Ho1m40a have suggested that some

sysl-ems fol-l-ow reactlon l-.1-l-, whíle others, such as sec-butyl-

c::otonate., ínvo1-ve the aËtack of a second molecule of reagent on

R î Me -RJ.-¡. .n

,luli=1,, ----4

a Grignard-ester compl-ex.

RI

1.. /'R
CH^-CH = CFI-C. Mg- 3 {r \ .t1.,' "-s,

nL Mg

Br

,Ò't zR
CH^-CII-CH-C Mg

J I I \\,',\RYeo'Br

RI

---+
Br

The additíon reaction between cre ß-unsaturateld esters and
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organonagnesium conpounds 1s further complicated by the possíbíltty

of two-fol-d addltion at the carbonyl carbon.

,o R
)

Rtt-C + RMgX + Rrr -Ç-oMgX'>
oRt

R

R"-C,
\.0

+
Rf oMgX

RMgX R

n"-þ-ougx
R

_>

OR I

Hitherto, on1-y the varJ.ous addítlon reacËions have been

dlscussed but reactíons such as reductlon and enolÍzation also

occur fn these systems. Both mechanÍsms are belleved to involve

an intra-mol-ecular hydrlde lon transfer vla a six-centred

transítfor, sË"te48

redueÊion
+ CH,=CHR

R
)C=o + RCHTCHTMSX

I

RC[I2

Rl
) nc ni pugx
CH --ù zC.,
å.,, ç", 

_,
I

R,,

(1 .14)

(1.ls)
enolizat,Íon

Rr .0..
\^//"-^
")æ

.tráx

" 
Òt",-cH2R ,oMgx

ll
CH

R

RI-c
llRtt

+ cH3cH21ì

Incre-asiDg ttre síze of. the a1-kyl- group of the Grlgnard

reagent r:esults in an lrrcrease of reducËion and enolÍzatíon and a

decrease ln aclditíon. Eviclence supporting the above mechanism
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{s thaü rnethyJ- uragnesir:m halldes only undergo addition and thaË

reductíon only occurs r¿hen the Grignard reagent possesses a

ß-hydrogen atom.

Final-ly, it shoul-d al-so be noted that the rel-aÈ1ve yields

of the varíous producÈs of the reactíons of organomagnesium

reagents wiÈh carbonyl- compounds have been shown to be sÍgnifl-

cantl-y ínfluenced by trace impurítíes present in Ëhe rnagnesfu-rn

used for the Grignard preparatíon.49

L.4 1nganomctgne.^iufi confJound/s a,s ytoX-qmwLzct tion itt íilt.to n't,

Although Grígnard reagents have been used extensÍvel-y for

organÍc syntheses sÍnce 1900 it \^/as noÈ until around 1-950 that

theír abil-ity to initiate the pol¡rmerlzatíon of polar unsaturated

monomera rvas disco.rutud5O and l-ittl-e lnLerest ïvas shown in these

compounds as polymerÍ-zation ínítiators unÈíl- the l-ate 1950rs.

Two factors th¿t pr:obably contributed to thls lack of inl-erest

hTere; the lower reactivj-ty of organonngnesium compounds towards

unsaturated vinyl- monomers comparecl w1Èh thelr organoalkali

analogues and the confusíon concernirig the sÈIucture and composi-

tion of Grignard reagents prevalllng at thaË time.

Since then, organomâgnesiurn compounds þave been ::eported to

Lnítíate the polymerization of a variety of vinyl moriomers (for

a detaíJ-ed revÍer,,r, see ref . (51-)) and the mechanism of the very
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hÍgh stereospecffic control exhlbited by these initlators under

certaÍn conditlons has been the subject of rnany papers.

l-.4.1 Acn4LaÍ.ø wld MøthßULUX-aiø monome)î^,

The most intensively studled monomer in thís group Í_s methyl

methacrylate (MMA)r CHr=C(CH3)CO2CH3. As dÍscussed in secrion

L.3.2, o, ß-unsaturated esters undergo a variety of reactions

wÍth Grignard reagents. High molecular wetght polymers resul_t

frorn initial 1,4 (conjugare) addÍrion (eqn. 1.9) and then

successive 314 addítion reactíons (eqn. l-.10). other reactlons

such as 1r2 addftlon, reductÍon, enolfzaËion, and metal_lation

compete with polymerlzation, reducfng 1nÍtiatíon efficiency and

nrakíng elucidatÍ.on of the polymerization ¡nechanism more dlfflcul-t.

Owens Qf c,LL52 studÍed the reactíon between MlufA, MA and

isopropyl acrylate and various organonÉgnesJ.um compounds under

polymerízation condltíons ín tolu"r,..r 52" ( tì,il{A]o!, IG]o, T=273I()

and under norr-polymerization conditions in ethet r52b

([MMA]o<<[G]o, 'I =27 3K) where [C]o represenrs the ínirial_

concentration of actíve R-Mg bonds. rn both cases the predominant

procl.ucts were polymer (strucËure XI with lÞ3), IX, X and XI, the

only dÍfference being Ín the relatíve proportÍ.ons of products

formed.
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CH
ÇH.co2cll3 R-cH2-cH-

o
lr Ît,

c0

XI

3
R -c-R CH^-C¿l

CH
2 3 2

fL=Lr 21 3

TX x

Minor aüNlunts of severaL other products were aLso dectected but

no excl-usive 112 adducts were observed. It r^ras surprising that

polymer, IX and XI were produced under condíËfons where

[MMA] - < [ç]o, however a possible expl-anation will be given later
(see sectlon 3.6 (c)). lfhen [MMA]. >> [c]o rhe polymer produced,

using PhMgBr had a broad mol-ecrrlar weight dietribution

Gr¿ co,s,í,tq/Ã n>2O> and lnfra-red spectroscopy indícared that

many of the chains contalned a cyclíc hetone structure símilar

Lo IX as the terminal unit. flquatj-on 1.16 was postulateU.52a

3
o
ll

R H

(1 .16)

CH

CFIo0
t¿/

P
n

3þ,/

t--
,lf¿16¿,tort"r

1ffi"
---/ 

J

P._
IL

[\s-"--"t c-c's
I 
t"o,

3
\corcH,

CH
3

c
co clI

2 3
CH

CH
3

where Pris the rnacro-ctnin, (¡¿ <10). {flrroMgnr

îsuruta QL a,L53 sËudíed the reacËÍon beËween r,Ì-BuMgBr ín

ether and hexane and varlous acrylate monomers at 2g3K and 243K.

They díd not observe any cycl-ic ketone IX but some carbonyl
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addition occurred. The rat,l-o of carbonyl to conjugate addition

$ras a functíon of temperaËuïe and nonomer structure. Bulky

alkoxy groups :æduced the amount of carbonyl addltíon whereas

substitution of a methyl group at the ß posltlon reduced

conjugate additton. In al-l casesra slgnifícant amounÈ of

lnítlator \^Ias consumed in the formation of butane

Two groupss '55 have studied the klnetics of polymeri,zati.on

of MI"IA with n-BuMgBr 1n toluene and ether-toluene mixtures. At

223K, the orders of reactlon were compl-ex. In 1-:9 díethy1-

ethen tol-.rnous4a solution the lnternaL and external monomer depen-

clence <1 fffer, presurnably due to side product formaÈion, whereas

in toluene at 223K first order monomer (t}î'[a]o * 5 mol- dru-3) an'J

second order lnitíator dependence îdas ob".t.r.d.55b The rate

versus temperature cul:ve passetl through a maxímum (the j-nversíon

Ëempe.rature T¿), the positfon being slíghtly dependent on the

nature of R and X 1n the Grígnard reagent. Above T¿r

polymerizatlon lras very slow resuLÈlng from irreversible

terminatlon of the rnacro-chain as weLl as reduced fnitlaËion

efficiency. One possíþle mechanísm for terrnínation of the

macro-chain invol-víng nucl-eophilíc attack of a carbanionic chain

end on Ëhe monomer carbonyt has been suggested ín several

56. s7systems. '

'Ivit + CiI2=C\(CH

C=O

clr3d

CH.=6 (Ctt")¿ \ i+
,-rc-o 

'MÈ
)

n.

n

P
+

3

--Þ
P OC}I

3

(1 .1.7 )
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The hfgh sËereospeclfic control exhiblte.d by Grignârd reagents

under certain conditions bas been the subJect of rnany papers and

w1ll_ be ftrttl¡er discussed ln sections 4.L and 6.2, Suffice Ëo

say that no mechanism explaining all the observed facts has yet,

been proposed. Ifany early reports concernÍng the resulting

polymer microstrucËure \,,/ere limlted because the use of hlgh

resolution n.m.r. spectroscopy for the deËerminatlon of chain

configuratlon (especÍa1-1-y of PMMA) was unkown at ttrat tlme,

e.g. ref. 52c,

I{atanabe Qf a\.55b found that fsotactic poly-MMA coul-d be

obtained by the use of branched ctrain Grígnard reagents (e.g.

sec-BuMgBr) or n-octyl, n-hexy1- and eyclo-hexyl-MgBr from 193K

to 298K, or PhMgBr at room temperatu:e. Straight chaln

Grignard reagents¡ such as n-BuMgBr, resu]Èed in stereobl-ock

polymer. Addj-tíon of dipheny$âmine or diethylamine to

n-BuMgBr resulted in Ísotactic pol¡rmer as well as an íncrease

1n po1-ymerizatíon rate. The chl.orídes pr:oduced the leasË

lsotactlc and the io<lides the nost isotactic polymer and

+
I,latanabe assumed a ge.geníon of the type [U-t¿lrxrJ to explain

the effects of R and X on the tact1city.55c

Usíng dí-phenyl-nngneslum ín toluene at- 273K, Goode found

thaË stereoblock PMI'ÍÀ wa= forr.d?2" The. rate increaserl as

MBßr, was acklecl r¡ntJ-l. the rat1.o'was 1:1 and then the rate and

molecular we.Íght decreased. The. polymer tactlcÍty ghanged from
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stereobl-ock to ísotactic on the addltlon of MgBr , or YfZTr, but

remained stereobl-ock r,¡hen MgC1", was added.

Temperature also affects the polymer mícrostructure. A

study of po1-y-acrylates formed uslng PhMgBr and ?hrMg 1n toluene

and ether-Ëol-uene mlxtures has shown ÈhaÈ the mode of openi-ng of

the monomer double bond is determined at the very start of the

reactlon and changes in temperature after the flrst few minut,es do

not affect the poI1'rner sÈructurer53' 59 (see section 4.1.3) .

Copol-ymeri,zatíon studies of MMA and styrene usíng Grignard

lnftiators have been attempted. WíËh phenyl-magneslurn bromlde

at 238K, A1len * *54a found that the copol¡rmer corrËained gg 
"5%

methyl-methacrylaÈe. Under these conditions, the propagaËing

species is incapable of addÍng styrene9o It is thus efther

a poly MMA anion, oT a species showing a very slmllar selectivity.

Using Ëhe same system, Dawans and Smets6l 
"no"J-,rded 

that

the mechanism was complex, a rnarked íncrease in the styrene

reacÈ1víty ratio above 253K being observecl.

L. 4, 2 Autq.Lowí-fnLLQ. cLnd ne,[-*tød tnonoment

Mechanistíc sÈudies of the. polyrnerJ-zation of acrylonitrlle

are bampered by the extremely l-ow solubility of the polymer in

Its monc¡rler and the connnon organlc solvents. Exi:reruely pol-ar

sol-vents such as hexameÈhyl-phosphoro*tríarnide (IIll?A), dirnethyl"

suphoxide (DMSO) and dimethyL*formamide (OUf¡ are suitable, but
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even the presence of catalytic quantltf€sof these substances

significantly al-ter the klnetics. At l-98K, 1n DMF, polymerizaËion

initiated by BuMgcl- ís compleËe ln a fractlon of a mlnute compared

with the initíal rate of L% /nIn ir, to1,r.rr".62 The molecular

weíght and polymer yield lncrease in the presence of DMF or DMSO

but only Ëhe yteld lncreased when HMPA r^¡as added to the "y"t.*.63
KfneÈfc studfes of the acryloníËri1-e/butyl-magnesfum chloride/

toruene system at 198164 shor,¡ that l-ess than L% of the initiator

forms hÍgh urol-ecular welght polymer, the remaínder being consumed

1n rapid slde reactions. The molecular wefghÉ increased lÍnearly

with conversíon and was independent of tnitlal monomer concentra-

tion. The fnltial rate of po1-ymerizatlon was first order wÍth

respect to lnitiator and second order with respect to monomer"

The following mechanísm was proposed

(K1
r + M ¿ (r.M) 'ä (r.M2) (1.17)

inactíve compounds
3

(r.M2) + M

tûkn +M

h'"r M*
->

K2
rapid

--_)"

slow_6*

(1 .1"8 )

(Mit'l'i) M*"n+L (1.1e)

where M** = propagatlng species of degree of

polymerizatlon lt, {L = Lr2 n

and the assumption, K2[M] >> l-.
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There are n¿rny simílarities between these results and those

obtained drrlng Èhe present lnvestigatÍon and the above mechanism,

e.qns " (1.1-7) to (1.19) wil-l be referred to agaín later (section

3.6 (a) ).

No extenslve studies have been done on the microstructure

of nitrlle-containlng po1-ymers although lsotactic polymethacrylo-

nltrll-e has been prepared using organomagnesium lnitiators.65

L.4.3 Mi,sce,Lt-onøou's vinu.L and. d'Løne nononurl.

Organomagneslum compounds have been reporËed to initiate

polymerfzation of a varíety of monomers other Ëlun acrylates

and nitriles. l'lost of the work has cenËred around the resultíng

polymer microstructure or more specifÍcal-Ly Ëhe amount of

crysËa1LínÍty exhibíted by the ,polymer.

Stereoregul-ar po1-yvÍnyl pyrfdines have been produced usíng

2--vÍny1 pyridí.ne monomer but not 4*'vlnyl py rLdtn*"66 In NatËars

opinion, conslderable remoteness of the níËrogen atom from the

víny1- group ellmínates the possíbÍ-lity that compl-exes of the

growlng chain can be formed by means of both donor posltions ín

the monorner, and thereby excl-udes its'rígíd orientatfon in acts

of growth. The role of compl-ex fornratfon as a factor ínfluencirrg

the mic.rostrucl-ure of the polymer is exhíbíted 1n polymerization

of 2-vlnyl p;'ridlne 1n the presence of catalytic quântities of

Lervís bases, v¡hích either hÍnder or ellmlnaËe complex formatíon
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between the growing chain and the monomer.

Other monomers that have been po1-ymerfzed using organo-

magnesium catalysts lnclude vinyl chloridesr 6T 
a1-dehydes6S 

"rrd

k.tor,""53'69 which presurnably pïopagate by some form of anionic

coordinatlon mechanism. The less reactive unsaturated hydro-

carbon nÌonomers (styrene, butadiene and lsoprene) do not

polymerize under ordinary conditions with organonìâgnesium ínitíators.

High tenperatures and pressures are required and the rates of

po1-ymerlzation are gener"lly sl-ow.70

Organornagneslum compounds also initlate the polyrnerlzation
71of vLnyl- ethers'- and slnce these monoilers are lnert towards

anionlc fnitíators the mechanísm in this case is probably cationic.

A more detail-ed review of Èhese reactlons is glven by

Err.rsalíms kli Qf. rr,L.sL

l-.5 Aint o(1 tltí's invutiga,l,Lon.

.r1,s yet, no papers have appeared Ín the l-iËerature whích contaÍn

detail-ed kineLic, mol-ecular rn'eighË, molecul-ar weight dístribuiion

and stereocheniÍcal- control studies on the po1-ymerizatlon of M4A

initiated by a serles of Grígnard reagents and dialkylmagnesium

compounds.

Several papers have combíned two or three of the above aspects

but conclusfons concerning the mechanism of the polymerlzatÍon

were tiampered for several reasons. In some Ínstances,
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una!"aílab11-ity of hfgh resolution n.m.r spectroscopy reduced the

accuracy of mlcrostructure determlnatlons and molecular tleights

had to be determined by methods such as osmometry and viscometry

whlch are subject to various inherent difficulties' eiÈher

experlmental. and/or the r¡al-ue-s of semi-empirical constanËs needed

for molecul-ar weíght calculatl-ons. The earller papers were

also hampered by the lack of knowl-edge of the exact composltíon

of Grlgnard reagents ín ethereal- solvents and the effect Ëhat

certaln fmpuritíes have on the resulting reactlons with unsaturated

esters.

The aim of thls lnvestigatíon was to unravel the compl-exities

and anornl-ies observed Ín the polycrerizatlon of MMA ínltlated by

Grlgnard reagents. The fnitiator soluËions vüere prepared in

THF because Èhey are monomeríc 1n thís solvent. Tolue-ne was added

to the reaction míxture to ensure a compl-eÈely ¡oto*eneous system

at the monolner concentratíons and temperature used " By

performing al-l reactions under high vacuum to elimínate oxygen

and moÍsture 1t was hoped that a detail-ed mechanfsm could be

proposed to explain the unusually hÍgh stereochemical control

exhtbited by certaín Grignard reagents but not by others under

ldenticál- condltions ;



CHAPTER 2

GENERAL E)GERIMENTA], TECHNIQUE

Organomagnesfum compounds react readlly with water and

oxygen to form alkanes and alkoxides respectLvely. Because

the presence of alkoxides greatly enhances the rate of exchange

fn organomagnesium syst.ems (section 1.2.3), ard because water and

oxygen termlnate the pol¡rmerizatlon of MMA inltlated by Grígrrard

reagents, conditions of rnaxlnum possible puríty must be

established. The purpose of thís chapter ls to describe Èhe

procedures developed to ensure that these condiLions hrere met.

2"L Hígh Va"cuun Sqttem

Except for the ínitial preparation of Èhe lnltiator solutíons

(which were done under a stream of hígh purity nitrogen) all

unnipulations and reactlons were performed under high vacuum.

The high vacuum system, fig. 2.L, consisted of two pyrex

glass rnanifolds whlch could be used indivi.dually or concr:rrently.

One manÍfold was used excl-usiveLy for sol-vent distil-latíon and

the other for evacr:,atlng reaetíon vessels. The m,anífolds were

evacuated by two pyrex glass, three stage mercuty dlffusíon punps,

baeked by one single s'Èage Dynavac rotary oil pump. The diffusíon

pumps \,üere connected such that Ëhey could be operated indepe-ndently

or concurrently in seríes or para11el. Liquld nítrogen traps

separated the rnanífolds from the diffusÍon Ptrnps r+hich wete l::
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turn separaÈed from the rotary punp by another trap. Safety

nanometers were aÈtached to e¿ch nanlfold and a pressure sensitive

mfcroswitch ensured that the díffusion pump heaters cut out when-

ever Èhe Ì'later pressure dropped below-a:certain value. Each

manffold \¡ras lirapped wlth Eleetrothernnl heatlng tape (heåted at

a rate of 50 iolts r -t) to elimínaËe the monomolecular water

layer that forms on the surface of glass.

Vac¡:a vrere measured uslng an Edwards plrani gauge to 1O-3Nm-2

and lorn¡er pressures $rere measured on a G.E.c. ionizatlon gauge and

approprlate head.

Al-1 gl-ass assembl-íes for reacËfon studles $/ere attached to

the manifoJ-ds vi-a springham greaseress taps wíth viton A diaphragms

or hlgh vacuum ground g1-ass taps lubrrtcated with Dow corning high

vacuum sll-Ícone greåse.

2.2 PULLúícø.f.Lon o[ Røagøn-ts

2. 2.L M"-fLtgL- ne.thacng.Lø,te (mm)

MMA (I.C.I'. Aust" Tensol cement No. 3 stabil-ized wirh 0"1Z

quinol) r,¡as washed five Èimes r,rith a LO% w/v caustic soda solutíon

to remove the ínhibítor and then washed wíth water untíl neutral

to lftmus. The MMA was then dríed with anhydrous magnesíum

sulplrate and allowed üo stand on calcíum h¡'dri.de (CaH2) overnlght.

ThJ.s sample rvas outgassed four tfmes and distllled under vacuum
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onto fresh C,aH2. The MMA roas then redistlll-ed into a dispenslng

vessel with precalibrated break seal-s attached which had been

prevíously flaned out to a pressure of l-0-3 Nm-2. These ampoules

were kept frozen in a dry lce/ethanol bath fn a darkened refriger-

ator to prevent any adventÍtl-ous polymerizatlon.

2.2.2 l'LlzUL Ha,LLde's

The a1kyl hal-ides used for the preparatíon of the appropríate

Grignard reagents were anal-ytical- reagent grade chemicals

supplíed by B.D.H., Ajax, ox Pf.aLtz and Bauer, dependent upon

avallabl-lify and del-ívery tirne. The halides hrere refluxed over

calclum hydrfde for L2 þours and distÍl-led ímnledlately before

use, a generous fractíon of the fnftial- distil-l-ate belng rejected.

LrZ-dj-b'romoethane (B.D.H. London, analytl-ca1 reagenË) was

dríed wlth calcium ehloride, distil-led, and a mlddle fraction

coll-ec ted

2.2.3 Tobrcnø

Toluene (S¡H.rLondon, Eng., anaLytlcal- reagenË) was refl-uxed

over CaH, for 24 hours and a middle fractíon distil-1ed onto fresh

Call2. This was transferred to the vacuum lirte, outgassed four

tlmes and distllled onto fresh CaIì, from wl-rích the toluene I^Ias

distll-led into a díspensing vessel with pre*calibrated breakseals

attached.
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2.2.4 Te,UøLtqdxo{unan (THF) (B.D.H. London, Eng. laborarory

reagent stabll-ized with 0.12 qulnol)

Sínce THF was the solvent used for preparing the ínltiator

solutíons lts purity was crítical. Asrdú.scussed ín sectlon 2.3,

the lnductlon period before the Grlgnard reaction starts ís

dependent upon the amount of water Ín the sol-vent.

Two purífication methods were adopted depending on the

quantity of THF required. I¿rge arþunts of solvent for the

Grlgnard preparation hreÍe treated ür1th l-lthium alumíniurn hydride

(LfAlH4) whlch removed the ÍnhibÍËor as ¡,rell- as dryíng the THF.

After refl-uxíng over L1AIHO for 12 hours, the THF was <listíl-3-ed,

and a nlddle fractíon col-l-ected. trYeshly pressed sodium wíre

was added and the solutíon stored 1n the dark untíl needed.

Smaller anounts of tetrahydrofuran, sultable fc¡r díluting

react.íon mÍxtures, hrere prepared by refJ-uxing over CaHr, distitling

onto fresh CaHZ and transferríng to the vacuum lLne. After out-

gasslng thoroughl-y, the THF r'c¿s dfstill-ed under high vacuum onto

a sodiurn mirror to ruhleh one gram per 500 **3 of the THF of

benzophenoÍre hTas added. The blue col-our of the Na-benzophenone

radical anlon developed rapídl-y, gradually gíving \.{ay to the purpl-e

radlcal di-anfon. The blue or pur:p1-e colour was used as a guide

to the THI'purity over a períod of time of storage ín the

refrfge-rator. Small- quantítíes of the THF were dj.stll-led from

this solition whe.n requi::ecl.
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l^liËh some brands, e.g. Unilab, laboratory reagent grade THF,

neither of Ëhe above puriffcatlon methods was adequate. The

Grlgnard Teåctlon showed an unusually long inductÍon perl-od and

polymerizations to whích thís ttpuret' THF was added hrere terminated

spontaneously. Evidently, some commercial grades of THF contain

an actLve lmpurity whÍch cannot be removed by the methods ernpl-oyed

here. This phenomenon has also been noted elsewhet",72

2.2.5 Ah,Lono[onn

Chl-oroforn (B.D.H. London, Eng" stabilized wíth 27. w/w

etTr,anol-) for po1-ymer tacticity determinatíons was washed síx times

with water, dried over calcÍum chloride, distilled and a mlddle

fractlon col-lected. 60 MHz n.m.r spectroscopy showed no traces

of irnpuríty.

Chloroform for ge1- permeation chromotography (g.p.c") r^ras

dÍstfll-ed without further purfficati-on.

2.2,6 Dioxan

1-r4 Dioxan (Univar, Aust, anal.y{:ícal reagent) wasrdsled over

CaH2t degassed and distil.led under vacuum onto fresh CaHZ and then

dístilled as requíred.
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2,3 PnepwøLíon o( lni-ti¡ttott ¿oLlbLont,

2.3.L GruLgnand nøa4ønf,t

Solutions of Grígnard reagents fn TIIF were prepared uslng

standard procedures.

MagnesLum turnings (B.D.H., London, Eng. sultabl-e for

Grígnard reactíons) were washed with benzene, then ether, and

drled at 373K for L2 hotrs.

Sínce Grigrrard reagents are sensitive to alr and moisture

It is essentiaL that the apparatus fs dry. The Grignard reagents

vrere prepared in a 3 necked round bottomed fl-ask fítted with a

droppíng funnel, reflux condenser and leak tube. Excess magnesÍum

Ètrrnlngs and a portion of the THF requíred were added to Èhe flask

and the whole appaïatus purged \,r1Èh high purÍty, nlgrogen (99,97.) .

A solution of the freshl-y dlstill-ed a1-ky1- halide in THF was

pl.aced in the dropping funnel and a snell amount added to the

reactj.on vessel to 1nítiate the reaction. (fhe formation of

Grígnard reagents ls a hÍghly exothermic process, and though sLor,r

to begin with, accelerates very rnarkedly when an apprecfabl.e

amount of the reagent has been formed. lt is therefore important

not to add too much halíde before the reaction is well started.)

G.entle heatlng of the solution hTas gerìeral1-y enough to inltíate the

reactÍon ín TIIF and thereafter the hal-ide sol-ution was added at

sueh a rate to maíntafn steady boÍltng of the ether. The
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maíntenance of steady bolllng has the advantage that the atmosphere

of THF keeps alr away from the reagent. hlhen all the aI-kyl hal-1de

had been added, the sol-utlon was refl-uxed for half an hour to

ensure thåt the Grignard reaction w:as compl-ete. A hfgh vacuum

tap assembly, compatable wlth the rËcuum líne was quickly ínserted

in the reaction vessel and the whole vessel \itas transferred to the

vacuum 1ine. The sol-ution was outgassed several times and a

díspensing vessel hras atËached to the nsin reactíon vessel- whích

had been fitÈed with a side arm contaíning a sÍntered glass fil-ter

and a breakse¿l, as shown in flgure 2.2.

After punplng and flamfng out Ëo a pressure of 1O-3 Nn-2

the apparatus was se¿led from the Lfne aÈ constríction A. The

breakseal was ruptured and the GrJ-gnard solutfon fÍltere-d into the

dlspenslng vessel. Thls was seal-ed at constrfctlon B and the

clear colourless solutlon poured into ampoul-es. This procedure

elimlnated cumbersome manipulations ín a <lry box and ensured th¿t

Lhe fnftlator was in an oxygen and r,lolsture free environment.

Several poinLs should be noted concernÍng Ëhe Grignard

preparation.

(l-) The inductlon period aÈ the begínning of the reaction

is fn part due to a thin layer of orríde that coaËs all nragneslum

that has been exposed to air. It is therefore preferabl-e to use

nagnesíum that has been freshly mi11ed with a special- carbíde tool-.
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However, the rnagnesfum can be actir¡ated by the addition of crystal

of iodine which attacks the rngnesü¡n to form ether soluble

magnesfum lodide and exposes a fresh metal surface. This method

waa nevQ)L used and should not be used where the presence of

rnagnesium lodlde rnay affect the course andlor stereosPecificity

of the reactíon. Another very good method which we employed for

the less reactive hal-ldes vras the addÍtlon of a few drops of

ethylene dlbromlde. This compound attacks magneslum rapidly'

forrning ethyl-ene and negnesium bromlde and also dries the TIIF

since the uragnesium bromlde forns THF lnsol-uble hydrates. The

presence ot a Á.(ighl excess of rnagnesium bromide has no effect

on the resuLting polymerizaÈion (section 4.2.L).

(2) The Grígnard preparation does noÈ proceed to compleLion.

Good yields can be obtalned when Ëhe l-east, reactl-ve broml-des and

chl-orídes are used and an adequate reaction rate malntained. One

possible side reaction accompanying the p reparatíon Ís coupllng

between RMgX and RX:

RMgX + RX+ MSX,+R,

Vapor phase chronatography of a hydrolysed sampl-e of n-BuMgBr

fafled to show any trace of n-octane in our system. One method

ti-rat l1¿s been used (e.g. ref.41) to remove vo|ati1e impurlties

from the Grignard reagent is to evaporate aL1 of the ether under

vacullm. The solld Grignard compound is then gønLLq heated to
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remove the last traces of volatil-es and finally dlssolved ín

freshly dísËilled eËher. AJ-l of these operations must be

done under hfgh vacuum to ensure compl-ete molsture and oxygen

free condítíons.

2.3, 2 O.La.Llu¡X- na"gnØriwt compoundÁ

The rnost convenient laboratory method for preparing these

compounds is to ËreaË the correspondJ.ng Grignard reagent with a

two fold excess of dlorcan which precÍpftates the rnagnesitrm haLide

as the bis-díoxan complex, forcing rhe Schlenk equllfbrlurn 1.1

to Ëhe left.73'7tit" dial-kyl- magneslum is l-eft ín solution.

RoMg + MgBr., , 
n 

2RMgx (1. l-)

2 dÍoxan

MgBrr.2 dÍoxan

The apparatus used ls shown in fLgure 2.3. Dío:can v¡as out-

gassed and the requlred amounE distllled Ínto the graduated cyllnder

attached to the reactj-on vessel r¿hích was then seal-ed from the ll-ne,

The GrÍgnarrl sol-utlon Ìüas broken in by rupturing the Èreakseal- and

the míxÈure Ëhoroughl-y shaken. A white preclpÍtaÈe formecl

irunedíately. Thís solutfon was alLowed 1-o stand" wlth occasÍonal.

shalcing, for two days and Èhe clear:, coJ-ourless solution of

dialkyl magneslum filtereC into the dispenslng vesseJ_.
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The nain disadvantage of this method is that the products

are not always free from halogen and lf thls is a signlfícant

consfderatfon Ëhe Mg - RrHg exchange procedure is to be

74.75preterred. '

76Tests for the presence of bromide (Volhardrs rnethod an)

solutlons of dlalkynngnesium compounds prepared by Ëhe MgBrr-

bis-dÍoxan precipitatlon method ürere negative and iË was therefore

assumed that this method of preparation was adequate.

The other disadr¡antage of thls method ís the lntroductlon of

another potentfal solvating agent (1r4-dioxan) lnto the system.

This disadvantage was neglected because although soLvent polarity

does affect the rat.es of exchange l-n organomagnesltrn systems

(sectlon f,2,3) the effecË Ís mlnor and the amount of excess

dioxan rernaínJ-ng in the system afÈer precipitatíon of the halide-

dio:<an complex would be negl-igible compared wlth the amount of

THF 1n the solution.

2,3.3 lÁagne'siutn bnotwLd¿

Commerclal magnesium bro¡nÍde consists of the hexahydrate

YIgBr, , 61120 and so ís unsuj-tabl-e to add to the polymerlzing

sol-ution. Sever:al- nethods are available for preparing snall

amounts of anhydrous bromJ-de or the ether sol-vaÈed magneslum

bromid."75 These consÍst of,
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(1) di¡ect combl-nation of the elements'

(2) hal-tde exchange between Mg and HBCI,' and

(3) Reactlon between rnagnesium and 11 2 - dibromoethane

fn ether.

The method used in this work was the l-atter where THF was

the sol-vent.

Mg + BrChrClIrBr TII Nrehx, + CH2 : CHZ (2.1)

The apparatus and method was identical to thaË used for

the prepanaËion of Grígnard reagents (secËion 2.3.1). Because

reaction 2.1 ls very exothermic, the reactÍon vessel was

frequently cooled with ice Èo prevenË excessive frothíng. The

concentration of nagnesium bæruidé was determÍned by Vo1-hardf s

titraËion rneËhod which consists of acidifylng the bromlde sol-utfon

with dílute nítric acid, reactíng with excess of standard silver

nitrate and the resl dral sil-ver nitrate determined wíth standard

ammonium or potassium thíocyaÌìate, using ferrÍc alum as fndíeatorl6

2, 3.4 Stnndutd,Lza.tion 06 fwæLatuL 
^o'Lu'tion's

Ìlany techniques have been used to determine the concentratíon

of organomagnesium compounds. These incl-ude proton magne-tic

77-78resonancer" ultra-vío1-et spectroscopy'" and various tÍt-ration

methods for determinlng the hallde content (Vo1-hard's method) or

the concentration of active alk¡,l magnesium bonds.4
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The meËhod employed vras Èhe latter, and consisted of

hydrolyslng the actlve alkyl-rragnesium bonds wíth standard acid

and then tÍtratíng the rernaining acid with standard al-ka1-i using

phenol-phthalein as lndÍcator.

The Grignard reagent (S em3) was pípetted Ínto a flask

containing dísttl1-ed water (ca. 10cm3). Standard hydrochloric

acld (0.100 mol- dm-3) was pípetted lnto the flask and several-

drops of phenolphthaLein índlcator added. The solution was heated

gently to complete the hydrolysls and then tltrated with standard

sodium hydroxíde (0.1-00 rnol- dm-3). The reactíons are sumnarlzed

as f ol.l-ou's.

x,RMgX + xH20 -+ xRH + xMgX(oH) (2.2)

xl'{gx (0H) -r- xHcl -+ xMgx(cl.) + xHZo (2.3)

and URZMï + zrjíZo ---+ z./RH + 4Is(oH) 2 (2.4)

IM1QH) 2 + 2tlilcL -+ Wsclz + ztJwzo (2.5)

where X, U are Ëhe proportíons of RMgX and RrMg present fn

sol-utf on reêpec tively.

A typical cal-culation is as follows:-

Volume of organomagnesium compound = 5.0 cm3

Volume of 0.1-00 mol d*-3 tlCl added = 40.0 
"*3

Volume of 0.100 mo1 d*-3 tl*on

needed to tltrate remainÍng HCI = L7 ,15 cn3

amount. of acid that reacted

$rlth the oïganonagnesfum eompounds = 2.285 x l-0-3 mo1.
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Total number of acËive R-Mg bonds = (x + 2/) noL

Total- amount of acid required to

hydroLyse the actlve R-Mg bonds = (x + 2/) mo1-

.'. Amount of acttve R-Mg bonds present = 2,285 x l-0-3 mo1

Hence lactíve R-Mg bonds] = o.45, mo1 dm-3

NoË1ce thaË the total- fnitial concentration of active

alky1--magneslum bonds [Clo has been calculated, and not Ëhe

indivldual concentratlons of RMgX and RrMg.

In fact

lclo = [RMex]a + 2[RrMgJ. (2.6)

and the indlvídual concentrations on the rlght hand sÍde of

eqn. (2,6) wil-l- be governed by the posiËion of the Schl-enk

equiLj-briurn. The factors affectlng the positlon of thís

equil_ibrium Ìüere gíven ln sectlon L.2.3 and Lhe consequences

wil-l- be discussed ín sectíon 3.6 (c).

2 "4 Po.Lqmetæza.t)-ctn l.øchwQuø

2.4 .L Oi,Lwtome'tnq

Dllatometry v¡as used to follow the kinetics of the

pol-ymerízatlon of MMA. The other wel-l-used techniques of

gravime-trÍc analysís and spectrophotometrlc analysis were not

usecl due to the l-naccuracy of the former and the inapplícabi1-ity

of tl-re latter. Gr:avimetrÍc analysf.s suffers from several
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disadvantages, v!2., it is impossiJcle to detect irregularities in

the polymerization conversion curves during the course of any kinetic

¡:trn and the presence of low molecular weight polymer as well as side

products makes determination of the exact weight of pollzmer formed

veqy difficult.

Spectrophotometric analysis of the decreasing monomer concentration
?o

has been applied successfully to styrene pollzmerizations'- but here

again, under certain condition, the pïesence of side products which

absorb in the same region as the nonomer complicate matt"t".79" fn

our system, the MMA ultra violet absorption Ís obscured by the strong

toluene absorytion and so spectrophotometry can not be used.

The dilatometers (volume ".. 9 .m3) r¡Iere constructed. of pyrex

glass with precision bore capillarry tubíng of internal radiuSO.l cm.

Each dilatometer was calibrated by obtaining the weight of t'¡ater

required to fill tJrem to a predetermined reference mark.

Figure 2.4 shows the dilatometer filting apparatus used through-

out this work. Precalibrated ampoules of rtorlofiìerr inítíator and

solvent (consisting of toluene and THF) were sealed to a reaction

vessel, which was transferred to the vacuum Iíne. After evacuating

and fl-aming out to a pressure of I0 '3 Nm-2 the apparatus was sealed

from the ]ine. The breakseals of ínitiator and solvent were :ruptured,

thoroughly mi-xed and then placed in a dry ice,/ethanol bath at the

required temperature, (223K for the
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Figure 2 "4. DÍlatometer filling appa,ratus.
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kineËic runs). The monomer ampoule was cogl-ed to the requlred

temperatr:re by surrounding Ít with a vacuum jacket filled with

dry ice. I,trhen both monomer and inl-tiator were at the reaction

temperature the monomer bre¿kseal $7as ruPtured and the mLxtr:re

thoroughly sh,aken. The dilatometer, which had been precooled

to prevenË back distill-ation, was flL1ed' sealed off at

consÈriction 2 and placed ín a Townsend and Mercer Mlnus Seventy

ThermostaÈ controll-ing to t 0"1 degree. Rates were measured

by fo1-1owíng the decrease in height of the menlscus j-n the

eapillary uslng a verËicalIy mounted caËhetometer.

A sl-ight modificatfon of this klnetic procedure was rruade

when determíniÍrg Arrhenius parameters, sectlon 3.3.4. One

dilatometel htas often used foT multÍpl-e kinetic measurements.

This r'ras achieved try flrsÈ measuríng the rate at the lowest

temperatuTe of the set'and after sufflclent points tr,ad been

recorded to determíne the lnitíal- raËe, Ëhe thermosËat \,Jas

rapidly heated to the next teniperature, using tv¡o 1200 watt

immerslon he¿Ëers. Thi.s procedure xateLy took more Ëhan three

mLnuLes and rate meaaurements rüere resumed as soon as the ínltía1

expansÍ-on ín the capillary had ceased. The weíght of monomer

pïesen! inÍËia1-1-y at each teflperature was deËerntined frorn

percentage eonversion calculated from the previousu run. Zexo

height ancl times r,¡ere deterrnined by ext-.ra-po1atíng the recorded

hefgliÈ values back Ëo the tlme ai r,rhich the heateÍs \¡üeïe turned
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on. Thls plrcedure ml-nlmized any effects of monomer consumptfon

whLl-e the temperatlre was changing, SuccessLve measurements on

new dllatometefs were begun at an overlapPing temPerature with

the precedl-ng rate runs to eDsure reproducibll-1ty of the rates

of polymerization.

Drring polymerlzat,íoa, the free monomer concenÈTation falIs

as Lt is incorporated in the uecromol-ecule and the change 1n

monomer concentratlon ls monftored by observing the volume ch,ange

wLth tfune. If the meniscus level falls Ah cm in t minutes, the

welghË of monomer polymerJzú., m' is given by (2.7)

m= (2,7)
vr grams

nrhere r = radius of the capil-lary (0.1 cm) and

Vt = vol-ume change in the polymerizatlon of

one gram of monomer at TK.

Nor¿

1

2
?fr

^h

1v
T

p p (2.8)mT pT

¡¡here Fnif = density of monomer aÈ T K and

, . 

Op, = denslÈY of PolYmer at T K'

In systems (such as anionic polymerlzation) where the average

mol-ecular weight (ll) of the polymer lncreases wiËh time, the

denslty of the products (on1) wil-l- also be time dependent.
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However, East At- úr80 have shorsn that in calculating the percen-

tage conversion frOm the observed Volume contractfon, allowance

need not be rnade for Ëhe change in pol-¡rmer density th¿t occurs.

consldering all factors of an addltion polymerLzatlon,

lnclg{ing the presence of lnitlator units, they derived Èhe

followlng expression for the decrease ín volume observed (^V).

AV= Aw (2.e)I¡I
\" 'm

n
p

the decrease in mass of monomer presenÈ

l-n the reaction mlxture.

p

where Awn

Equatlons (2.8) and (2.9) are ldentical when Àwrr: 1'

From 2.7, the percentage polymerization, P%, is

P%
100.n 1oo.n.r2¿h

qI vt

= A^h

where w- = orígína1- weight of monomer at t = 0
o

and A =aconsÈant.
ol

The rate of percentage pol-yxnerizatJ-on, R'' . ís'p
o/

R'" = A. dAhPdr

which ls símply the slope of the curve obtained by p1-otting the

decrease tn helght of the meníscus versos the tíne. More

wil-l- be said abouË this Ln sectlon 3.2.

(2.10)
\ù

oo

Conlintl¿ q.t f^gs L- ,9 .
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rt can also be "ho*81 that'

In (1 - A^h) ln(1-^v)
v

o

where [M]o = original nonomer concentratlon at t = O,

[M]t = monomer concentration aË t = t,

V = volume of solutíon at t = O
o

^V 
= volume change aÈ Ë s t

Hence if a plot of In [U]-o versus tfune Ls IÍnear, the internal-

lul t
order wlth.;respecË to monomer 1s trnity. Care shoul-d be taken

when studying these ploÈs because at lotu conversions, t.e. < LO%,

any ninor devlatlon from llnearity wí1L not be detected éspeclall-y

íf the conversion/time curve fs linear. trrlhat TrEy appear at low

conversfon, to be a línear ln(Mo/Mt)/tirne curve rnay not be

l-lnear when Larger conversÍons are taken Ínto account, e.g.

fÍgure 3.4 and 3.5.

2.4,2 UXfna-vioLe.t dpeeÍtto6e.0pq

Performing a1-1- reactions under high wacuum necessitated the

use of speclally-désigned high vacutnn sillca u.v. cel-ls fltËed

!Ííth a graded pyrex seal to facllítate sealing onto the reaction

vessel. Cell- path lengths ranged fron 0.1 cm up to l- cm.

depending on the concenLrations used. The apparatus used for

ftllfng the cells was ldentical to ttr,at depicted ín flg. 2.4

.13)(2In [M] --'lJ

[¡r] t
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except that the dllatorneter 1¡tEts replaced by a high vacuum u.v.

ce1l.

Inftial experfments rùere performed at ambíent temPerature

after mixing at ca .223K and spectra e,rere recorded on a Unlcam

S.P. 800 spectrophotometer using air as the reference.

Low temperature spectra vtere recorded on a Unicam S.P. 700

autornatic recording spectrophotometer with a specially constructed

sample compartmenÈ cover to accoTgnodate the cells. This was

necessary since thelr hel-ght, includÍng the graded silica/pyrex

sea1, was L5cm. Origlnally, the cell carrLage consisted of a

hol-l-ow copper block fltted wlth an fnlet and outlet tube. The

coolant was dry nitrogen gas, coóled by passing it through two

copper coíls írmnersed in Ltquid nJ-trogen. By adJusting the

nÍtrogen flow, the temperature, whlch !üas measured with 200 A

thermlstor, could be rulntained to withln tJK., A more

sophisticated cell hol-der was designed which could mainÈaln the

temperature to within tO. 5K. Inside the cel-l block were placed

two Solonr 25W,240 volt strlp heaters and a 100ç¿ STC' 822

thermisËor l¡hich lüas connected to a solid state temperature

controll-er designed in this DepartmenÈ. The coolant luas again

dry nitrogen gas passed through two heat exchangers immersed ln

tlquid niÈrogen. An extra gas fnl-et situ¿ted just below the

ce1l face ¡,¡as incorporated to enable cold nltrogen gas to blow

over the cell- face and so prevent fogglng.
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.411 spectra \reïe recorded using air as the reference and the

fl-rst readlngs could general-ly be obtained approxirnately nlne

or ten minutes after urixLng.

2"4.3 Tnøa.tnøvti oI PoL-qmøu

In most cases, the polymerizing mlxture was termírrated by

openlng to the atnosphere and then pouring into a ten fold

excesa of metbanol. The methanoL insoluble polymer preclpltated

innnedíate1y. Thls sol-ution was acidífied vlith hydrochloríc acid

to remove inorganlc material and the solution stfrred for several

hours. The methanol lnsolubl-e polymer rnras fílÈered, dried and

then dlssoLved in a rnínÍmum of benzene and Íreeze drfed. The

ffltrate, which contained meËhanol soluble nnterial- Fuch as [ow

moleculsr weíght polyrner and side productsr was ewaporated to

dryness. The residue was dissol-ved |n benzene and the insoluble

lnorganic materÍal filtered off. The benzene sol-ution was then

freeze dried and the weíght of the methanol sol-uble rnaterial

recorded.

The instances where the above procedure was not foll-owed

were ln certain speetroscoplc experimenÉs where one drop of

methanol was added to termlnate the re¿ctfon. Also Ín

experírnents where Ëhe formation of meËhanol as a síde product

were investigated, the polyme.rfzing solution was broken open rtnder

an atrnosphere of nftrogen saturated wj-th water and allowed to
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stand for several hours (for details, see sectíon 5.8).

rn cases where the number of active alkyl rnagnesium bonds

rernaining during polymerization was d.eter¡uined, a solution of iodine

in THF e¡as used, (section 5.5).

2. 4.4. 0e.te¡nína.tLon o'[ mLcnoútueiun¿

High resolution n.m.r. spectroscopy vüas used to determine the

pollmer chain configuration and the theory is discussed in Chapter 4.

Polymer samples were dissolved in ethanol free chloroform to

give a finat concentration of 3e" w/w and spectra were run at 312K

using a Varian T 60 n.m.r. spectrometer. Typical spectra are shovln

in figure 4.I. Proportions of isotactic, heterotactic and

syndiotactic triads were obtained directly from Èhe heights of the

respective peaks. These values agreed to within tI? of results

obtained by integration.

At the end, of this research a Bruker HX-90-E n.m.r. spectrometer

was acquired and several samples were analysed using deuterochloroform

as solvent and TMS as internal standard'

2.4.5 Ge,L Pe¡nealion ChnrtmøtogtLaph.U. (s.p...)

Molecular weights (MW) and molecular weight distributions

(MWD) were determined using g.p.c. and a brief account of the
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tJaeory is given in section 4.3.

The instrument was a llaters Associates mod.el 501 ALC/GPC

instrument suitable for analytical liquid chromatography as well

as g.p.c. The detector was an R-401 refractometer with a

sensitivity greater than 6 x 10-6 Rr fulr scale on the most

sensitive rarige. flzpically, a concentration change of I ppn

corresponds to a I% of fuII scafe deflection on the most sensitive

range.

The columns used were linear 4 foot Styragel columns of porosity

IO5 Angstroms. The advantages of the linear columns over the non-

linear ones are obvious. OnIy one column need be used (instead of a

bar¡k of 4 or 5) which results in rapid results. Increased resolution

Ís achieved by adding 2 or more colunns of the same porosity.

The instrument was calibrated using narrow MWD santples of

polystyrene and the curves are shown in figure 4.I0'

Polymer samples wele dissolved ín chloroform to form a O.2% w/v

solution and. the ínjection loop (volume = 5 c*3) was filled. At a

flow rate of I.4 "*3 *i.r-lr the optimum injection time v¡as 2 minutes.

Using one column, the total time to obtain a chromatogran was 45

minutes.

Elution volumes, VØ, vtere measured by means of a siphon attached

to the sample outlet. A photocell was attached to the siphon outlet

and when the siphon emptied, a 'blip' was superimposed on the
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recorder trace. The 'absoluÈe' elution Volume was thus replaced by

what should probably be called the eluÈion count.



CHAPIER 3

KINETIC EXPERÏMENTS

3.r lntnodue-LLon.

The kinetics of tJ:e polymerizaÈion of Mtr'lA initiated by organo-

metallic compound,s are complex. Even when the observed. rate law

is first order in both monomer and initiator, the observed rate

constant is generally complex, being a function of any solvating

solvents¡ such as ethers, that may be pt.=.rrt.82 The kinetics

are also complicated because of low initiator efficiency due to the

susceptibility of ttre monomer carbonyl group to nucleophilic attack

Ieading to unwanted side reactions such as carbonyl addiÈíon and/ot

chain terrnination. 83-85

Polymerizations initiated by Grignard reagents suffer from all

of these drawbacks and several others which are not encountered with

organometallic initiators such as sodium naphthaler,.S6 ot the díanion

of the sodium salt of o-methyl styrene tetrarner.E2 ïn these systems

tJ:e initiating species is known,whereas r.rith Grignard reagents,both

RrMg and RM9X are known to react with or B-unsaturated esters and

so both should be capable of initiating polymerization. Also, the

magnesium halide present in the Grignard solution¡ may play more

than a passive role in the potymerization as is postulated in the

reaction of Grignard reagents with ketones and nitriles (section 1.3).

This chapÈer describes the kinetic experiments performed. using

various Grignard reagents as well as the ulLra-violet spectra of the
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poLymerizing solution. As mentioned in Section 1.5' the Grignard

reagents were pïepared in THF because they are knov¡n to be monomeric

in this solvent (although at low temperatures some dimeric species

may exist3l) ar¡d toluene was added to keep the solution homogeneous

at the temperatures and concentrations employed.
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3.2 Tnea.tnenf. o( RuwLt's.

Dilatometry was used to follow the kinetics of the reaction and

the relevant experimental procedure is described in section 2.4'1-'

From the contraction in height of the meniscus, values of ln([M]o/[M]t)

can be calculated (eqn. 2.I3) and a plot of this value versus time

determines whether or not the pollnnerization iÈ internally fi'rst

order in monomer. Values of ln ([t"t]o/[¡'t]t) were calculated usinq

a C.D.C. 6400 computer programmed in Fortran. Plots of In t[U]c/[¡l]t)

versus time and percentage conversion versus time were also obtained

and the slopes and intercepts with their respective standard errors

ü¡ere computed using the one .progran. The inítial meniscus height at

zero time was calculated by extrapotating the contraction versus time

curvetot=O.

From eqn. (2.10), the percentage polymerization, p3, is gi"""

by

2 (2.10)
P L00.nr

^h

z

vT. lrv
o

where r the radius of the caPillarY¡

the weight of monomer present in the dilatometerw=
o

v*

att=Orand

the change in density on going from monomer to

pol1mer.

.1
PmÈ

I
INow vt

15

opt
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where g*, *U On, are the density of monomer and pollnner at

tl¡e reaction temperature. 0^, was calculaÈed using the data of

Matheson QÍ aX87
"tU 0n, from stud.ies obtained by l,toody.88

Since only a fraction of the total volume of the polymerizing

solution \^/as poured into the dilatometerr wor the original weight of

nþnomer in the dilatometer \^¡as calculated from the expression
293v - x vo1umenonomerx0.944

vt
o

o (3. r)
total volume of solution

where v 293 = the volume of the solution in the dilatometer
o

at 293K and 0.944 ís the density of MMA at

that temperature.

Since the volume of the solution present in the dilatometer can

only be measurecì at the temperature of the reaction, a correction

factor must be used to account for the density changes of the solution

with temperature and THF concentration. Using the relatíonship

obtained by chaplin,S9

p o.64LL + 0.0238XTHF - 0.00094r

the temperature of pol1'rnerization and

the mole fraction of TIIF.

tT x 9sr

(3. 2)
ST

where T

xnur

p

Hence

v
o

293

ST = 293
(3.3)
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where V = volume of soluÈion measured at T K
T

and PSt=293 = density of solution calculated at 293K.

The percentage polymerization and the percentage rate of

poll'merization, Rfrr could therefore be determined conveniently uslng

dilatometry. One point should be noted. The rate of poJ-1'rneriza-

tion, R-, is conventionally defíned as the rate of disappearance
p

of monomer,

- dlMl
dt

(3.4)

and the rate of percentage polymerization,

{ roo ¡ ¡¡a

R
P

R%p

R%p

lo

R;, is defined as

[¡a]t),/[M]o] (3-s)

- ro0

d
dr

which becomes

gIM]
dt

(3.6)

Therefore the rate of percentage polymerization is related to

the conventional rate of polymerization by

Rg = 100 Rp (3.7)p

l"¡

m;

This relationship is very significant, especiatly when the external

order of reaction with respect to monomer is determined by dilatometry-

A straight line prot of 10910 (Rå) versus logral]alo with slope zero

will in fact represent an external order with respect to monomer of

unity by virtue of eqn. (3.7).
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3.3 n-ßulvlgBrt I MM/. / to.tuønø / THF

InitÍa1 kinetic experiments were performed to determine suitable

concentrations and conditions for study by dilatometry. The most con-

vênient rate is of the order of 10 percent per hour' although faster

rates can be measured,. The major disadvantage with dilatometry

was that readings could not be obtained much before I0 minutes after

nrixing and so any unusual effects, such as rapid monomer consumption

during the first few minutes, could not be observed,. Any such

rapid monomer consumption can be detected by comparing the amount

of polymer recovered with the observed kinetics. In all of our

systems, the gravimetric yield agreed well wíth the theoretical yield

(tle") and it was concluded that rapid initial monomer consumption

does not occur.

3.3.r )ndut wi,th nupQ.c.t to N-ßr.úlgWL

The depenilence of poll.rnerization rate on the initial Grignard

reagent concentration, [arr]o, vras determined at 223K by keepíng the

monomer concentration and concentration of THF constarrt while varying

the Grignard reagent concentratíon. This was achieved by keeping

the volume of monomer and tofuene constant and evaporating THF from,

or adding tor the initiator solution to maintain a constant THF:

toluene volume fraction of L:2, Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show plots of

log
IO

(R
l)'o

-? -1 -?
,/mol dm "s t) versus tonr'tlcrr]o/mo1 dm ") and Rn

o
versus
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lc respectively.
o

(2.6),

l ".r. 
*nor*ol dm-1 -1-s ' is the initial rate of

n

polymerization obtained from the initial rate of percentage pollzmeri-

zation, R7 ., by means of equation (3.7) ana [CrrJo is the initial.D
'o

concentration of active n-butyl-magnesiun bonds as defined by equation

["rr]o = lnusx]o + 2[R2Mg]o (2.61

where the índividual concentrations of lnMsx]o *d [RrtugJo are

determined by the Schlenk equilibrium at that particular temperature'

From figure 3.1 and 3.2 it can be conclud,ed that the Ínitial

rate of polymerization is directly proportional to the initial alkyl-

magnesium concentration [Grr)o. when [GrrJo' O'03 mot dm-3, th"

poll,merization rate becomes very slow and irreproducible. The

reason for this is uncertaín, but it is most likely due to the

presence of trace impurities in either the initiator, monomer or

solvent. This idea is strengthened by the observation that although

reproducibility is better than five percent for any one batch of

initiator and monon'rerr correlation between different batches is less

dependable.

Figure 3.3 shows plots of percentage conversion versus time over

the concentration l:ange studied. As can be seen, these plots are

linear, even up to 40zr ând the slopes give the rate of percentage

pollrmerj-zation. Linear conversion curves have also been reported

by Watanahe e.t a155b (up to 4Os" conversion) and AIIen * *54a' b

(up to 5pa) in diethyl ether: toluene (1:9) mixtures ¿¡ 223K.
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TÀBLE 3.I

0.28;

223K

2 .7, mol dm-3

(al
Ex.tuno"L orLduL wÍ-th nupee't Ío n-ßul.llgßn.

T

luue.Jo

*ro [rmJ = ,.87 mol dm "

[Grr)o,/not am-3 lonrol"rr]o ro? nn roeróRp -? -1/moIùn -s -)+5-2 -l-J/mol dm s
o o

0.051_

0.052

0.076

0.078

0. 103

0. 104

0. I04

0. 130

0. 156

0. i-68

0.l_95

-r.292

-t.284

-1.119

-1.108

-0.987

-0.983

-0. 98 3

-0. 886

-0.807

-o.775

-0.7099

3. 75

4. L95

6.04

5. 88

8. 17

9.30

8i'33

t 1.1r

L2.69

1I.67

14.93

0.5740

o.6227

o. 7810

o.7694

0. 912

o.96e4

o,9206

1.045

1. 1035

1. 067

t.L74

(A) Concentration of n-BuMgBr is defined according to eqn. (2.6)
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The complete results of this series of experiments are recorded

in Table 3.1.

3. 3. 2 Monomelt døytendencø

As discussed in section 2.4.I, the concentration of monomer at

any particular time t¡ câo be calculated from the fractional volume

contraction of liquid in the dilatometer between t = O and t.

Figures 3.4 (a) and (b) show plots of ln([M]o/[M]t) versus time

for various values of [a,.]o. It would appear from figure 3.4 (a)

thaÈ the internal order with respect to monomer is unity. However'

figure 3.4 (b) clearly shows the deviation from linearity of the

first order plot when large conversions are considered. Monomer

consunption appears to be first ord,er up to 12 per cent conversion

but at large conversions (figure 3.4 (b)) this assumption is incorrect.

The \n/time curves are no longer linearr passing through the origin.

Ítris apparent discrepancy can be explained on the basis that it is

very difficult to distinguish between linear and non-linear

In (tM]o/tM]a),/tJme plots over small conversioné. Thüb the ínternal

order with respect to monomer appears to be ZUL! wirrlch ié cônsistent

with the mechanism proposed by Erusalímskii for the acrylonitríIe/

Grignard ry"t"*64b, (section l-.4.2, eqn. 1.19).

The external monomer dependence was determined at different 
I

initial monomer concentrations and constant [GrrJo and xtnn by

varying the arnount of toluene present to keep the total volume of



Tigure 3.4(a). Integrated rate plots for the

sarne runs as shown in figure 3,3.
Tühen the time scales of figs. 3.4(a)

and 3.3 are compared, it can be. seen that

none of the integrated rate plots above, have

been calculated beyond. 10 per cent conversion.

I = 223K; IMMAJ o = 2. ?6 mol- ¿m-3 ; [TmJ = 2 .B'l

mol dn-3; [Gn]o/ moldm-3 = o.1g5(¿ ) ; 0.156( o) ;

0.13(o); 0.103(o); 0.0?7(x); o.o52(').
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Iigure 3.4(b). Integrateri- rate plots for two

of the runs in fig. 3.4(a) taken over long

conversÍorts. The curves are no longer lineart

anô show a distinct upward deviation,

indicatJ.ng that the intèrnal ord.ex¡ rrvj-th respect

to monomer concentration is gSIs ancl not unity

as lr¡ould be pred.ieted from fig. 3.4(a).

n = 223K; frnra] o = 2. ?6 mof ¿t-3 ;

[nm] = 2,8? mo]. dm-3 ; fGrrJo/ mot aur-3 =

O.l 03 (O) ; o. 1 30 (o) .
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solution constant. The results are shown in figures 3.5 and 3.6.

Rate calculations were performed observing the precautions

outlined in section 3.2 and it appears that the external order with

respect to monomer ís unity.

The lines and slopes of figures 3.5 and 3.6 are those determined

by regression analysis. The stand.ard. error (S.¡.) in the slope of

the 1og- Iog plot is large because of the small number of points

used for the determination. Analysis of the linear plot confirmed

that the origin lay wíthin tt¡e S.E. of the intercept. The 90?

confidence limíts were also determ-ined and are sholdn in figure

3.6. The 100(1 - a) confid.ence limíts were calculated using
oo

the orpression""

o (* +(xi lft\
t(. - x-f

Uct = Uít ta$l4 = n-2)

cl values of the confid,ence limits at Xrt Ui

(3.8)

where gl

x

o

mean X value

standard error of q, from the linear regression

Line

= t. test parameter

= nt¡nber of degree of freedom

= probability parameter defining the 100 (1 -cr)

confidence limits.

rn these oçerimentsrxTHF = o.Ioz[rnr']= 1.0 mol dm-3 compared

with xro = o.2B [run] = 2.87 mol dm-3 in section 3.3.1 above.

t.

n

cl
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However, hre have found no evidence throughout the duration of

this work to suggest that the order with respect to ["rr]o and/ot

[UJo should differ at different TltF mole fractions even though the

overall rate, *n^, i" dependenÈ o. XT'F (section 3'3'3) '
o

3.3.3 E('døe-t o $ Í.e'tnah4dno t¿man

Figure 3.7 shows the effect of THF mole fraction on the rate

of potlrmerization. The error bars on the points are not the

standard errors of the slopes calculated from the computer plotst

but are an estjmate of the maxímum possible experimental error

arising from errors in calibration of volumes, dispensing solutions

and extrapolation of the conversionr/time curves, etc. A maxjmUn

erïor in the rate of 15% seemed realístic. No attempt was made

to fit a linear relationship between R', *d *r", although such
*o

a relationshíp could be justified when *r* I 0.I2: At very Iow

THF mole fractionsr R', appears to level off to a maximum' although
'o

Ín this region, errors ín the calculation of xrnubecome significant.

This may account for the deviation from linearity when Xr* < O.!2,

but, it is interesting to note that there is a marked change in

pol1,mer stereospecificity at this THF concentration, section ¿"2'l'

figure 4.4.

Nevertheless, it is obvious t]"at the rate of pollzmerízation

decreases as the mole fraction of THF increases. This ís consistent
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with the results obtained by Allen Qf. d,L using n-BuMgBr in diethyl

ether /toJ"uene solutions at 223K. 54a

3. 3. 4 T enytena.funø døytendence

The effect of temperature on the rate is shown in figures 3.8

and 3.9. The features are si¡nilar to those reported earlier for

the diethyl ether/toluene systern. In figure 3.8' xTro, = 0.281

( [rgr] = 2.8- mo1 dm-3) and curve I is the temperature dependence
I

observed when initiation is performed. at 223r and the dilatometer

then placed in the thermostat at the required ternperature. Curve

fI is the temperature dependence observed when initiation occurs

at 263K for one minute and the rate then measured at the desired

temperature. The arrows on the curves indicate the direction the

temperature was varied when one dilatometer was used for more than

one rate determination. the duplicated points on curve T are

those where another dilatometer was freshly prepared (see section

2.4.I for experimental details). From figure 3.8, the inversion

temperature, T;¡ occurs at ca. 251K and the activatíon energy below
4-

Tt is 17 tS. 8.1 kJ mol-t

Figure 3.9 shows the ternperature dependence when Xr* = 0.07

[riu'] = o.?2 mol dm-3. rn this case ,í= 244* and the energy of

activationwhenTaT¿ is19t2kJmo1 -1
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3.3.5 IlLtttn-vio.Le.t apøcttø o.[ t|w polqmenLzÍng,s q,sten

The ultra-violet spectra of the MS,IA pollnnerization initiated

by diphenylhexyl-lithium (Dpltr,) in dioxan9l .ta the sodium salt of

the s-¡läthyl styrene tetramer in TlfFr/tolu..r.82 show an absorytion,/-
maximum at ca.33Onm which is relatively stable at 1ow temperatures

and is destroyed instantly by oxygen and/ot methanol. This peak

has been attríbuted to the propagating species of poly(methyl-

methacryIate) although there is some controversy concerning the

exact nature of the species causing this peak, ê.9. ref. 92. Other

absorption maxima have also been obserVed, at very low and inte::rne-

diate temperatures and these have been attributed to more reactive

forms of the MMA anion and alkoxide side products respectiv"ty.S2

In previous reports where Grignard reagents have been used,

e.g. refs. 54,55¡ rnixing Ir4IutA arrd the organomagnesium compound at

Iow temperatures resulted, in the ínstantaneous appearance of an

Íntence yellow colour which has been observed in diethyl ether'

THF and toluene solutíons. this colour rapídly faded (within

seconds) at temperatures above 258K and its l-ifetime was shorter

in the presence of high MMA concentrations as well as with Grignard

reagents whÍch were the least efficient in initiating macro-chains.

In thís investigation, a greenish-yeIIow colour appeared

instantaneously on mixing the Ml4A and n-Br:lr{gBr solutions at 223K

and the ínitial aim of this series of experiments was to ídentify
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this colour and to determine. whether an absorption occurs at

ca,33Onm as it does in the DPHL and Na,( cl-MeSt)n initiated systerns'

Unfortunately, tjre lifetime of this colour was only 2 minutes

at 223K and only slightly longer at lower temperatures and so it

was impossible to obtain any information concerning the origin or

fate of tllis colour.

Nevertheless, our spectroscopic studies did provide some

interesting results which are shovùn in figures 3.10 and 3.11.

The spectra were run using air as the reference and as can be

seen from figure 3.10, all ¿bsorlptions below I = 280nm are obscuTed

by the strong toluene absorption. AIso there v¡as no evidence of

any absorption at l> 32onm. Figure 3.10 shows the spectrum of

the polymerizing mixture in a I mm cell taken at different

temperatures from initiation, (2f5K) to alrlcient.

The spectra were run at increasing temperatures' the time

interval between runs being no more than 5 minutes. At T < 253K,

no significant absorption vlas evident at ÀÞ280nm, however as the

ternperature rose-al¡ove 253K, a peak appeared, a! À = 300 nm and grew

rapidly as T increased. The formation of this peak was irreversilcle

í.e. the rate of growth could be controtled by lowering the

temperature but the peak could not be eliminated, once formed.. The

peäk position shifted slightly as the temperature vras raised until

at 298K, the absorption maximum \^¡as at À = 296nm. In some cases, a

shoulder ç¿s gbserved on the base of the toluene "cut off" evelt at
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223K. On warming the solution, the shoulder intensity remained

constant until T >253K, when the 296nm peak grew rapidly.

This shoulderr which was sometimes obserr¡ed at low temperatures,

was probably caused by the presence of a small amount of the same

species which gives rise to the 296nm peak at higher ternperatures.

SmaII amounts of these high temperature products may be formed

during f.itting and,/or sealing off the cetl if due care is not taken.

The spectrun of a solution with [¡4¡44]0 = 0.26 mol dm-3 and

["rr]o = 0.91 mot am-3 was identical to that shown in figure 3.10.

Under these condi-tions pollzmerízation does not occur, however, when

the solution was warmed from 205K to ambient, a peal< again appeared,

at À =: 296rm and grew rapidly as the temperature was raised above

253K.

Figure 3.11 shows the termination properties of this peak under

conditions when [m'm]o > ["rr]o and when ["rr]o ) [maalo. when these

soluÈions were broken open at ambient temperature, and. shaken in air,

tJee 296nm peak did not diminish, but the addition of one drop of

water or methanol almost completely destroyed it.

3.3.6 Thø ø((¡øcf o$ addlhivu

In our attempts to identify the active propagating species in

the Grignard system, small amounts of very strongly solvating solvents

such as tetraglymer CHr-O-(Cur-CttrO) n-CHrr ând hexamethy3--phosphoro-

triamide, ((ctt.)N¡ p o, were added to the initiator sorution. Thet2
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effect of these solvents v¡hen added to such compounds as fluorenyl-

Li or fluorenyl-Na is to solvaÈe the cation, thereby increasing the

concentration of free ions in ttre solution. Since free ions are

much more reactive than ion paírs the rate of porymerization should

be much faster in the presence of these solvating solvents.

It \,ùas hoped that in our system some of these effects might

be obseg¡ed since the colpolymerization studiés of previous work.t34-

suggested some form of anionic propagating species in the MMAr/Grignard

system.

(a) Te.tnaglgmø

The initial experiment consísted of adding sufficient tetragllane

to the initiator solution to ensure that the ratio of glyme:

[C ] > f. Immediately the two reagenÈs were mixed a white precipi.-- n-o diately the two reagenÈs were mixed a white pre

tate formed, the amount slow1y increasing with time. A micro-

analysis of this precípitate indicated the presence of magnesíum and

brominè in the ratio of I:1.?. The supernatant liquÍd, obtained by

decanting from the precipitate, was then tried as an initiator of

pollrmerization. When MMA was added to a cooled solution of this

Iiquidrthe characteristic greenish-yellow colour observed in the

Grignard system appeared instantaneously and the dilatometric

conversion versus time curve v¡as linear.

It is reasonable to assume that the addition of tetraglyme to

the n-BuMgBr/TtIE solution resulted in the precj-pitation of M?BY rt
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forcing the Schlenk equilibrium in favour of (n-Bu) rMg. The super-

natant tiquid therefore consisted of a solution of the dialkyl-

magnesium which initiated the polymerization. The similarities

'between the behaviour of the supernàtant liquid (i.e. (n-Bu)rMg) and

the n-Br:I,lgBr solution will be discussed in section 3.6 (c).

(b) Høxame,thq.L-ytho,sycfutnoÐuLanidø. (HMPA) .

The same initíal experiment as in part (a) was performed

using HMPA instead of tetragllzme' on mixing the initiator and

HMPA at roorn temperature no precipítatei.formed. Howevert on cooling

to 223K the solution became heterogeneous. This process appeared

reversÍb1e because the precipitate redissolved when the solution

hras \,\Iarmed to room temperature. Breaking in the monomer aE 223K

produced' no colour change and no polynerization'

vilhen HMPA in toluene $Ias added to the initiator at 223K and

the monomer added without allowing the solutíon to vtarm' polYmeriza-

tion did occur although no colour change was evident'

This procedure vlas repeated at 2I1K and 197K and the rates of

polymerization compared with the gravimetric yields. The results

are shown in table 3.2. As can be seen, the rate increased wiÈh

decreasing temperature and at 197K there was rapid monomer consump-

tion in the initial stages of the polymerization.
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TABLE 3.2

Rø.tø od pofuTnwLza,tion o{ tlMA uing n-ßtt!Ágßn ín tl'te, ytnuønce o{

H[Á?A. 
("1 ro, = o.o9 [rnn] = 0.92 ¡ror dm-3

C.Nl4PAl = 0'2? ',ol dn-t

ternpr/K [¡r¡re] t r l
z*tï-m-s z*åi'an-3

ro?np
-3 -1

,/mo1 chn s Theoretical
Yield/z

Actual
YJ-eld/zo

223

2Lt

r97

2.77

2.77

2.77

0. 10

0. r0

0. 10

4.0

6.4

l_

2

5.9

11. 3

2.23

6

10

2 5z 13

(a) Rates measured 12 minutes after mixing.

These results can be interpreted in several ways. FÍrstly,

it has been reported93 that dimethyL sul-phoxide (ÐMSO) and dimethyl

formamide (DI'{F) , react with Grignard reagents above 243K accordinq

to
oMgx

"-ç-* 
(cI3) 2 + RMsx " -l ,1- 3. ea)

o N (cH3) 
2

An analogous reaction could be envisaged between HMPA and

n-BuMgBr or (n-Bu) 
rM9 at high tenperatures to form a product of

the type ((¡le)^tl)^ P(oMgx)R. rf tÌ¡is product is inactive
z3

towards MMA this would explain the results observed initially, i.e.

that HMpA in some way deactivates the erignard reagent towards monomer.

This particular phenomenon, that the addition of HMPA to an

initiator d,eacLivates the initiator has been noted in other systems'
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e.g.r tÌre sodir¡n and IÍthir¡n salts of polystyrene are rapidly

destroyed by HMPA even at low temperature. Polystyryl-K is stable

at 203K in IIMPA containing med.ia¡ but above 233K' a spontaneous

change readily takes pIt"".94

At low tenrperature in the Grignard,/OUf systemr reaction (3.8)

does not occur but complexing between Dl{F and RM9X does.

+ RMgX
2

RMgX (3. eb)
2

A similar compJ-exing p::obably occurs between RMgX and HMPA

a3.though when HMPA is in excess, 2tl complexes will probably be

formed. such complexes have been observed-29'95

The increase in rate with decreasing reaction temperature could

also be explained in several ways: complexing reactions such as

eqn. (3.9b) are favoured at lower temperatures and so the increased

rate could result from an increased, concentration of active species.

This assumes that the complexed form is more reactive than the

uncomplexed form. If the rate determining step of initiation is

displacement of a solvent molecule by MMA, then the stronger complex-

ing agent such as HMPA would be expected to retard the rate of

initiatíon. Hovrever, if the rate determining step is the breaking

of the R-Mg bond then the strongest complexing agent should increase

the polarity of the R-Mg bond and hence the reactivity.

In a comparatíve study of the factors influencing the rate of

addition of dimethylmagnesiì.ûn to benzophenone, Hous" e,t cl"L96 fo¿nd

o
ll

H-c-N(Me)
oti+ He{ (Me)
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that addition of solvating agents to the solution either accelerated

or retarded the addition reaction depending on the additive. HMPÀ

accel-erated the reaction but their studies were hampered by the

formation of insoluble materials when gnall amounts of HMPA were

added to the organomagnesium compound in d'iethyl ether'

The greatly enhanced polymerization rate in the acryIonitrile/

Grigmard system at 198K when HMPA is added is probably explainalcle

on the above hlpothesis as are our results at 197K. The slower

rates observed at 223K and 211K may arise from competing reactions

of the type (3.9a) which rnay only become insignificant at the

Iowest temperatures.

Neverthel€ssr oux results showed that presence of HMPA alters

the rate, tacticity and molecular weight distribution which probably

results from modification of the inítiator as well as the propagating

species.

It is rather surprising that HMPA did not complex with the

MgBr, present i¡r the Grignard reagent and precipitate |u}re 2:1 bis

HMpA:MgBr2 compound as for dioxan and tetragtyme. As the above

results confirm, this system is quite unlíke the 'normal' organo-

magnesium polymerizaLion of MMA and so although the results were

interesting, no further investigations were done.
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3.3.? Low tenpua.fuite d,íL0rtc)møtlLq

In additíon to the Arrhenius ptrots, (section 3.3.4) several

dilatometric investigations were attempted at ca.200K' to see

whether any si:nilarities existed between Èhe Grignard initiated

pol¡zmerization and those initiated by various organo-alka1i

compounds. In låese tatter systerns, rapid initial monomer

consumption followed by a much slower rate has been obserwed at

very low temperatu=.".8'
-?At xrnr,= o.34, [tHr] : 3.38 mor dm-3, [lo,talo = 2.5 mot dm-s

ana lcrrJo = O.I0 mol dm
-3 the conversion veJasus time curve at

linear and the rate of pollzmerization, calculated as

in section 3.2 was 5 x 1o-5 *oI d^-3s-1. The polymeriza-

terminated after 90 minutes ar¡d the gravimetric conversion

agreed well with the theoretical dilatometric conversion

Another run \{as performed with tro = 0.07r[rHr] = 0.76 mol

-? -?dn-3 and IMMA]. = 2.95 mol dm-3, lar]o = 0.11 mol dm-3 for 30 minutes

and agaín there was no indication of rapid monomer consumption. It

was noticeable at tt¡ís temperature and low THF rnole fraction' that

the intense yellow colourrformed on rnixing the monomer and initiator,

persisted for almost 20 minutes.

3. 4 Søcondl)Lu a,tLd tuLf,La,rcg-ßwttj.l- Magne,sitn bnomide¿,

3.4.1 Søc-BtiÁgßn

200K was

outlined

tion was

of 10.2%

IO. B% .

Many of the experi-ments detaired in section 3.3 were d.one using
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sec-BuMgBr as initiator. fn general, rates were found to be much

faster than for the n-BuMgBr systemr ând so lower monomer and

initiator concentrations were used. A yellowish colour with an

average lifetime of I minute appeared when monomer and initiator

were mixed and was less intense than that observed in the n-BuMgBr

case.

Percentage conversion versus time curves were again initially

Iínear, although at very high rates, the soluÈions became viscous

and the rate d.ecreased.

The initial rate of polymerization was externally first order

with respect to the organomagnesir:rn concentration, [""]o, figure 3.12.

Here [a=]o represents the concentration of actíve sec-Butyl-

magnesíum bonds in the sec-BuMgBr solution. The external order

with respect to monomer was not determined, but there is no evid,ence

to suggest that the order Ís different from the n-BuMgBr system.

The effect of mole fraction of THF was not as marked as for

the n-BuMgBr case, figure 3.13, but again a gradual decrease in Rn

was observed as the mole fraction of the THF increased. As for

the n-Br.rMgBr case¿ the tacticities and. molecular weight distribution

o

were markedly different at Xr*< 0.I compared with XT*,> 0.1 (section

4.2.I and 4.4.1) .

_?At xrHr = 0.14, [tgr] = r-44mo1 dm-3, fvrla]o = 2-8 mol dm-s

and [c-]^ = 0.04, mo1 dm-3 comparison of the gravimetric and- s-o 4

theoretical dilatoraetric yields obtained after 15 mj-nutes pollnneriza-
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tion at 2o0K showed that no abnormatly rapid monomer consumption

had occurred at this temPerature.

3.4.2 tetut-Bul\gBn t

continuing the trend shown by the sec-Bu}4gBr initiator, rates

of po3-ymerization using tert-BuMgBr \^7ere ttre fastest of the series '

-?
lfhen [UUafo= 2.76 mol drn-3, [ct]o = O.O2t mol dm-5 r ând, ITHF =

O.ZB, [tUf1 = 2.8,mol dm-3 the pol'merízing solution turned solid
I

within two minutes of mixing at 223K. The polyrner recovered was

,,stringy" in appearance anð as will be discussed later (section 4'2'L

and 4.4.1) was highly isotactic, of very high molecular weight and

narrow molecular weight distribution'

In these systems there was no observable colour change on mixing

and even when the concentration of monomer and initiator were reduced

to 0.94 mor am-3 and 0.0073 mol dm-3 respectivelyr the reaction

solution was stíI1 too viscous to pour into a dilatometer after two

minutes al 223:K. Even rate determinations by gravímetric analysis

were subject. to large errors in this system. because the very high

molecular weight potlzmer formed was insoluble in quantities of benzone

that were practical for freeze drying. This made accurate weight

determínations difficult to obtain.

Many methods were tried in order to reduce the rate and,/or the

molecular weight of the pollzmer formed so that quantitative kinetic

studies could be done, horvever all such attempts failed. By
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decreasing the monomer concerntrations, gravimetric analysis indicated
-2

that verT slow rates could be achieved, e.9' [uf'aa)o = O'2 mo1 dm "'

["a]o = o.Ollmo1 drn-3, xTro, = 0.15' the percentage rate of polymeriza-

tion R8, vras ca. 0.2% per minute which is ideal for dilatometry.
p

Ho\^rever tJ:e solution was still far too viscous to pour into the

dilatometer. It appeared that the molecular weight was independent

of the initial monomer concentration.

c.p.c. analysis confirmed this, although the molecular weight

distribution did change with time, section 4'4'I'

Unfortunatelyr higher initiator concentrations could not be used'

in an attempt to reduce the molecular weight because of the low

solubility of tert-Bu}4gBr in TllF at 223K.

3.5 Vía,LhUL magnuíM^ a/s fr o.LpQ^iza'tio n inibLo-tct n't

The only intensive dilatometric studies using the dialkyl-

magnesiums as pollztnerization initiators were done on the (n-Bu) 
2MS

system. Preparation of these compounds has been descríbed in

section 2.3,2 and they were standardized as descríbed for the Grigrnard

reagents, section 2.3.4,

!,lhen MIulA and (n-Bu) 
Z MS in THF,/toluene solution were mixed at

223K, a greenish-yellow colour, identical to that observed in the

n-BuMgBr system' instantly developed and faded rapidly' Dilatometric

studies were done to determine the external orders of reaction v¡ith

respect to monomer and initiator concentrations, and front figures 3.14
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and 3.L5 it can be seen that the polymerization is ex.tÜLna.Llq ti-tst

order in both monomer and dialkylmagnesium concentration.

Just as for n-BuMgBr, the percentage conversionr/time curves were

linear a¡rd although tJ:e fn([lt]o/[¡lt]O) /tíme cur:\¡es appeare linear

during the initial parÈ of the reaction (< tOZ conversio ), they were

unmistakably non linear when higher qonversions were consídered,

(section 3.3.2).

Low temperature u.v. spectra of polymerizing solutions using

(n-Bu)2Mg as initiator showe identical results to those obtained when

n-BuMgBr vras used., section 3.3.5.

The simil rity between the n-BuMgBr and (n-Bu) 
rMø systems is

strikingr and will be fully discussed in sectíon 3.6 (c).

The rate of polymerization using (n-Bu) 
rMg appeared to be slightly

faster than for n-BuMgBr under identical conditions; e.9 at I = 223Kt
_?-? 0.96 mor dm-3 ana ["r.]o - o.o3a mol dm-3[mr'] = r.oz mo1 dm -, [mua]. =

.(where ["rr]o represents the initial concentratíon of n-Bu- agnesiun

bond.s in each system), ro?n^ /moI.d*-3="l = 4.36 for (n-Bu)rMg and
pc

3.8U for n-Brf4gBr. Possible reasons for this discrepancy will be

discussed. in section 3.6 (c).

Gravímetric rate studies were done using (sec-Bu) rM9 and (tert-Bu)-

Mg. The former gave the characteristic colour expected for Grignard

reagents when mixed with MMA and the rate of polymerization using

(sec-Bu)2Mg \,ras much faster than for the correspondinq sec-BuMgl3r,

.ot dm-3r.,T'= 223K, and
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= 0.02 mol ùn
1

-3 for sec-BuugBr and [""]o -3
[t"]o 0.012 mol &n

for (sec-Bu)rMv; fo? R^ ,/mol d^-3"-1 = 1I.O anil 50 for sec-BuMgBr
po

and (sec-Bu) 
rMg respectíve1Y.

However, when (tert-Bu) 
rMg was Used, no colour change was observed

when the monomer was addedr and the rate of polymerization was very

sIow, e.g. at [rur] = 2.8, mo1 do,-3, [uualo = 2-76 mol òn-3 and

laa]o = O.O24 and 0.0I2 mol d^-3 fot tert-Bul{gBr and (tert-Bu)rMg

Ã. -?lorR', /mo1 dm'J = 76 and O.5U for the Grignard and dialkylmagnesiunr
.'o

compound.s respectively.

3.6 Oi.tcu.t¿íon

The results contained in this chapter have been purely concerned

with the kínetics of the pollzmerization initiated by organomagnesium

compounds, and so it would be j:npossible to propose a mechanism on the

basis of these results that would explain those obtained in chapters

4 and 5. Neverthelessr some collclusions can be drawn.

(a) The kinetics of polymerization in THF appear to be símpJ-er

than those reported in diethyl ether. In the latter solvent, external

second order initiator dependence and first order monomer dependence

were obset r.d55b whereas in THF external first order initiator and

externaL first order monomer dependence occur.

The deviation from linearity of the internal first order monomer

dependence plots (h[U]o/[M]t versus time) suggests a zero internal

monomer depend,ence since the conversion curves are linear"up to 402.
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This deviation from internal first order monomer dependence has been

observed by Allen aÍ ol54 although in their case' the conversion/time

curves were also non-linear at conversions greater than ten percent'

The linear conversion versus tjme curves suggest that there is

no termination duríng polymerization' There are alternative

explanationsr such as transfer to monomer with the production of another

grovüth site of identical activity but as will be shown ín section 4'4'I

the direct proportionality between the experimental molecular weight

arrá ttt" per cent conversion (at least up to 25å) is in accordance with

a living system. Watanabe Q,t a,L55 obser*¡ed similar results in diethyl

ether and termination free systems have also been proposed for the

BuMgCI initiated pol1'merization of acryIonitrile in toluene at tggr'64b

Mention has already been made of the similarity observed between these

two systems (section 1.4.21, viz,external first order with respect to

initiator and. Iinear conversion versus *or4þÍrar weight depend'ence as

well- as the insensitivity of molecular weight to initial monomer

concentration. perhaps this similarity is not surprising when one

considers recent reports detailing almost identical mechanisms for

the reactions of ketones and nitrires v¡ith Grignard reagents.3le' 
41b

(b)Itisunlikelythaëeitherinitiationorpropagationinvolve

the reaction of free ions or 1oose íon-pairs. This may not be true in

the presence of strongly solvating agents such as HMPA \4thich modifies

both the initiator and propagating specíes. The ability of Grignard

reagents to polymerize monomers such as styren.gTt .r,d o-Mestyrett9Tb
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in the presence of HMPA but not in its absence supports the above

contention. Little more will be said concerning this aspect of the

pollzmerization because the original airn of the work was to investigate

the polymerization of Ml4A by Grignard reagents in solvents of moderate

dielectric constant and solvating ability-

Even though charged species a¡rd their agglomerates are known to

exist in ethereal solutions of Grignard reagents the effect of TtIF

on the rate of polyrnerization is opposite to that expected for propa-

gatíon by free ions or various forms of ion-pairs in equilibriun.

The absence of any rapid monomer consumption at very low temperature

supports this hypothesis. Drawíng on comparative studies in the

organo,/atkali system, low temperatures should favour the more reactive

solvent-separated ion pair or free ion species, e.9. ref.98"

The decreasing rate with increasing THF concentration cou1d. be

explained by the presence of a reactive species at low xr* and a

Iess reactive one at high *r", ir equilibr:'-um with each other. A

similar idea has been sugtgested involving a rapid pre-exchange in

organomagmesium "y"t.*". 
35

This ídea of a reactive monosolvate and a less reactive disolvate

has also been invol<ed to explain the effecE of ca.ta'Lqlic quantities

of TFIF on the poI1'merization of styrene by polystyryllithium in
oo

b"rrr*rr"." If monomer becomes coordinated with the cation yln'LOlt to

its addition to the carbanion, then addition of a second molecule of
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100ether may hinder propagation. Szwarc uses the following symbolic

eguation to explain this result where the ar¡:ow represents a molecule

of ether¡

.A^^OO*--r + C=C

(3.10)

--- c - c..
útuç'- +>'@

However the dietherate

¿.n^¡O @ *-^

is assumed to be sterically blocked.

Atthough this type of mechanisn may explain the effect of

increasing THF concentration on tJ:e rate of porl'merization observed

-2in our system where [f¡ff'] varied from 0,4a to 5 mol drnr" it is only

L applicable to the polystyrylf sVstem when THF is present in catalytic

amounts. At higher concentrations, i.e., comparable v¡ith our system,

ion, íon-pair equilibria will become important in the organo-lithium

system.

(c) Some information concerning the initiating species can be

obtained, i.e., whether *2tg, RMgX or some other associated forms

or a mixture of all are the truly active initiating species. It is

necessary to examine the published data concerning the Schlenk

equilibrium I.1. As discussed in sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.3, the
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Schlenk equilibrir¡n is ¿llmost statistically balanced in TFIF solution

at anibient temperature or slíghtly above, i.e. K r_-r" 4 and is

virtually independent of R or X. Using the published data for

t-ÐXagCI with Kr.l- = 4 and ÀHro, = 3?kJmol-I .t 315K' Kr., = O.Ot

at 223K. Because of the independence of KI.I ot R and X it is

reasonable to assume that at 223K' for all the Grignard systems

studied here, Kr., wilt be smaIl. This means that in our experi-

ments the predominant species in solution will be the dialkyl-

magnesirun compound and magnesium bromide, with only a very small

arnount of RMgX. Comparative studies between the reactivity of

dialkyl-magnesium and their corresponding Grignard reagents towards

ketones, nitriles and unsaturated esters have shown that the RrMg

species is far more reactive than Rl'lgx2?'39e'40a '46a' tot u.n.

Ashby has calculated that MerMg is ten times more reactive than

MeMgBr towards addition to 2$ethyl-benzoph.rro.r".39ê

Under the conditions "no="r for our experimenÈs, the concentration

of RrMg>>RMgX and it is therefore reasonable to suggest that the

initiating species in our systern is RrMø and not RMgX. In diethyl

ether the situation would become more complex because as discussed

in section I.2.3, the Schlenk equilibrir¡n strongly favours RM9X at

room temperature and is also dependent on the nature of R and X in

this solvent. rn iliethyl ether association effects are also

important. Therefore, when diethyl ether is used, the concentration

of RMgX in solution v¡ill be appreciable even at low temperatures and
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will almost certainly play a signíficant role in the pollmerization.

This fact may explain some of the complexities observed by various

workers using diethyt etÏ¡er rather than TFIF¡ ê.9. the findings by

owens eÍ al'52b (section r.4.1) that both porymer and cyclic ketone

containing at least three monomer units were formed under conditions

when [uuaìo< [cìo at 273Kr coüId be explained on the basis that in

diethyl {tf.t, the small amount of reactive dialkylmagnesium present

in the solution may be the cause of these high molecula:: weight

products.

The almost identical results obtained in this work for the

n-BuMgBr and (r¡-Bu)rMg systems support the above proposal that the

reactive species is RrMø. However, some apparent contradictions

are obvious: firstry, the rerative rates of pollzmerization initíated

by (n-Bu)rMg and (sec-gu)rMg are faster than their corresponding

Grignard reagents whereas (tert-Bu) 
rMg 

polymerizes MMA much slower

than tert-Btûv1gBr. Identical rates of polymerization would be

expected for both RrMg and RM9X sotutions if RrtutS were the predcrninanl:

reactive species. A1so, the polymer microstructure, molecular weight

and molecular weight distribution wouLd be expected to be identical

for polymerizations with R2Mg or RM9X.

The polymers prepared using n-Br:InIgBr o¡ (n-Bu) 
2Mg did in fact

have id.entical tacticities and sjmilar molecular weight distributionsr

however, the tacticity and molecular weight distribution of poly(!lMA)

prepared usíng sec-BuMgBr and tert-BuMgBr were completely different
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f::om the porymer prepared using the corresponding dialkyrmagnesiun

compounds.

There are several possible expranations for these apparent

discrepancies. comparison between rates of reactions, especially

porymerizations of low initiator efficiency, can be misreading

unress specific rate constants can be evaluated. onry when these

are known can an increase in rate be cçrrelated to an increased

reactivity of the,species involved, for exanpre, an increase in
polymerization rate may onty be due to an increase in the number of

active centres brought .lorrf{ah. presence or absence of some reagents

as in the polymerization of styrene by n-Buli in benzene with and

wÍthout smallamounts of ether.

This type of situation may be occurring in our system. rt has

aJ-ready been stated that the initiation efficiency is very low in
Grignard initiated polymerizatíons. The presence or absence of

MgBr, may have a pronounsed effect on the relative rates of formation

of inactive species compared with active species. This effect has

been observed in various non-pollzmerization reactions where the a¡nount

of conjugate addition to certain: c:r ß-ünsaturated esters decreases

with increasing MgBr, concentratior,.'102 complex formation between

MMA and MgBr2 may be the cause.

The presence of MgBr2 rnay also affect the polyrnerization rate in
another way. Exchange reactions are rapid in Grignard systems



(section I.2.3) and suclh reactions may influence the overall

pollzmerizatíon rates. A sirnilar effect has been observed in the

reaction of ketones and nitriles with MerMg.3lt ïn the presence

of MgX, the initial ketone - MerMg adduct undergoes rapid

redistribution according to

b*rfi.-o-Ms-Me + Mex2;ffiMe$sx **4" -oMsX (3.11)

whereas in the absence of MgX, a dífferent mechanism is postulated.

=Q
2R2C -O-MgMe "'+Mel4f- Me - MsMe ---+ Me¡4e(lrtn*" '*'" , 2Ms(oR) , (z,tz¡

R

Thus ourinitial proposal that RrMg is the reactive species in

our system is still justified, but an additional qualification must be

included t viz., the presence of. MgBr, not only alters the overall rate

of pollzmerization presumably by influencing the number of active

centres formed but also may affect. the ultimate mechanism by

participating ín various complex exchange reactions such as postulated

in the ketone system.

(d) The presence of side reactionsr even at low temperature' is

shown by the low initiation efficiency calculated by comparing the

experimental and theoretical molecular weights. The theoretical

nurnber average molecular weight (ü,, 
a.n) tor 7éorvmer 

produced in a

termination-free system in which the initiation reactíon is effectively

j-nstantaneous is given by the expression

M nt.h= a x [u]o x (Ml,Imonomer) (3.r3)

3-33

x In o
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where o = fractional conversion,

MW (monomer) = molecular weight of the monomer

6 ínitíation efficiency (concentration of active chains formígg
hi MW

totaL amount of initiator

Thus an ULíns.te- of { may be obtained from the experimental

number average molecular weight (ün"*n) by invoki¡xg tþe ídentity

relation, M..' nexp = M . which will only be valid under the conditions
nt.rl

outlined above (see section 6.I for a more detailed discussion) '

The maximum in the Arrhenius plot is partly due to an írreversible

termination of the growing chain. There is also a rapid terminatíon

step which competes with initiation at high td'mperatues but is absent

below the inversion temperature. The spectral evidence suggests that
and ihe lrow)ng .Aaìn

the species resulting from termination of the ínitiatodare of the

same basic type 45 the sþ¿ci:S <cLllst'ng the LL'v.ì, 
PeQ-k 

at T>253 k .

This assumption seems reasonable when the following results are

considered: the inversion temperature observed from the Arrhenius

plots is the same temperature at which the u.v. absorpLion peak at

t, + 296 nm begins i;o grow; nej-ther the polynerization nor the appear-

ance of the 296nm peak is reversible when * ,ri and when initiatíon

occurs at T > T¿r the poll'merization rate j-s very slow and the 296nm

is always present. Here¿ termination of the initiator only applies

to those products formed. when T >T¿ and not necessarily to those side

reactions whích occur conconrmitantly r¡¡ith initiation even at low
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temperatures.

A clue to the nature of these high tenperature side products

is given in the result that thsiru.v. absor.ption at À = 296 nm is

not destroyed by oxygen but is by methanol. This same phenomenon

has been observed in the pollzmerization of Ml'tA initíated by

Na^( a- Me-stvrene).82 where a peak at { 30Onm was obsen¡ed, which2' ' 4

grew rapidly at 290K and was destroyed by methanol but not ¡y OZ.

The nature of this peak was assigned to an alkoxide' presÌfnably formed

by attack of the macro-chain on the monomer carbonyl group¡ forming

the alkoxide f,

R -c
I

=Q

úv\no n" @ + (3. r4)

oOs.@
RO

I

This particular mechanism of termination in MMA polymerizations has

been postulated before.56'57 If it occurred in our system an initial

product of the type If would be formed which may either rapidly

eljminate methoxide to form the ketone III and MeOMgn (path 1) or

retain its alkoxide character until termination with a Lewis acid

(path 2).

C=O --| \'Wc\
RO/

I rapid Me-slelimination- ìc = C.
-t^-^

termination '/w - v

with Lewis acid Rt

e.g. H^O
" Írr

1. MeOMgR

|+Hro
2. MeOH + R-H

+ Mg (oH) 
Z

(3.ls)II

2
+
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where R' is the macro-shain.

Arguments againsÈ this particular scheme as being responsible

for the spectral behaviour are: the u.v. absorption of I where sodium

is the counter-ion and of II with - MgR (or even - MSX) v¡ould not

be expected to occur at the same vlavelength. The effect of cation

on the u.v. spectra of anions has not been intensively studied but

Iarge red shifts have been reported on changing from Li* to Cs+

ketyrs in dioxan.f03 rn strongry sorvating solvents (e.g. D.M.E,

and cyclohexylamine) the reverse effect was obser.r.d.104 The ketone

III cannot cause the 296nn peak because of the terminatíon properties

of this peâk, i.e., destroyed by methanol but not by oxygen. AIso

carbonyl addition of the tlpe suggested in egn. (3.15) is thought to

be the predominant síde reaction competing with initiation at low

temperature¡ section 5.10. If this is true, then any species, such

as II or III or their complexes (with e.g. MøBrr) which are forned'

concommitantty with initiation cannot be responsible for the 296nm

peak which appears only at higher temperatures.

Goode * *52a detected a large proportion of the cyclic trimer,

IV in the Ph-MgBr/diethyl ether system at 273K.

o
Rt' Rtt

Rr Ch2 co2Rt"

Rtt 2Rt"

Rtt o
tllR|CH^-C- c-R¿l

H

IV V

However, this cyclic ketone or its precursor is no'b líkely to
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be causing the 296nm peak in our system because of the termination

properties of this peak and the identícal spectra obtained when

[lauaìo < ["¡]o and [uualo >> [",.']o.

Product V wiÈh Rr = R was also observed and its proportion

íncreased as the temperature increased from 243K to 293K:3 rt is

presumably formed from either 1r4 addition followed by carbonyl

addition or vice versa and a precursor to V may be the cause of the

296rn at higher temperatures.

It should be noted. that the above aïgrlnent doU not imply that

termination reactions such at (3.14) and (3.I5) do not occur in our

system but the argurnent doetS suggest that sush reactions are ltlt

responsible for the 296nm peak that grovrs when T > T;-. The

possible products that may be responsible for the 296nm peat< will

be more fully discussed in section 5.I0 but suffice to say here that

the sul¡stantial increase in methanol produced, when a polymerizing

solution is allowed to warm to room temperature (p::íor to þydrolysis)

suggests increased. carbonyl attack on the monomer at higher tempera-

tures.

If it is assumed that the major side products at 223K are one-fold

carbonyl addition products (evidence supporÈing this assumption is

discussed in sectíon 5.10) such as II and/or III where Rr = Rr Lhen

at higher temperatures the precursors of two-fo1d carbonyl adducts

or tlre precursor of a species such as Y fiA.! be responsible for the

296rn peal< formed, as the temperature is increased.



CHAPTER 4

POLYMER MTCROSTRUCTURE MOLECULÀR I4EfGFIT

AND MOLECULAR WETGHT DISTRTBT]TION

PO LVI,IIER ll,f 1 CROSTRUCT URE

4.L InfnoducLLon
polymer chain configuration is very important in determining the

physical and mechanical properties of polymers. Hence, the ultimate

aim of any mechanistíc analysis of the polymerízation of any vinyl

monomer is to explain tlre particular chain configuration assumed by

the polymer under tJre influence of the organometaltic initiator beíng

used..

Natta and his .""o.irtu"l05 reported the first fully successful

preparatíon of isotactic pollpropyfene in 1955 and the regular

structure of the resulting pollmer was thoroughly proved by X-ray

analysis.

Since then, Bovey and Tiersl06 d..r.loped an n.m.r. technique which

permits recognj-tion of both isotactic and syndíotactic linkages in

polymeric chains (especially in PoIy(methyl methacylate) ) and to

distinguish all three possible sequences of consecutive segrnents t vLz-

ísotactic, syndiotactio or heterotactíc triadsr

xx xxYx

ri#-1
YYYYXY YX

i=nm ^=)úL 
Lt=mn

v¡here l?,1 and ,tC desigrrate meso and racemic dyads respectively.
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In poly (¡¡¡¡a) , the methylene protons are equivalent in a racemic

d.yad (tt)

x

and therefore produce only one line in the n.m.r. spectrum. However,

in a meso dyad¡ (n), they are not magnetically equívalent even íf

free rotation around the neighboring C-C bond is allowed. Thus in

an isotactíc dyad the methylene protons exhibit an AB pattern.

Furthermore, when tt¡e above triads are consídered, the central

o-methyl group, represe ted as Y (v¡here X = CO2CH3) will be in

different magnetic environments depending on whether the triad is

i, h or '5. Hence the presence of each triad is olcserved by the

characteristic chemical shift of the respective protons and peaks

at ô = 1.22 ppm, 1.05 ppm and 0.9I ppn represent isotactic' hetero-

tactic and syndio'cactic triads respectively. The relative

intensitíes of these peaks give the abundance of the various triads

in the investigated polymer- Figure 4.r shows the 60 MH¿ n'm'r

spectrum of polymers prepared during this research using n-BuMgBr

(4.1 (a)) and tert-BuMgBr (4.1 (b)). The former polymer is 55u

syndiotactic and the methylene proton region appears as a broacl

singlet. However, the poI1'mer prepared using tert-BuMþBr \^¡as over

xYx
H

Y
H

,L

Y
H

m

Yx



Iigure 4,1 . 60 MHz p.m.l1. spectlra of poly(IvT"lA)

showing the methoxy proton resonance at

6 *3.5 ppnr the methylene protons between 1.3

and 2.3 ppm. and-'the oC-urethyl protons betlveen

0.9 ancl 1.2 ppm. depend.ing on whether they

ane Ín an isotactic (f), heterotactic (H) or

synd-iotactic (S ) envirònment.

(") rsyndiotactic l-iket polymer prepared

us-lng n-Bu-NigBr at 223K, lttt¡'J = 2 .B? mol d*-3,

lmlin]o = 2.76 mor dm-3, [Gn] o = o.1o mol cìrn-3.

?roportions of i, h and s triads = O.14¡ O.32

and. 0.!{ respec'bively and. the rnethylene peak

is a broad singlet.

(U) risotactie l-iker pol¡nner from tert-Bul1gBr

at 223K, [tmA.Jo = O.94 tnol drn-3,

[Ct]o = O.O1 mol Oro-3, [fUlJ = C. 144 nlol dm-3.

i:h:s = O.84zo.O7:0.09 a.nd. methyl-ene region

appears as a quartet.
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80% isotactic and the methylene region shows a definite quartet,

although one peaJ< is partly obscured by the isotactic o-methyl

resonance.

BotJr d¡rad and triad structure are distinguishable with 60 MHz

n.m.r which is aII ttrat we had available. However, wíth much more

sophisticated techniques (C* fourier Èransform analy=i=lo7) and

better instruments (lOOMHz ar¡d 22OMHz) it is possible to distinguish

tetrad and pentad sequenc.=.tot

It is essential to obtain such informatíon before the exact chain

confíguration can be established and more than one mechanism can be

tested. The establishment of the proportion of triads can only be

used to test the simplest mechanism¡ vizr Bernoulli trial statistics,

section 4.1.1, and to establish whether the pollmer is isotacticr

syndiotactic or stereo-b]ock. Neverthelessr even this somewhat

limited informaÈion is useful and will form the basis of this portion

of this chapter.

4. r.1 Cho,Ln eon diguu.Í,Lo n 
^ 

to,.tÅ,â t La's .
r08,109

The abundance of various sequences (triad., tetrad and pentad)

is governed by some statisÈical laws, e.9.¡ Coleman utd Fo*I10

deríved the required. functional relations between the abundarrqe of

various d¡rads and triads. Extension of this work to tetrads and

pentads has also been repott.d.111 Some of these relations are

independent of the mechanism of addition and therefore provide checks
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for the assignment of the observed lines. Others depend on the

stochastic laws which goveTn the st¡:ucture of the chain and hence

the observed abundance of the various sequences permits the

establishment of laws governing a particular mechanism.

Some cases, such as the polymerization of MMA with phenyl-

magnesium bromide in toluene at 195K, lead to non stochasti. ".q,r.à.""
and are better represented by the Colexran-Fox model.lllb

A detailed revíew of the configuration statistics related to

pentad sequences is beyond the scope of this thesis due to the

unavaila-bility of suitable instrunentation but several excellent books

have been written on the srrb3."t.Iog

We sha]I be wholly concerned with the information that can be

derived from dyad and triad sequences.

Suppose we define the probability that a monomer unit adds to

a polymer chain to complete a meso dyad as P^ and' to complete a

racemic dyad as Prwhere P, and PU are indepen${5lt of the previous

dyads completed, i.e. ttre chaín structure does not affect the

confíguration of a dyad being completed.

In this case the chain is buitt up according to Bernoulli trial

statistics and the proportion of isotactic, heterotactíc and syndio-

tactic triads are given by,

L=Wtyh =p^,
l,L=mlt+ltn1 = 2 P^ (r-Pn)

Á = h)L = lt-?rl 2

í+h+,s = I

(4. r)
(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)and

= Po'
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ft is possible to plot the theoretical values of í, h anð. .6

determined. from eqns. 4.1 to 4.4 f.or given P, from O to I and' then

try to fít the experimental values of. í, h and Á determined by

spectroscopy. If the e>çeri-rnental points faII on the theoretical

curves then Bernoulli triat staËistics atre followed. This method

has been applied in section 4.2.I.

rsotactic polymer forms when P, -> I and syndiotactic if P, * o'

Howeverr if the configuration of the chain end influences the

mode of addition, the statistics are non-Bernoullian and the

experimental points no 1onger faIl on the theoretical Bernoullian

curve¡ figure 4.3. The simplest non-Bernou1liarr mechanism is one

which follows first order Markov chain statistics in which the

configuration of one unit, presumably the chain end', influences the

mode of addition. Two parameters are required to characterize this

since the probabilíty of a monomer unit completing an lt dyad vihen

adding to an fi end unit, Prt, i" not the same as completing an lL

dyad on an ,r¿ end unit, Pft)L.

îsotactic poll'mer confoltns to first order Markov chain statistics

when P* -.+ O ana P^n 1. TWo other types of polymer can be

described by first order Markov chain statístics: heterotactic, tr'hen

P^O> O.5, P*, O.5 and stereol¡Iock when Prn*d P^ are small but

finite (i.e. both less than 0.5).

From triad information Markoy models of any order can be fitted
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but not tested. First order Markov model-s may be tested from tetrad

ínformatíon and second order Markov models can only be tested from

pentad sequences.

rn certain instances' e.9., tåe poll'merization of M[44 by PttMgBr

in toruene, at r95Kr111b the sequence distributions fit neither

Bernoulliar¡ nor finite Markov chain etatistics and an alternative

mechanism has been proposed by Coleman and Fo*.I10 They suggest

that in pollzmerizations initiated by metal alkyls there may be two

(or more) states of the propagating chain end, corresponding to

chelation by counter-ion (resulting in meso placements) and the

interruption of this chetation by solvation (leading to /t placernents).

The intervals between arrival and departure of the solvating species

(e.g. TI-IF in our case) are imagined to be longer than that correspond-

ing to an average propagation step, but not necessarily very much

Ionger, since block lengths are often very short.

4.r.2 Fn¿ø cha,Ln u¡d.t

To account for the stereoregularity of propagation we have to

cor,rprehend the interactions through which the stereostructure of tÏ¡e

newly formed segrnent is d.etermined by the geome.Frff ot the preceding
¿r.:\ i

unÍts. A carbon atom which is tetrahedral as a reactive chain end

will normally retain this configuration when a monomer unit adds to it.

The addition usually involves insertion into the C-catalyst bond and

tfte new segrment emerges with a weII defined geometry which is not
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altered in the course of the subsequent growth of the polymer.

A planar chain end is only fixed in configuration when the next

unit adds to it and the propagation is stereoregular if the geonetry

of the penultimate unit determined the spatia.l arrangement around the

X.-a.6t u¡1t. at a time when the latter becomes linked up to a newly

added mcnomer. The planar chain end generally arises in free radical¡

classical carbonium and carbanion polymerizations and in almost aII

poll'merizations involving these "free" species, Bernoulli statistics

characterized by a single parameter, Pm, will prevail.

Under these conditionsr the rate constants for isotactic and

synd.iotactic ptacement are given by 4.5.

Pm (4.5)

4 kJ mol-1

4 kJ mol-1 (4.7)

(i :lr)

For the free radÍcal polymerization of MMA, the Arrhenius plot of

tJ¡e stereoregularity of poly MMA yields a straight line and differences

Ín the activation paramet.t" -t.IoB

AHpí
t

p^

f
lr^

(4.6)

As -^s

The preference for syndiotactic placement whích increases at

lower temperatures is due to a small additj.onal energy required for

isotactic placement whích rnust outweigh the srnall favorable entropy.

h
P,L

Ç^

t

t
^H

rJí
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4. r.3 Bound chnin ønd,s ,

Vltren the chain end is bound,, either covalently or in an ion-pair¡

tJ:e situation can become extremely complicated especially when traces

of strongly coordinating solvents are present.

The stereospecificity of the anionic polymerization of MMA

initíated by Grignard reagents or organo-Iithium compounds can present

a bewildering picture. Pollzmer configurations depend on solvent,

temperature and the halide and organo groups of the t""g.rrts2"' 55' 109

and changes in any one of these variables can bring abouÈ dramatíc

changes as will be shown in the folJ-owíng section.

Two groups of work;f,trfz'I13 ha.r" studíed the polymerization of

ß-deuterated acryJ-ate esters initiated by PhMgBr¡ PhrMS and fluorenyl-

Iíthium. Using these monomers they were able to dístinguish between

cis and. trans opening of the double bond because the ß-carbon

configuration can be determined bY n-lm.r. spectra of the resulting

diisotactic polymer.
cis monomer

cis addition trans addition

erythrodiísotactic threodiisotactic (4.8)

trans addi s addition

trans monomer

The presence of mínute traces of ether in the Grignard reagent

was critical. With the cis-monomer, complete absence of ether results

in cis addition whereas tr¿rces of ether give almost equal proportions
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of cis and trans monomer addition. As the ether content increases so

does the trans addítion. In t}le complete absence of ether, the system

Ís heterogeneous and is undoubtedry extremely complex.112'113

Low temperatures farzor cis addition and the proportions of the

two mechanisns is determined during the first few minutes of the
113

POI)¡merl-zatron.

Some interesting conclusions have been drawn concerning the

possible mechanisms operating. Yoshino eÍ aLll3b have shown that the

concentration of unreacted Ph-Mg bonds increases as the temperature

decreases and is determined in the initial stages of the poll'merization.

The presence of unreacted initiator groups adjacent to the propagating

site could ínfluence the rate and mode of addition at the o,carbon atom.

If the initiating species in the Grignard reaction is RrMg in

equilibrium with RM9X then the proxj:nity of an unreacted R-Mg group to

the propagating site is explained. This suggestion is supported by

the observation that cís addition increases when PhrMg replaced

ehugerll3a and that cis addition is depressed in the presence of excess

tn"4tittn This is in accord with our eonclusions in section 3.6 (c).

Unfortunately, the factors controlling the ß-carbon s1'mmetry seem

to be independenË of the a-carbon atom configtrration whích is our prime

interest. However, studies on d,euterated isopropylacrylate initiated

by PhMgBr have shown that a-carbon isotacticity is established from the

beginning of the chain.rLA'5q

The polymerization of ethyl cis-ß-.dr-deuterornethacrylate initiated



Figure 4,2. Stereochemical control theory pro-
posecl by Bovey (ref. 115) to account for the

observed. p-cabon stereochemistry of the

diisotactic pol¡rner produced from ethyl-cis- Ê -
d.euteromethacrylate Ínitiated by fluorenyl T,i

in varying TIIF/tol-uene mlxtures.
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(o)

(c)

' la) An isotactic-likc approach oI thc rnonomer to thc chelated conlact ion'

pair. (ó)The new c_c uä"¿ hu, t."n furrmctj rrith the mcrhl.lcnc [) on the.sanre side of

thc zigzag ai the cster futtction (c) Thc l-í' moves uP to the nes anion' with concurrent

roration of thc ncr¡' *..n'i¡n'tttt f''t' g'nup' fornring the same chclated structure as in a'

(b)

(o)

(c)

n¡rron of tlre monomc¡ carbon¡l sith the

rcc the approach to bc s5ndiotactic-lihe'

c) I hÙ Li ' and its periphcral solr r'nt rlr¿ll

nt rotation of tlrc cstcr function \t i:ì' ncw

is a silnultaneous rotation abùul lllc nc\v

r¿st¡lts in an crltltro-tneso plircenrcnt' tlrc

tht- zigTJg frotlr Ilte cslct Sroups arid tll': "-
rîtlolì'
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þ fluorenyl lithiuln are simpler than the Grígnard system and Bovey

has detailed an interesting mechanism Èo account for the stereo-

specificity of isotactic polymerization and is reprocluced in figure

4.2.

4.2

115

Re'su,Lt^

4.2.L Gtt Lgnand hea"gønt^,

n-BuMgBr The n.m,,r: spectra of poly MMjA prepared using Èhis

initiator in toluene/flHt solution are singularly lrnin+;eresting; only

when they aré compared with polymers produced by other Grignard

reagents does the picture become fascinating, e.g. figrure 4.I. However

there are some interesting features. All of the polymer6, are non-

Bernoullian, i.e. the proportions of .f,, /r and á triads did not conform

to the theoretical proportions predicted assuming Bernoullian trial

statistics, figure 4.3. In this test, as outlined in section 4.1.1

the theoretical isotactic, heterotactic and syndiotactic abund'ance

curves were calculated using eqn. 4.1 to 4.4 and plotted against Pr.

Each experimentally determined polymer microstructure was tested by

placing the syndiotactic abundance on the theoretical curve and then

pj-otting the experimental values of the heterotactic and isotactic

abundance at that particular value of ?^,

The different points correspond to porymers prepared at varying

TT{F mole fraction a¡d the results are shown in figure 4.4 and table

4.L. .At low TÊIF, there are almost equal proportions of .t, !'t anð.,5



tr'Ígure 4.3. The Bernoul-li chain configuration

test: the solid l-lnes are the theoretieal

curves predicted. from eqns , (4.1) to (4.4) ror

a po1.¡rmer that conforms to Bernoull-l chain

confi-guration statistics. The experimental

values of i, h and s are plotted at the value

of P* calcul-ated (in ttri.s case) from s = (1-l*)2.

If the polyrner conforms to Bernoulli statistics,
the experimental- i and h values should fall on

the theorêtieal- curves.

O,0,6=s, h and j- values respectively, for
the poI¡rniers in Table 4.1.

O, E,F = sr hn antL i values for poly(tof'¿)

prepared in the presence of HI.{?n (see text).
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triads but as X*u increases, the syndiotactic peak increases at the

expense of the isotactic peak. Although it is pointless fitting

these results to first order Markov statistics because this mechanism

cannot be tested, using the relationships

(m,L)P*
2 (mn) + (m,L)

(mtL)

(4. e)

(4.9a)
2(ilt) + (mtL)

shows that at low THF the pollnners are of the stereoblock tlpe

l?^n, Pn^ < 0.5) and grading ínto the syndiotactic type lPmn' 0.5,

P* < 0.5) "" XTHF increases. The relativety large heterotactic

peak inplies that the block lengths are very short since the nuhJ¡er

aveïage sequence length is inversely related to the heterotactic

abundance, (ref. 108 br page 167).

It is interesting to note that when hexamethyl phosphorotriamide

was added to the initiatorr the resulting porymer was much croser to

fotlowing Bernoulliar¡ chain statistics, fígure 4.3, and there lfas

very little change in the tacticity as the temperature changed fron

223R (i: l,t: 
^ 

= .IO: .272 .63) to 2IIK (L: l,t: ß: = .09: .292 .62),

at [tm] = 0.9 mol dm.-3 The concentration of THF hail tittle effect
-2

when HMPA htas present in the system, e-9. at 223K, [rgr'] = 2'8rmo1 dm ï

i: h: Á + .II: .262.63 where"= "a [rHn] = 0.9 mol d*-3, the ratio

was .10: .27 z .64. This lack of dependence on THF would be expected

in view of the extremely strong complexing ability of HMPA'

P*

The effect of temperature on the tacticity of poly (MMA) prepared.
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TABLE 4.1
lal

E({øe.t o( THF nole dnae'LLon on ¿tenøoqtee-L'[icíf4

o{ po.Lq (MMA) pnøysanød uíng n-Bu-t'llgßn. 
(b)

Trr

*rnJ"'

223K¡ {'uualo = 2.?6 mot d¡n-3; [Cn]o = O-IO mol dm-3

tr -2 -lroln mor dm "s - í
l)a

IL

^
0.046

o. 07

0. 14

o.2r

o.2a

o.47

2.92

2.A9

2.47

2.47

2.O9

1.05

.33 .32 .35

.30 .31 .39

.19 .32 .49

16 .32 .52

14 .32 54

13 .32 .55

(a) The concentration of THF is very nearly ten tjmes the

mole fraction.

(b) 60 wz spectra of 3% w,/w solutions ín cHcl3 at 3l-2K.

TABLE 4.2

E('[øc,t o,[ Íemytuta.tunø on chain ,sÍ'tuatunø u,síng n-BuJvlgßn,

Temp.r/K Xr"u (a) L l,L 
^

242

226

223

198

o.t2

0. l_2

0. 07

0.07

.20 .32 .48

.20 .32 .48

.30 .31 .39

(a) [THF],zmol. dm
-3 - I0 x XtUr

.25 .29 46
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using n-BuMgBr is shown in table 4.2.

There appears to be little change in tacticity in going from

242K to 226Kt however from 223K to l98K the syndiotacticity slightly

increases at the expense of the isotactic peak. The maximum error

in the isotactic abundance would be (t 4%) and this trend may weII

be accounted for by experimental error.

Excess magnesium bromide aclded to the inítiator had no effeqt on

the pollnner tacticity, e.g. at [tur] = tr.8 mol drn-3, r =223K, f(trlo=O'o3t1t

L: I't: á = O.I7: 0.322 0.5.1 and with a ten fold excess of magnesium

bromide the ratio becomes.0.15: 0.33: 0.52. However, the rate of

pollmerization was reduced. This decrease in rate is consistent wíth

the ideas discussed in section 3.6 (c) where it was suggested that the

presence of excess MgBrrmay reduce the amount of conjugate additiot.l02

Figure 4.5 shows a comparíson between the tacticity of the methanol-

soluble and methanol-insoluble polymer. The relative abundance of

triads are .l-8: .322.50 for the methanol-insoluble polymer and

.30: .33: .37 for the methanol-solub1e material.

Sec-Br.rMqBr - The poll'mer produced using sec-Brl4gBt/tua was much

more isotactic than the n-BuMgBr case although tJre effect of TIÌF rvas

similar, table 4.3. At low 
"on, 

th" polYmer was "isotactic-1ike" with

smaller heterotactj.c alcundance than observed for the n-BuMgBr case

imptying longer sequences of isotactic and synd.iotactic linkages.

However, ^" XTHF increased the isotactic peak decreased and both the



poly (lnqi'), figure 4.5 (") compared. with

tacticity of methanol soluble pofy (nfiia).

60 ri]F-z rl.l1l.r. spectra at 312K in chl-oroform'

T = Z23K; fLLtvn] o = 1 .92 moJ A*-3;

[Grr] u = 0.036 nol- am-3; lTIm] = 0.99 ¡nol d-m-3.
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heterotactic and syndiotactic increased to an approximately constant

value.

TABLE 4.3

E{{ee.t 0,6 TflF nole. 6hÅ.e,tLon 
lal on taotLoí,tg o$ poLt¡MIIA

pnøpilLe.d uing Søe-BuJ,lgßn

T = 223K¡ IMMAÀ = 0.96 mol dm-3; [c"]o = 0.009 ¡rrol dm-3

5 -3=-1 i:h:,s0t R /mol dmpo

o.077

0. 126

o. 358

0.48

o.72

10. 12

I0.85

7.6

8.5

5.5

.67 .r7 .16

.48 .23 .29

.2A .26 .46

.33 .25 .42

.32 .24 .44

(a) [tH¡'Vmol ùn-3 10x xt"t

The effect of temperature on the stereospecificity was similar

to the n-BuMgBr system, although much more pronounced. Varying the

temperature of both initiation and propagatíon (initíation d.eemed to

be complete within 2 minutes) had little effect between 243I( and 223K.

llo\^¡ever, at I9BK, tfÈf = O.ll'[rHf] = l-.44 mol d*-3, the ísotactic

portion decreased to only 23% compared with 48% at 223Kt figure 4.6.

fhis temperature dependence is non-Arrhenius and although the trend

to higher synd.iotacticity at low temperatures is observed for free



Figure 4.6. Effect of temperature on the

tacticity of poly (trl'lR.) from sec-BuligBr.

60 l'-Hz p.m.r spectra at 312ri i-n chloroform'
_t

[fftal o = 2.8 mo]- ,lrn-3; [Cs] o = 0.044 nol cìm-r;

trlC = 1 .44 rno-l- dm-3 .

(") it = zz3r; (b) T = 19BK
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chains, (section 4.1.2) the magnitude of the charrge observed here is

far greater than would be predicted from the relationships in equations

4.6 arÊ. 4.7.

The ¡rethanol-soluble polymer, unlike the n-Br:M9Br case, l'Ias less

isotactic than the insoluble fraction and was independent of the THF

mole fraction e.g., table 4-4

TABLE 4.4

ChøLn cow{igwntion oó Íhe me'thano.L intoLub'L¿ and

ne-thanoL t oLtú,Lø poLUnQJL u'ting tøc-Bull[gßtt,

lMMAlo = 0.96 mor d*-3; [G"]o = o.oo9 mo1 dm-3

r)pe of
Polymer

Xfnf TemP. K ilL
^

insoluble

soluble

insoluble

soluble

o.46

o.46

0.66

0. 66

223

223

223

223 15

32 24 44

15 30 55

32 24 44

5530

In these casesr the quantity of methanol-insoluble material

appeared. to increase as the THF mole fraction increased, although the

amount was considerably less than for the n-BuMgBr system.

Tert-BuMsBr - As shown in figure 4.1 (b) , the polymer prepared

using this initiator was highly isotactic. This sample was prepared at

223Rt xTt*' = 0.15' [walo 0.94 mol dm-3 ana [c* ì., 0.0I mol dm
-?
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and the proportíons of í: l't, Á triads was .842 .O7¿ .09. At higher

THF mole fractions the syndiotactic peal< increased marginally but the

hete::otactic peak was stil-l almost indistinguisha¡fe. This almost

complete absence of the tltlc peak means that ther are very long blocks of

completely isotactic pollzmer. Just as for n-BuMgBr and. sec-BuMgBr

the polymers prepared using tert-BìIvlgBr did not fo1low Bernoullian

chain configuration statistícs. The heterotactic peak should increase

faster than the syndiotactic peak for small decreases in the isotactic

a.bundance when Bernoutli chain statistics are observed, but with

tert-BuMgBrr when the Ísotactic triad decreased, the syndiotactíc triad

increased. and the heterotactic triad remained indistinguishable.

The addition of excess magnesium bromide had. no effect on the

microstructure but did reduce the rate of polyrnerization as in the

n-BuMgBr case.

Reducing the temperature of polymerization from 223K to 198K

resulted in a substantial increase in the syndiotactic triad, at the

elq)ense of the lsotact'fc tråadn':figure 4'7'

fso-BuMgBr - The marked. effect that branching at the o-carbon

atom of the Grignard reagent has on the stereospecificity of the

resulting polymer has been reported for the diethyl-ether,/toluene

solventr55b *U the trend toward.s isotactic polymer as the c-carbon

becomes more branched is similar to our observations. However, the

effect of ß-carbon branchinq is completely different.



ì'igure 4.'l . Effect of temperature on the

tacticity of poly (Utt¡') from tert-Bul'{gBr.

60 LTiz p.rû.r. spectra at 312K. in chl-oroforur.

ftr.,:a] o = 2.5 mol .h-3;

[lHl] = 2.6 o,or am-3.

[c*l o - 0.015 nro]- ,lm-3

(") rf = 223Y; (¡) f = 198I".
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At [url'] = 2.1 nol drn-3, T = 223xt í: h: 
^ 

= .;-¡3r.3O: .57 for

the íso-BuMgBr initiator which is very similar to the n-BUMgBr case.

lVatana.be ú eL55b found almost lOO% isotactic polymer at 223K using

íso-BuMgBr. : in diethyl-etherr/toluene mixture, although the mole

fraction of ether was not mentioned. Many of their reactions rvere

done under ether free conditions which must be heterogeneous and

comparisons cannot be made with too much confidence.

n-BuMgI and. tert-BuMqCt - These initiators \^rere used to ascertain

the effect of halide on polymer tacticity. With n-Br:I,IgI al 223K,

[rur] = 3.5 mol dm-3, L: h: [ - .25-. .30: .45 compared with

.I3: .322 .55 for the bromide under identical conditions. The

isotactic content has doubled at the expense of the syndiotactic peak.

Using tert-BuMgCl at 223K and ltru' ] = 4.3 mo1 dm-3 the l.: h: 
^

ratio was .2Oz .262 .54 which represents a drastic reduction in the

isotactic nature of the polymer compared with Èert-BuMgBr.

V'Ihen a mixture of tert-BuMgCJ- = 0.019 mol dm-3 and tert-BuMgBr =

o.Q13 mo1 dm-3 was used the resulting pottrmer had a stereospecificity

of .28: .25¿ .47, figure 4.8.

4.2.2 0ia,LlzqX, nagnuLwns

Table 4.5 shows the proportion of isotactic, heterotactic and.

syndiotactic triads obtained at 223K using (n-Bu)rMgr (sec-Bu)2MS ana

(tert-Bu) 1Mg compared with the corresponding Grígnard reagents und.er¿-
identical conditions.



Flgure 4.8 (a). Poly (mil) prepared using

tert-BuJ,{gBr at 223K. 60 l\fi2 p.Íl.r. spectra

at 312K in chloroform.

(¡) pory(u}:A) prepared at 223K using a

mixture of tert-Bu}ígBr and tert-Bu[ig01'

[1.:r,,u]o = 2.5 mol a*-3;luril = 4.3 mol ot-3;

[n-u"J; o.013 mol dr'f lg, I = 0.019 mol dm-t rcfo3 3
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TABLE 4.5

størte-o,s yt eoLgLcí,tq o d yt o,Lr¡l ullrÁÎ 
) u ing d'La,Llzq xn agn e,t iun

íwLLLa.tons conytaned wLth tLrc couLøtIrond,ing GnLgnatd neagønts

T = 223K

fnitiator XtUf, i tt Á

n-BuMgBr

(n-Bu) 
rMS

sec-BuMgBr

(sec-Bu) 
rMS

tert-BuMgBr

(tert-Bu) 
rMg

0. r0

0.10 .19

0.08 .67

0.08 .t7

o.28 84

o.28 .18

18 .32

.31

.L7

.36

.06

.35

.50

50

16

.47

10

.47

(a) These are the methanol ins<¡luble fractions.

Frcrn the identical kinetic results Ín chapter three it is not

surprising that polymers prepared using (n-Bu) 
rMg have very similar

mícro-structures to those prepared wíth n-BuMgBr. ït is also interest-

ing to note that the pollmer prepared using the supernatant liquid

when tetraglyme was added to the initiator had identical micro-

structures to those prepared using (n-Bu)rMg and n-BuMgBr.

The most interesting results in table 4.5 are the comparisons

between the potymer tacticities obtained using (sec-Bu) 
rM9 and

(tert -Bu)2Mg compared with their corresponding Grignard reagents.
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The syndiotactic a¡d heterotactic peaks increase at the expense

of the isotactic peaJ< in botlr the (sec-Su) 
2Mø and (tert-Bu) 

rMg systems

compared with sec-BllMgBr and èert-BuMgBr. The change in tacticity

is most dramatic on going from tert-BuMgBr to (tert-Bu)rM9.

As mentioned beforer at the conclusion of this research a

90 MHz n.m.r. spectrometer was acquired. The spectrum of two pol1'mer

samples run at alnlc/ient temperature are shown in figure 4.9 (a) and'

4.9 (b). Figure 4.9 (b) is identical to the pollzmer sample in

figure 4.1 (b) and the methylene quartet is now clearly resolved.

The heterotactic peak is virtually non-exístent and so determination

of the i, Lt, Á tri,ads is very difficult. The polymer did not conforrn

to Bernoulli trial chain configuration statistics and it is doubtful

if it conforms to first order Markov statistics. The deviation from

first order Markov statistics was not great and may be accounted for

by the large experimental error in d,etermining the triad proportions

arising because of the very small ttl/¿ and' /t/t peaks.

Figure 4"9 (a) is the 90 Mll p.m.r spectrum of a polymer sample

-3
prepared using n-BuMgBr "t XTHF = 0.046 [tfno] = 0-465 mol dm -, and

I = 223K. The greater resolution obtained with this instrument is

obvious when Èhe methylene region is inspectedr and compared with the

methylene region of figure 4.I (a). Peak assignments were made by

comparison with 22o rvfttz spectra o-f similar porymer=ro9 ttd th'

assignments v,¡ere tested using the statistical relationships that mus'ü

hold j-r:cespective of the mechanism operatingr e.9. from the triacl



Ilgur:e 4..9. 90 ÛÎHz p.rr.r. spectnrm of poly (ruU)
1n d eu.terochloroform.
(") stereoblock pol¡rmer from n-Bulflg3r
T = 223K; [fHF] = 0.46 rno]- dr-3;
[nurnJo = 2.76 mor am-3; [Gn]o = o.1o uiol dn-3,
llentative tetrad assJ_gnments marle by comparíson
with 22O \íIÍT,z spectra of polynrers from ïef . 1O9.
(t) isotactie poly (mriA) from tert-BulfgBr
(see figure 4.1 (b) for. O l,trfz spectrum of
thls polyner).
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integrals t llllil = .33t m)L = .30 anð' AL = .37,

Usíng the relationships Ín eqn. (4.9) and (4-9a)

Pm;t = 0.3I, Ptun = O.29 and

Ep
P* P

+ nm= 0.60

For Bernoultian statistic", tn- = f.O, so the above polymer

Ís clearly non-Bernoullían and falls in tl-e category of stereoblock

wLth P^n ,P^ < O.5. The relatively large fi/r peak indicates that the

block lengths are short.

From the tetrad integrals of the peaks assigned ín fígure 4.9(a)

Mobs = 0. 25 and Mob" = O '25

One statistical relationship that must hold between triad and

tetrad relationships, irrespective of the mechanism is,

hÌL -- hjüL + k wn (4.10)

Thís identity ís verified (with in experímental error) when the

observed. values tor h)Lt iltlt and wWL are substituted.

For first order Markov statistics the fotlowing relationship must

hold'

ffi obs =' {PNLIL - Pm)'}/l P^o + P^) (4.10a)

The left hand side ís 0.25 and the right hand side 0.26. It

appears that this polymer obeys first order Markov chain statistics

withín experimental error. Of course, to be absolutely certain that

the peak assigrments are correct, all of the dyad-triad and triad-tctrad
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relationships sirnilar to (4.L0) shoulcl be tested. After the assigm-

ments have been confirmed, fóur of the six relationships similar tol:

4.Ioa which must hold for first order Markov chain statistics should

be verified, howevêrr âs Bovey points out, verifying all the above

reLationships is very difficult in practice due to overlapping tetrad

108peaks, etc.

Î,ÁOLECULAR WETGHT AI{' M/0LECULAR WETGHT OTSTRIBLTTT0N

4.3 'lrutnoduc.tion

There are many methods available for the determination of molecu-

lar weights (I"fW) of high po11^.t=.116 However, unless the polymers

are completely monodisperse the MW values obtained are average values

and depend upon the partícuIar method employed.

An estimate of the polydispersity can thus be obtained by comparing

the molecular weights obtained by different methods. This method of

estimating the polydispersity is really only satisfactory if the

polymer is known to have a unimodal molecular weight distribution (MwD).

Ger permeation chromatogruphyllT (s.p.c) is a technigue which

allows determination of the MWÐ and the MW of poll'mers. Unfortunatelyr

at present, the method is not absolute, because guantitative MW

measurements must be preceded by accurate calibration with sarnples

precisely characterized in solution.

In gel permeation chrcrnatography a dilute solution of the polYmer

is purnped through a series of columns packed, with a polystyrene gel
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crosslinked with divinyl benzene which sorts the macromolecules

according to their size in solution. The exact way in which this

size sorting occurs is not certaín and three mechanisms have .rrol.r"dll8

restricteil diffusiot rllg steric exc1usionl2o u.na thermodynamic

T2Itheoraes.

The restricted diffusion th.ot1'I19 assumes that the time required'

for a molecule to diffuse in and out of a ge1 pore is significant

relative to the time the molecule spends in the vicinity of that pore'

Other authorsllT tl2j suggest that as the solution passes through the

colunn, the smallest molecules enter the gel and are retarded whereas

the larger molecules are excluded and pass through the column more

quickly. The permeation or diffusion rate of solute into the gel

is sufficiently faster than the elution ïate, thus aLlowing d.iffrrsion

equilibrium to be attained. Separation is then based on the different

volumes inside the ge1 particles which are accessible to solute

molecul-es of different size.

Although each individual theory has merit, probably no síngle

mechanism exists, but rather the true explanation must take account

of a combination of these factors.

4.3.1 Ca.LLbna,tion

As mentioned previouslyr g.P.c. is not an absolute technique and

a detailed knowledge of the necessary calibration curve is necessary

for guantitative evaluations of MW and MWD's.122
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The commonest calibration method is to use weII characterized

samples of narrow MWD polystyrene and present the data as a plot of

peak erution volume vø veïsus rog ñ*,"= ttere ü, is the weight

average molecular weighÈ and although its value will be close to ün

(the nr¡nber average MW) it is used in preference to ú, because the

g.p.c elution curve can be regarded as a direct weight concentration

plot.

Table 4.6 and figure 4.10 show the results obtained using various

standard polystyrene samples supplied by Water's associates.

The obvious disadvantage of this calibration method is that

polystyrene \4ras used as tJ:e standard, whereas poly(MIvlA) is the unknown.

Because well characterized standards for most porymers (including

poly(l{MA) ) are not available, most of the recent S.p.c. researchers

have attempted to develop a universal calibration curve independent of

Polymer tYPe.

Grubisic Qf aX-I24 suggested. the use of the hydrodynamic volume,

V' for the calibration. According to the Einstein viscosity law

[n] = K(v/M)

where [n] = viscosity 4.8

V = hydrodynamic volume

M = molecular weight

and K = constant

By plotting log {-n} úru versus Vu for one polymer, Grubisic clajms

that the plôt is universal for other polymers, being independ.ent of
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SABLE 4.6

ùa.ta [on the condttute-LLon o[ a cøLLbna't'Lon cuLve (son g.fr,c,

ua,Lq,si,s. SanytLe's ane yto.Lq,stqnønø, ,suytytlied bq Ulcrføttt's A¿¿ociaføt

T = 30IK; Sample concentration = O.2z w/v¡

Injection time = 2 minutes; flow rate = 1.4 crn
3 -1ml-n.

to:Mr^, û,u/ún rosroüø uu("' 107' l'o'l\ lonro (to2 \

3.1 l-.08 3. 332

4.O r.29 3.602

r0.0 r.04 4.000

20.4 r.04 4.318

33.0 - 1.0 4.518

IIl. O 1.00 s.045

200.0 1.04 5.301

498.0 L.23 5.697

867.0 1.13 5.938

2610.0 1.31. 6.4L6

2

I

0

I

5

3

0

0

6

16.89

16 .43

t5.44

]-4.78

14.05

12. 89

L2.44

11. 16

r0.61

9.22

3 .116

4.307

6.800

9. 807

12 .353

22.655

30.411

47.987

63. 316

-6. 506
4

-6. 365 I
-6.t675

-6. 008
5

-5.908 3

-5.6447

-5 .517
o

-5. 318
9

7 -5.1985

109.905 -4.959

(a) Yø = efution volume or strictly speaking; tll.e elution count.

The absolution elution volume is obtained by multiplying V¿

by the volume of the siphon.
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chemical structure and polymer geonetry. This method of calibration

has been the subject of much recent investigttiot.l25

Another method adopted by Dawkin=r126 pïoposes use of the

unperturbed dimensions which may be evaluated from published values

-, L -t\of (r'llur)- where (i'r-'is the root mean sguare end to end distance.oo
A prot of rog v?l\ versus v^ is shown in figure 4.to the varue'-o' e

-') -1 '7

of kf,/vt) = 4.49 x 10-r' buirrg obtained from the literaturu.L'7

4.3.2 Tnøa,ünevtt oó jLe'8u'Lt6

Apart from the calibraÈion prob]:emsr accurate quantitative

evaluation of the ch::omatogram of an 'unknown' is still diffícu1t

because of various correction factors. Conplicated computer programs

have been devised in an attempt to account for these f".tot=.128

By far the simplest method of representing the data from the

unimodal g.p.c. chromatograms ís to plot on normal probability paper'

the elution volume versus the cumulative weight percent.

Provided the peaks are Gaussían' the resulting elution volumer/

cumulative weight plot will be linear a¡rd the standard devíationl

can be deter:mined from the difference in counts at the 50% and 16%

mark. The molecular.weighÈ, ür, at the 5Oz mark is the geometric

mean and ttre two averages M, and Mn may be obtained from the

followíng relationships
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6 k (4.1r)
9'

MexÞ(
g

exp ( o2)
lllr

"l/,,

where k is the slope of the calibration curve. I29

Of course this method is inapplicable to systems which are not

unimodal.

4.4 RuuLl's

4.4.r GnLgnand rLQ.(rgenfÁ

n-BuMgBr - The methanol-insoluble polymer was unimodal and

ranged in MV{ from ca.2 x 104 to I x 104 depending on the conditions of

the experiment,. In some ínstancesr e.9. at low THF, a very small peak

appeared at ü- " 3 x 106 figure 4.1.2. Here ü^ is the M!ù calculated,

at the peak maþftnum. The peaks were Gaussian as shown by the straight

lines obtained when plottíng the elution volume versus the curnulative

weight, figure 4.11. Although the MI{D was broad when compared with

sarnples of polystyrene prepared with n-BuLi, values of frf/fr,Ofrom I.18

at Low xnIF, to 1.28 at hiVh6* *.t. i"n narrower than expected.

Previous t¡orkers had obtained values of fr A4.^ > 20 using PtrMgBr atnn
273K.

Table 4.7 contains the complete analysis of the g.p.c.

shromatograms for polyMl4A prepared usíng different initiator concentra-

tions.

o
mI^I

M
ti)

(4.11a)

(4.lrb)/Nr,nM
tt)
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Tigur.e 4.12. ltrffect o-f TIiF concetrtra.tion on I]I¡ID of
po1.¡r(l,n:e) froni n-Brrlrlg3r " (tCethan.ol. j-n.solubl.e poì.ynrer

only shonn). T = Zz3K, [tr}alo = ?-.'16 moJ_ .i,n-3;

[*r,l o = 0.1 o mol dm-3 .
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TABLE 4.7

VuuLation od ílltl and. IftAID o{ po't4WIÅAl wLtIL n-BuJltgßn

concentlta.LLon.

Pollrmerization temp. = 223K¡ *rrr

[rnr] = 2.87 mo1 dm'3 ; [uue]o

O.28¡

2.76 mol dm "

["n]o
dm

-L-
10.MnMíMn

?Conversíon
-Ã-

IO..M (adj ( In
moI

.05

.o7 r

0.10

0.10

0. 19

I.22

L.2L

t.2I

I.22

t.25

3.9

6.r

6.r

4.O

3.5

9.7

t .95

4.7

6.1

4.O

6.6

6

T4

16

I8

(a) lan (adj¡ is the number average MlrI calculated assuming that
-?*.- - +-T r the values are adjusted to ["ra]o = O'lOmoI dm-',n tn"lo

see text.

Ttre errors in the values of ú, and ún are of the order of t 10%

which was due to the fact that only I linear column was used for the

determinations (section 2.4.5). Using thís arrangement, an error of

0.5% in calculating ttre cumulative weight at 504 will create an error

Of IOe" in the resultant values of ú, and ún , although the MWD will

be almost unaffected.. This situation can be easily rectified by using

a bank of 2 or more linear columns of the same porosity but the elution

time will increase proportionally. Unfortunately, this time factor

was critical, since the g.p.c. (Iike the 100MH" n.m.r) instrurnent was
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only acquired in the closing stages of this research-

The relationship between ün and percentage conversion was

determined from Èhe data in Table 4.7 by assuming that fr,. was inversely-n
proportional to ttre initial organomagnesium concentration [Grrlo and.

adjusting all the values of ün in Tab1e 4.7 to correspond to

-30.10 nol dm The results are shown in figure 4.13. To

verify these results the relationship

[",.,]o

c (4.r2)

was tested,. Figures 4.14 (a) and 4.14 (b) show the log-1og plot and

línearity plot respectively which confirms that ú,. is directly pnopor-
n

tional to the percentage conversion and inversely proportional to the

initial concentration of organomagnesium species present.

The slopes and línes were calculated using regression analysis

a¡ld the linear plot through the origin contains the 90% confidence

limits calculated using equation (3.8).

The interesting aspect of these investigations was the fact that

M was independent of the initía] monomelî concentration, e.g. at
n

3
= 0.036 mol òn ", Mn =66x10 at

tf
n

(percentage convgrgioÙ
[o"] o

*rn,,

[]û,tAl
-39, 68 x 103 a.t lt'o{Alo = I.92 mol dm , and

61 x ro3 at [u¡,ta] 2.88 mo1 dm-3 at 8% conversion.
o

= 0.10 ana lcrrJ.

= 0.96 *ot a*l
o

This phenomenon has been noted in the acrylonitríIe/n-Btsl"lqCI/
6^

toluene systemr"= ho\nle.ter, v¡ith n-BuMgBr and MMÃ in diethyl ether at

223Kt Watanabe ol>servecl a linear clependence between M., at 10? conversion
n
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and IMMA]. although ttre dependence was not first order.

The effect of THF on MWD is shown in figure 4.L2. At very low

TIIF mole fraction the distribution is slightly narrower than at

higher *r"u. rt is very interesting to compare the frn at simílar

conversion as the mole fraction of THF varies. ot *rr* = O.O46t

ún = 27OOO at 15% conversion and tt *THF = 0.21 and O,2t^, Ãn= 4IOOO

and 61000 respectively at 16È conversion. Reference to figure 3.7

clearly shows that the rate of polymerization decreases wíth increasing

THF mole fraction whereas the above results show that the molecular

weight increases. If it is assumed that the maximum errors in the

rates of polymerization are t5?, whi.ch is based on dispensing errors,

extrapolation errors, etcr ä.Ird considering the lOe" êïxors in ún

calcutation, the increase in ün "" XTHF íncreases can be accounted for

by a decrease in tJre number of active centres formed at hígher THF

concenÈrations.

Increasing the pollzmerization temperature from 223K to 252K had

no effect on the MWD.

sec-BuMgBr - The MVID's of poly(UUa) obtained usíng this initiat'or

were completely different from the n-BuMgBr case. The methanol soluble

materialr which was only significant at high THF concentrationr section

4.2.I, \,fas simitar to that produced in the n-B¡[4gBr qasei having a

narrow M¡]p and ú between 4 x 103 and 6 x 103.
g

The methanot-insoluble pollzmer ranged from distinctly trimodal
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at low XTHF, to bjmodal at high XTITF' figure 4.15. It must be

remembered that the height of a partieular pealc does not represent the

reLat-ive abundance of a particular component, since it ís influenced

by the abundance of neighbourÍng species. The elution curve can be

regarded as a direct concentration plot and quantitative analysis

for amounts of individual components present can only be done if a

calibration curve of weight versus peak height is constructed.

NevertheÌess, comparison of peak heights at the same eluÈion volume for

identical sample concentrations can give some id.ea of the change in

abundance of that species und.er varying conditions.

By comparison with the n-BulilgBr case¡ figure 4.12 there is a

much larger concentration of species at ü- - 3 x 106 and thís peakI
decreases in height *= XTHF increases, figure 4.15. There Ís also a

peal< at fr = 93OOO with a shoulder at ú È 9OOO at low THF. As-99
Xrn" increases¡ the 93000 peal< decreases whereas the 9000 increases

untíI at XTHF = 0.46 the MWÐ is as shown in fþure 4.15. This type

of behavíour where one peak in the MülD grows at the expense of another

when certain experimenÈal conditions were changed has been observed in

other "y"t.rn"f44 -rrd can possibry be explained by assuming two or more

species in equilibrium, the position of the equilibrium being determinecl

by the THF concentration in our case.



F-igure +.15. iiffeci of the TI{F concentr:a.-bion

on the l,fli';D of poly(Ilviir) prepa-red. rr-sj-ng

sec-Bu.trÌgBr (rre1,hanol insoluble pol¡.mer only

shon'n).

[ = 223K ; [tilltÄ] o = 0,96 rnol alm-3 ;

[ci*] o = 0.02., mol ,]m-3.
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tert-BulvlqBr The pollrners obtained using this initiator were

of very high molecular weight and were highly ísotactic. Figure

4.16 (a) shows the MI¡ID of polymer prepared after 2 minutes al 223K,)¡,F=O.26?

wíth [laua]o : 2.76 maL am-3 and ["a]o = O.O2O mol dm-3. The

cr¡nulative weight plot, figure 4.J-7, shows ttrat the curve is Gaussian

up to VU = 10 and the value of -V* tÑn = I.OI was obtained in this

region. The broadening of the peak on the low MW side will increase

this ratio but êv€rr so¡ ttre narrowrress of this particular distribution

r^ras ver:f surprising when the results of the oÈher Grignard reagents are

considered. The value of ün calculated from the cumulative weight

plot was 2.8 x 106. Very narrow distributions have previously been

recorded for poly(MMA) prepared at 200K using an electron transfer

catalyst and adding monomer slowly by distill"tíot.143

In our attempts Èo reduce the molecular weíght and the rate of

potlrmerization (section 3.4.2) we could accenÈuate the observed broaden-

ing by allowing the reaction to proceed. for longer timesr ê.9. in

figure 4.16 (b) the reaction proceded for t5 minutes and the

chromatogram shows a disÈinct shoulder at VU = 10 and a new broad

peak at VU= 13.

Unfortunatelyr towards the end of this research, the gel penneation

chroma¡ograph became completety inoperable and some potlzmer MWD's could

not be determined. Among tj:ese were the polymer samples prepared at

Iow temperaÈure using n-, sec- ancl tert-BuMgBr, as well as samples of

poly (MMA) prepared using n-Br:MgI, tert-BuMgCl amd mixtures of tert-BuMgBr
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and tert-Br¡ltlgCl .

The 1ack of these particular results will not inval.idate any of

the conclusions drawn from the kinetic results in chapter 3' (section

6.1). Floweverr the discussíon in section 6.2 concerning the stereo-

specíficity aspect of the organomagnesium initiated polymerization

of I4MA will be lLCghLQ limited due to the lack of knowledge of the

poll.rner MWD at low temperatures. This limitation arises because

discussionsofpollrmertacticitiesarereallyonlymeaningfulwhenthe

molecular weight distributions are known'

4. 4.2 Din t-lzqL-mcLgnQ'5iuJn^

Table 4.8 shows a comparison between the MW and MWD of pollzmers-

prepared using dialkylmagnesium initiators and Grignard reagent

initiators. All of the pollzmers prepared usíng RrMg initiators were

unimodal and t]".e distributions of (n-Bu) rMg and (tert-Bu) 
2Mg 

were

broader than Mv{D's of poll'mers prepared with their Grígnard counterparts'

The similarity between the results obtained for initiation with

tåe su¡rernatant tiquid when tetraglyme was added to n-BuMgBr and those

obtained for (n-Bu) rMg support our contention that tetragllzme

precípitates the MgBr2 from the solution leaving (n-Bu) 
rMg'
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TABLE- 4.8

ill(tl and MUID o{ ytoLq (r1,t^,{A} ,¡tnøytanød u'silLg d,La.LlzqL-nagnersium

iwttio,ton'S compüLød wi,tll tlLaíh cotúLe.sfrond,Lng GnLgnüLd )1Q.0'g¿nþ5.

T = 223K

Initiator *rgf *lrn(a) tconversion

(n-Bu) 
rMg

(n-Bu) 
rMg

n-Bul"IgBr

n-BuMgBr

(sec-Bu) 
rMg

sec-BuMgBr

tert-BuMgBr

supernatant
J.iquid from
tetraglyme

t.32 3.9

I.39 5.4

r.l-8 6.1

I.21 6 .1

L.28 3.9

multímodal MwÐ

r.16 L2.5

1.39

0.10

o.28

0. t0

0.28

o. r0

0. L0

0.28

0.28

t7

I

16

t7

1

(a) [tru]rzmor am-3 t l-o'xrHr

4.5 Dl'tetution

Some definite trends are apparent from ttre results ín this chapter.

None of ttre polymers prepared using Grignard reagents or dialkyl-

magnesium compounds as initiators conform to Bernoulli chain

configuration statistics with the possible exception of systems to

which a small amount of HMPA had been added. The pollzmerization
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is therefore stereospecific, i.e. the configuration of the incoming

monomer unit is ínfluenced by at least the configuration of the chain

end (first ord.er Markov-model). The observed deviation from Bernoulli

(or free chain end) statistics is not surprising in view of the fact

that organomagnesium compounds readily form complexes with Lewis bases

and from the conclusions reached in section 3.6 (b) that free ions and

loose ion-pairs are not ínvolved Ín initiation or propagation. The

most probable mode of addition of monomer to the propagating chain is

via coordination, followed by insertion between the essentially covalent

macro-chain-magnesirmr bond. .

The polymers prepared using organomagnesium compounds as initiators

range from 'syndiotactic-Iike' through stereo-block to highly isotactic

depending on a number of factors. With every inÍtíator used, as the

mole fraction of THF increased, the syndiotacticity increased at the

expense of the isotacticíty. This trend is consistent wÌth the idea

that the more solvating agent present in the system, the harder it is

for the incoming monomer to coordinate with the qounterion, and under

these conditions, syndíotactic approach replaces isoÈactic approach.

Branching at the o-carbon atom of the alkyl group of the Grignard

reagent favors isotactic placement, a fact which has been long known, but

ín our system, ß-carbon branching had little effect on the polymer

tacticity when compared with polymers prepared using n-alkyl Grignard

reagents. The effect of the alkyl group of the initíator on the
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resulting polymer tacticity lend,s support to the conclusion in section

3.6 (c) that the reaqtive species is RrMø and not RM9X. With RM9X,

the a1kyl group would soon become remote from the chain end, whereas

with RrMS, the alkyl group can influence the mode of monomer additíon.

This argument, of courser nìay be over-simplifying the situation because

the presence of MgXrr which is knorcn to conplex with lOle52t has been

neglected in this argument. Other complexities that should be

consid.ered are the possibility of various exchange processes taking place

as weII as the possible existence of further complexing between the

magnesium atom coordinated to the propagating chain end and any unreacted

alkyl-magnesium bonds present in the system (section 5.5) -

The presence or absence of MgBr, in the initiator solution does

have a pronounced effect on the potlzmer chain structure' when MgBr,

is absent, i.e., the initiator is *2tg, the polymers prepared using

(n-Bu) rMg, (sec-Bu) 
rMg and (tert-Bu) 

rMg all have similar tacticities

which are almost identical to the pollzmer prepared using n-Bìf¡ilgBr'

It appears therefore, that when dialkylmagnesium compounds in the

(Lb^Lnca. of MgBr, are used as initiators for the pollnnerization of MM.ê,r

the resulting pol1"mer tactiqÍty is independent of the alkyI group

present in the initiator.

Thís suggests tha'b the magnesium hal-j.de plays a significant role

in the propagation step in Grígnard reagents which are branched at the

d-carbon atom.
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The effect of halide is further demonstrated when the chlorides,

bromides and iodides are compared.. The iodide favours isotactic pollzmer

whereas the chrorid'e favours more syndiotactic pol1'mer' This same

effect has been noted by otJ:er workers but has not been explained'

satisfactoriry. Goode * *52c measured the infra red (i.r.)

absorption maximum of the carbonyl band of MMA in 1:1 complexes between

MI4A and various halídes and compared these with the value for uncomplered

MMA. They concluded that MgBr, formed a stronger complex with MMA chan

Mgclr. This would, appear to contradict the intuitive enthalpy and

entropy trends. The more electronegative halide (chlorine in this case)

would be expected. to form a stronger complex with MI4e than the bromide

not only because of favorable energy considerations, but also because

the chloride is smaller than the bromide.

The inffuence of temperature on the polymer tacti'city is dífficurt

to explain. At verry low temperatures, í.e. ca 200Kr the influence of

iJre alkyl group on the pol1'mer tacticity observed when tert-BuMgBr and

sec-BuMgBr are used ís reduced. Associated species have been detected'

in MerMg/TIlF solutions at 195K by n.m.r.3I ¡ut ít is impossible to say

urhat effect the presence of such species t e.g. dimeric propagating chain'

will have on the poll'mer tacticity. one possì-ble argument is that

chain enfl association may well prevent the monomer from complexing with

the magnesiu.rn coordinated to the macro-chain, thereby forcing the

monomer into a syndiotactic rather than ísotactic approach at low

temperature.
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The posÍtion of any equilibria in the system will be affected

by temperature which also complicates t?re situation'

when the MWD of polymers prepareit using different Grignard
a*

initiators are compared, several things become apparent. The n-Þûtylr

iso-Butyl and tert-Butyl magnesitrrt compounds produce predominantly

unimodal methanol- insoluble polymer. Pol1'mers with low isotactic

content have MI¡ä,s less than I x 105 whereas the highly isotactic polYmer

from tert-BuMgBr has a MvÙ> 2 x 106' Thís polymer is formed very

rapidly and has a very narrorv MI¡ID which becomes distorted towards lower

M!,Its with the appearance of a low MVt peal< as the pol1'merizaÈion proceeds'

This suggests the existence of at least t\^Io propagating species leadíng

to isotactic and non-isotactic polymer respectively. The isotactic

polymer grows extremely rapidly and is favored by a-carbon branchingr

iodide in preference to bromide in preference to chloride as well' as

moderately low temperatures. Along these lines, ít may be argr'red' thaÈ

tjre n-BuMgBr and tert-BuMgBr are tr+ro extremes and the sec-BuMgBr

ínítiator should be intermediate. fhis does appear to be the case:

the isotacticity of poly(MMA) prepared. using sec-BuMgBr is moderately

high arrd the MWD multimodal - showing peaks corresponding to both

high MW and low MVl. Here it should be remarked that it is rather

poirrtless discrrssing the tacticity of the whole sample of a polymer

when its Ir{VfD is multimodal , horvever, â reasonable explanation for the

increased isotacLicity of the sec-Bulv1gBr system compared with the
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n-BullgBr case is that it may be due Èo the larger proportion of very

high molecular weight, predominantly isotactic material.

The MVIID of pol1'mers prepared using RrMg as initiators are also

very interestíng when compared with their Grignard reagent counterparts..

It is not surprising that (n-Bu) 
2MS and, n-BuMgBr have very similar

MWD's although the former is definitely broader, l'l* /'l'tn = L.32 compared

with 1.22 f.or n-BuMgBr.

The multimodal MWD observed with sec-BìrMgBr becomes unimodal with

(sec-Bu) 
rt',tg 

(r,¡here only the methanol insoluble polymer is being

considered) and the very narrow di.stribuÈion, high MVü polymer formed

using tert-BuMgBr is red.uced in MW frcrn 3 x 106 to I2.5 x IO4 with

(tert-Bu)rMS. The MWD of poly(¡,${A) obtaíned with (tert-Bu)rMg is

broad.er than the MWÐ obtained using tert-BuMgBr, although the

distribution obtained using (tert-Bu) 
rMg is much narrower than the

distribution obtained using (n-Bu)rMg and (sec-Bu)rMg.

These results support the hypothesís that the presence or

absence of magnesium hatide in solution plays a significant role in

deÈermining not only the chain configuratíon, but also the molecular

weight distribution.
Í

Possible mechanisms ttrat could account for the above results

wÍII be discussed in section 6.2.
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MISCELLANEOUS E>PERTMENTS

This chapter, with the somewhat nebulous title of rmiscellaneous

experiments', contains an account of all the experiments performed^

ín the hope of obtaining a little more information concerning specific

aspects of the polymerization of MMA initiated by organomagnesium

compounds.

Most of the experiments have been done using n-BuMgBr as the

initiator because thís system had been studied most intensively by

dilatometry, however, some of the techniques were extended to the

sec-Br.rMgBr and tert-BuMgBr systems where they were applicable.

The experiments which compríse this chapter include a detailed

description of the d.evelopment of an adiabatic reaction calorimeter

to enable the heat of pollzmerization to be determined. !,Ie were also

able to successfully appty a technique described by Yoshinoll3b to

determine the number of active alkyl-magnesium bonds remaining during

the polymerization" Unfortunately, for reasons that wí1l be discussed,

this method was only applicable to the n-BuMgBrr/I4rA system.

Finally¡ we attempted to detect the presence of certain side

products, viz. butane and methanol. This work involved vapor phase

chromatography (v.p.c) and mass spectrometry (m.s.). No attempt vtas

made to identify the actual addition products which lead to reduced

initiator efficiency, because studies of this type have alreacly been

exhaustiv.ly don.52'53 and the various tlpes of non-polymerization

reactions are well documertted.
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The particular interest in methanol as a side product arose from

the possibility of cyclic trimer formation with subsequent elimination

of methanol either during pol1'merization or on termination. This

phenomenon has been observed in many MMA polymerizations initiated

both by Grignard. reagents a¡d various organoalkali initiator".52arl30

Butane has been reported as the major side product formed during

the reactíon between MMA and both Grignard reag"nt"53 u.rrd ,r-B,rl,i,131

however, its production was not accounted for in terms of where the
U

active hydrogen necessary for n-lutane formation came from during the

polymerizatíon. We atternpted, unsuccessfully, to detect the presence

of butane by mass spectrometry of the vapor above a polymerízLng

solution. The solution was terminated with íodine in THF to remove

any active R-Mg bonds and. then warmed to 278K (boiling point of butane =

272.5K) and a gas sample analysed.

CALORT¡IIETRV

The ínstantaneous colour change on mixing MMA and n-BuMgBr at

223K suggested some form of complexing and the inability to obtain

a u.v. spectrum of this col,our without resorting to fast reaction

techniques prompted the design of a reaction calorimeter.

5.1 Ãytpana,û.u

The basic design followed that descríbed by P1esch132 tnd

oth"rs133 but with some modifícations. The major difficulty was to
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keep the volume of solutíon as small as possible (ca. SO c'm3) I let

Still be able to incorporate a stirrer, temperature probe' heater'

fnonomer and ínitiator capsules. Figure 5.1 shows the final version.

The calorimeter was surrounded by a silvered jacket, Jrwhich could

be evacuated via taP Tr. Thís jacket ext,ended only over that portion

of the calorímeter that was irmnersed in the low temperature thermostat.

It was impossible to inmerse the whole calorimeter ín the bath because

the presence of ground, glass joints introduced the possibility of

leakage at low temperature. these quick fit. joints were necessary

to alloW the cleaning of the calorimeter and easy removal of the

teïperature probe, P, heater, H¡ and monomer capsul€, M. The probe

conslsted of a IOOCI platfnum wire thermistor and the temperature

change \^¡as recorded on a Phillips potentiometric pen-recorder(pR 7792)

with a sensitivity such that fulL scafe deflection (fsa) coutd be

Varied to correspond to a 5¡ I0, 20 or 50 degree temperature rise.

A heater consisting of a coil of nichrome wire of resistance

ea.30fl r^¡as included to enable determination of the specific heat of

the vessel- and its contents for eacÌr particular experiment. This was

d.one (after the polymerization had been terminated) by supplying a

constant direct current (d.c.) of known voltage and amperage for a

sèt period of time and recording the temperature rise from when the

Õurrent was turned on to when it was turned off. Such a detendnation

is shown in the inset of figure 5.3. The slow temperature decrease

after the heater v¡as tUrned off showed that the calorimeter was ::ot
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completely adiabatic and the total temperature rise, allowing flor

t-hese heat losses was calculated by extrapolating the curve to the

mid point of the heatinq period.

The total heat capacity was calculated using the relationship

vit
cp

-1joule K -
AT

= heat capacíty in joule K

= voltage

= current in ampere

(5 .1)

-l-where Cp

v

i

t = time of duration of heating in seconds

^T 
= Total temperature rise allowing for heat loss'

The average heat capacity determined was 79 t 4 JK-I

Stírring of the solution in ttre reaction vessel is very important

in calorimetry and presented one of our biggest problems. Plesch

ei a.LL32 used a vertically mounted sflf,rrer with shafts supported

by teflon rings but the small size of our apparatus prevented such

elaborate method.s. We overcane thís problem by using an adaptíon of

a water powered magnetic stirrer. A small bar magnet, S, coated with

teflon was placed in the calorímeter which was lowered into the

thermostat. At the temperatures used in these experiments water could

not be used to power the magnetic stirrer and a stream of nitrogen gas

was substituted. This metþod is very simple and also effective.
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s.2 Mefhod

The specially designed monomer ampoule shown in figure 5.1

was filled prior to assembling the calorimeter. A specially

desigmed breaker was incoryorated in the capsule and was prevented.

from falling through the vessel by the constriction in the ampoule.

It was very important to ensure that the bulb of the break-seal was

below the level of the initiator solution for the following reasons:,

due to the pressure dífference wiÈtrin the calorimeter and the monoÍF-er

ampoules, if the latter was shattered wíth the liquid above the leve1

of the initiator solution, rapid evaporation of the monomer resulted.

ín subseguent cooling of the whole solution, giving an anomalous

temperature faII on mixing. A1sor this method ensured that the

monomer anit initiator were in theymal equilibrium and instantaneous,

guantitative mixing resulted.

After assemblilgthe calorimeter, the initiator, solvent and

terminating break-seals were attached to outlet A, figure 5.1, and

the apparatus evacuated to a pressure of tO-3 Nm-2. This was then

sealed fron the line and the initiator and solvent capsules were

broken into the calorimeter which was then placed in the low

temperature thermostat. The approach to tlermal equiJ.i.brium was

monitored by tJ:e temperature probe and when the calorímeter and

contents reached the required temperature the outer jacket was

evacuated with an Edwards rotarl oil pump. During this time the

stirrer was started and finally, the monomer capsule l/\¡as ruptured
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with the special breaker. The temperature rÍse of the solution

during polymerization was recorded continuously and the thermostat

temperature periodically.

The solution was terminated with nethanol (O.t cm3) and, the

heat rise again recorded. VU¡en ttre temperature of Èhe terminated

solution had returned. to its initial temperature the heat capacity

was determÍned as outlined in the previous section.

The pollmer was collected and treated as in section 2.4.3.

5.3 Tnsofun¿nt 06 )LØsu.tf/s

The reaction between MMA and Grignard reagents to form high MW

polymer is verlz inefficient (section 3.6 (d)) and the simplest

representation of the reaction is tJ:e following:

In + M side products (5.2a)

In + M _> M * (5.2b)

*,0* * M --> tn*I* (5.2c)

where In = initiator molecule,
*M = propagating chain of degree of polymerízaluion fLn

n=Lr2n

and M = monomermolecule.

The side reactions are single step processes and íf the polyrneríza-

tion chain length is long, i.e. lL )) L, then even though the initiati"on

effic.iency is 1ow¡ the heat evolved during reaction in which monomer is
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ín excess çrill be mainly due Èo reaction (5.2c). Reaction (5.2a)

will contribute only a small amount of the total heat of reactiolr.

Under these conditions, the heat of pollmerization, ÀH^ is
TJ

given by the expression

c .AT

where q-

p kJmo1

W = kA (r-r)ð,t. v o'

= heat tost to surroundings

= thermal cond.uctivity of vessel

= area per unit vol-ume

) = temperature difference between system and

surroundings.

-1
AHp 1000 x Y

= heat capacity as defined in 5.1where Cp

^ 
T = tota'L temperature rise

and Y = yield of polymer

= mol. monomer consumed
ly

As mentioned in 5.1, ttre calorimeter v/as not complete:adiabatic,

which was probably due to the fact that ttre whole vessel could not be

completely immersed in the thermostat. To allow for this heat loss

tl.e following method was adopted:

The rate of thermal heat trarrsrer |Q- from a vessel is given

. 14s -ff
þy Èrle expressr-on

(5.3)

(5.4)

k

A
V

and (T-T
0



Now the apparent heat of reaction¡ d(r is

heat lost to surroundings.

where

s-7

dq =dØ- dq-
f

= true heat of reacÈiondq

dg

dg-

dt

+

(r - ro)

(s. s)

(s. 6)

(s.7)

(s. 8)

(s.e)

Thus

tion has ceased, dQ*

T

But

(r-r)
o

O and the rate of change of heat dîl
ð,t

(5.4a)

After the reaction has been terminated and the heat of termina-

do

ðÍ.

KA

v

is actually the rate of heat loss to the surroundings.

l_.e., g_-
d.t

-9s-dt
dT
æ

cp

and so combining (5.6) and (5.7) and rearranging

dT KA dÍ
VCp

which on integration between the Limits fÈr
o

and T, and,

t = O and t, gives the expression

In (r'T) KA to VCp

Hence a plot of ln (T - To) versus t shoul-d be a straight

Iine, figure 5.2 with the slope - k$lu%. This allows the value
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of kA/V to be calculatedr and the rate of heat lost to the surround-

íngs at any particular temperature to be calculated from (5.3).

In this way, an estimate of the heat lost from the calorimeter

could be obtained and CohhØ(Íød temperature versus time curves were

constructed.

s.4 Ruult's

n-BuMqBr - Figure 5.3 shows the corrected temperature rise

versus time curve for the n-BuMgBr system. Here X*,, = 0.10

[rur] = 0.99 mot dñ3, [uruaJo = 0.96 mol dm-3, ["rr]o = o.:6umot dñ3

and Tor the initial temperature¡ 22AK. The temperature curve \4¡as

rcorrected' for heat loss using the method outlined in section 5.3.

The rate of heat loss, dq/d.t at every two minute interval was

calculated using equation (5.6) and the previously determined

value ot kA/v. 
# was multiplied by 2 Eo aIlow for an average heat

loss for the minute either side and then this quantity was added

to the total heat loss calculated for each preceding 2 minute interwal.

The corresponding temperature change ças obtained by diviiting the

heat loss by C , e.g., fr-om the recorder trace, (T = To) = 0.5K at-p'
t = 2 minutes and 0.86K at t = 4 minutes.

The correction calculations \,vere as follows:

dr'- -t
# = l_.49 (? - ro) joule min

= .740 joule *irr-l
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The heat loss to the surroundings between I and 3 minutes

ís assumed to be twice ¡ae-¡at I at 2 minutes, i.e. 1.480 joule.

0.019K ; 0.020KTemperature d.ecrease

Corrected temperature

att=2minutes 0.52K

Att=4minutes -11.27 joule min

Temperature decrease at 4 minutes 0.032K

Total temperature decrease after 4 minutes = 0.05

Correctedtemperatureatt = 4minutes = 0.91K

rn this way, an estimate of the total heat of reaction could be

obtained.

From figure 5.3, 
^T 

(totaI corrected) = 4.1K and the yíeld

of polymer was 0.628 gm (13.5È conversion).

Using eqn. 5.2, AH.^ = 52 ! 5 k.l mo1-I. This valuep

agrees favorably with the varues of 54.5 and 58 kJ *o1-1, determined

by other workérsr137 .=p"cial-ry considering the various assumptions

mad.e and the experimental difficulties.
oF

The interesting feature,lfigure 5.3 is that it only becomes

IÍnear after ca 22 minutes whereas the percentage conversion curves

are linear from 10 minutes or before, figure 3.1. The linearity

after 22 rninutes of the temperature versus time curves, although

not particularly evident from figure 5.3 was checked by continuing

the polymerization over exÈended. periods, e.g. 90 minutes.

gr.
dt

2K
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sec-BuMgBr Fíqure 5.4 shows the heat evolved for the

sec-BuMgBr system. Oa I*, = 0.10, [tHf] = O.99 mol dm-3,

[ruue]o = 0.96 mot dm-3 and [n"]o = 0.02 mol dm-3 the heat er¡orved

is much greater than for the n-Br¡tr4gBr system. This is consistent wíth

tfre faster rates. The corrected curve becomes linear after 8

minutes and the heat of potymerization was calculated to be 50 t5.

kjoules *oI-1.

tert-BuMqBr At *r* O . l-5, I rnr ] = !.44 mol ùn-3 ,

[mla]- = 0.94 mo1 dm-3 and tc, I = O.Ol mol dm-3 the corrected- -o - t'o
temperature/time curve, I, is shor,'¡n in figure 5.5. There are two

distinct regions - a rapid rise of 0.5K within the first 30 seconds

and then a slower rise grading inÈo a linear slope after ca 10

minutes. The errors in this system are large because, as described

in chapter 3, the solution became so viscous that stirring was

impossible. Accurate gravimetric yields were impossible because the

high molecular weight polymer could noÈ be freeze dried effectively.

Curve TI ís a similar run, terminated after 2 minutes to check whether

the rapid initial rise was due to complexing or polymerization. After

terminating with methanolr the pollmer separated was again of too

high molecular weight to díssolve in benzene after stirring for I week.

The peculiar shape of curve I is probably due to the sudden increase

in viscosity, which stops the stirrer, preventing efficient heat

transfer through the solution.
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DETERIÁLNATT.ON 0F REMAI,\J7I\JG AcrT.VE ALKVL-\ÁAGÑESIUM BOl'JtS

5.5 'l.nfnoduc.tLon

As mentioned in section 4.I.3, Yoshino ei a/.'IL3b have found

that in the low temperature polymerization of iso-propyl cl-cis-ß-

d;acrl'J-ate with Ph-MgBr in Èo1uene, there is a detectable amount

of unreacted Ph-Mg bonds that remain throughout the duration of

the polymerization. The proportion increased as the temperature

decreased and was independent of the initial monomer and ínitiator

concentrations.

The presence of these unreacted all<yl-magnesium bonds may

influence the resulting pollzmer chain configruration.

With this in mind vre attempted to apply Yoshino's method to

our system.

s.6 Møthod

The number of active a1kyl-magnesium bonds present in the system

was determined by reacting the polymerizing solution with a soluÈion

of iodine (fr) ín THF and, analysing the resultant solution using

vapor phase chromatograph¡for the appropriate alkyt iodide.

Excess iodine vras removed with aqueous sodium thiosulphate and

tJre organíc layer analysed using vapor phase chromatography (v.p.c.).

The apparatus is shown in figure 5.6. Ampoules containing

ínitiator, solvent and cumene were attached to a flask joined to a
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graduated measuring cylinder. Separate reaction vessels (6 in all)

were sealed. onto the flask and each vessel had indivídual ampoules

-2of monomer and L2/THE (concentration lOOgm dm ") aÈtached.

The cumene was needed as an ínternal standard for quantitative

v.p.c. analysis.

After evacuating and baking the apparatus to a pressure of
-l _t

IO "Nm " it was sealed from tt¡e line at constriction A, the initiator,

solvent and cumene breakseals were rupÈured and the mixture thoroughly

shaken. Egual volumes of this solution were poured into each

reaction vessel which was sealed off at B. These were then placed

in the thermostat at the required tenperature. The monomer, which

had been precooled, was added and tJre polymerization terrn-inated

at time intervals varyÍng between 0.5 and 50 minutes. The solutions

were then warmed to room tanperature and. the excess iod.ine reduced

with aqueous sod.ium thiosulphate (concentration 2OO gm a*-3). The

organic layer was then inspected by v.p.c. and the area under the

peak corresponding to n-BuI was compared to that of cumene. Areas

were calculated by cutting out and weighing and results were

expressed as a percentage of the total concentration of active alkyl-

magnesium bonds determined by this method.

lVhen determining the total concentration of active alkyl-

magnesium bonds at the temperature of poI1'merization' the monomer

solution was only broken in after the Tr/T'HF solution had been added.

V"p.c's were measu-red on a Perlcin Elmer F-111 gas chromatograph
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with dual ionization f lame detectors. Nitrogen l^7as used as the

carrier gas and. a 2 m column packed with 15% Fpiezon L supported

on Chromosorb P (80-100 mesh).

The oven temperature hras 363K and ínjectíon temperature 383K

-A?with a 7 x I0-= cm" sample volume.

5.7 RuwLt's

Unfortunately, this method was only applicable for n-Bul4gBr

and not for eÍther sec-BuMgBr or tert-BuMgBr. The sec-BuMqBr

was unsuital¡Ie because tÏ¡e retention time of sec-Bul hlas very

srirnilar to toluene and the much larger toluene peak obscured the

smaLler sec-Buf peak.

Tert-BuMgBr is unsuitable because the tert-BuI formed is unstable

in water, forrning tert-Butano1 which would become distributed between

the two phases. AIso, the much smaller concentratíons of tert-Bu.l"lgBr

used, and the extremely viscous nature of the polymerizing solution

after very short times makes this method unsuitable.

Figure 5.7 shows the results obtainea tor n-Bul4gBr at 229K and

varying monomer and initiator concentrations. The proportion c¡f

active n-BuMg h¡cnds fa1ls very rapidly (502 being consumed within

0.5 minutes) and after 10 ' 12 minutes becomes almost constant at

16%+ 24 for up to 50 minutes. The curve appears to be

independent of initial monomer concentration which is consistent

with the results obtained using Ph-M9Br,/isopropyl ""ryt.tulI3b
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although the percentages of remaining active bonds are different.

OETECTION OF SI.DE PRODUCTS

5.8 Vayton P!,to¿ø Chnona.tognaythq (u.p.c.I

Pollzmerizations of acrylate esters initíated by organometallic

compounds are inefficient. This is mainly due to susceptibilíty

of the carbonyl group of the monomer to nucleophitic attack.

Initiation efficiencíes (d) for MMA polymerization by organolithium

compounds have been reported in the uange 0.18134 to 0.65135

d.ependent on the initiatorr solvent and. temperature. When Grignard

reagents are used as initÍators, values of d beIow.01 for initiation

of macro-chains have been reported for the polymerization of

acrylonitrile and MMA.64 The reactions leading to low f values are

thought to include butane formatíon, carbonyl addition and cyclic

trimer formation. Any reactíons Ínvolving carbonyl (Lr2) addition

should lead. to formation of methanol either during the polymerization

or more líkely, on termination with an active hydrogen atom.

The purpose of this section was no'h to identify the varíous

additíon products but to identifl'methanol and,/or butane. The

¿¡pparatus was íd.entical to that used for the kinetic experiments,

r|gure 2"4, except that the dilatometer \^¡as replaced by a receiving

vessel (volume ca. 1o cm3).

After the pollmerization was initiated, half of the solution
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v¡as poured into the side arm which was sealed from the main vessel.

This portion of the soluÈion was allowed to \,ùarm to room temperature

while the remainder was maintained at 223K. The solutions were

termínated by breaking open the reaction vessels in a glove box

filled with nitrogen saturated with water vapour. This 'wet nitrogen'

was obtained by bubbling nÍtrogen through hot water and then into the

glove box. The solutions were left in the glove box for ca. 2 hours"

This particular method of termination was used because when water ís

added in bulkr âny methanol in ttre solutíon wiII become d.istributed

between the aqueous and non-aqueous phases. Other workers have used

acetic acid. as terminatí.,g -g.nt.53 Samples were analysed by v.p.c

using the same instrument and column as described in section 5.6. The

optimum oven temperature was 333K with an injectíon tençerature of 473K.

A control sample of initiator solution (n-BuMgBr in TIIF) was

terminated in the same way as described above and the resulting vapor

phäse chromatoc_¡ram is reproduced in figure 5.8 (a). The two largest

peaks' C and B, are toluene and TIIF respectively. The only other

peak, A, of emy significant height occurs at a retentíon time, Tn = +3

seq. The sensitivíty range of the instrument was such that peaks

could be recorded at 20 x 104 (Iowest sensitivity) to 5 x 1 (highest

sensitívity) and. the figures at the top of each peak are the sensitivi-:

ties at which they were recorded. The ver¡¿ low retention time of peak
0-

A suggested that it was n-rBuÈane.
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Figure 5.8 (b) shows the v.p.c. of the terminated polymerizi4g

solution held at 223K and it can be seen that, peak A has d.ecreased

in height and there is a new peak (D) aE lr= 135 sec. This peak

was very asymmetric and has tentatively been assigned to methanol.

This assignmeht was mad.e from results obtained by "spikíng" the

terminated solution wíth added methanol and observing the changes in

the chromatogram. During these "spi-king" experiments some interesting

observations were made. Vlhen methanol (S x tO-4cm3) was added to the

solution (ca. 1 .*3) the size of peak D was doubled. However, when

Iarger amount of methanol were added, although the size of D increasedr

the retention time decreasecL until at excess methanolr TO = Ç3 sec.

fhis phenomenon was checked by addÍng sma1I amounts of methanol

-¿" -2 ? ?(5 x 10 =, 5 x 10'cm'etc.) to benzene (I cm"). once again, the

retention tirne shifted toward.s shorter tímes as the concentration of

methanol increased. Ethanol showed a similar behaviour. The reason

for this shift is uncertain but Ít may be due to a change in partition

coefficient at different concentrations, or more J-ike1y the apparent

shift ín retention time is a property of the stationary phase of the

column used. Such behaviour ís more than just a nùj-sance for it can

Iead to incorrect conclusions, e.g. when TOof pure methanol was

compared with tra of trace amounts, completely dífferent conclusions

were d.rawn. fnitially the v.p.c. results suggested that no r,rethanol

was formed because there was no significant peak at In = fJ secs,

however, when the solution was ,'spiked" with very ,Smdl,[- ¿rmounts, the
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retentÍon time of peak D corresponded exactly to that of methanol.

Xn e'Slima,tØ of the quantity of peak D present in the system was

made in the following way: the areas of peaks D and C were calculated

using a planimeter. For methanol, the relative sensitivity (i.e.

weight, per cent response for a flame ionization detector, FID) is

o.23t whereas for toluene it is 1.07136 The peak areas were

divided by these FID response values and the weight per cent ratio

of methanol:toluene was obtained. The theoretical weight per cent

ratio of methanol:toluene expected if all- the n-Mg bonds present

could react with MMA to form mett¡anol was calculated, and this value

$¡as compared with the experimental value.

The above calculation indicated that ca.47z of the total number

of n-Bu-Mg bonds in the system had been consumed by methanol formation.

Although this vaLue hras reprod.ucable to within t 1z for consecu-

tive injections, the actual error may be much larger due to the

inaccuracies incurred when estimating the area under an asymmetric peak.

The method used here was to drar^¡ tangerts to the points of inflection

and calculate the area usíng a planimeÈer. The methanol peak was

less as1'mmetric when 15s" carbowax 20 M columns on chromosorb P were

used, but these columns were unsuitable for analysing reaction mixtures

þecause the retention time of THF was reduced to such an extent that it

interfered with the methanol peak.

a simíIar calculation on peak A (n-Butane) of the hydrolysed re*

action using the FID response factor 1.09 for n-Butane showed that 8%
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of initiator formed n-Butane. This value is extremely unreliable

since n-Butane boils at ca. 273K and would be expected. to escape

from solution as it warmed, to room ternperature. This hypothesis

was confirmed by results obtained on hydrolysed samples of the "

initiator solution, fig. 5.8 (a). Analysis of the chromatogram

of the hydrolysed initiator solution showed that the total butane in

solution was only ca. 50% of the theoretical yield e>çected. on complete

hydrolysis of a 0.45 mol dm-3 n-euugBr solution.

The chromatogram of the sample sÈored at room temperature was

similar to figure 5.8 (b). However, the methanol percentage had,

increased. to ca.96z of the total active R-Mg bonds and the butane

peak had decreased to 3.5%. It is very significant that the

arnount of methanol has doubled compared with solutions stored af 223K

prior to hydrolysis and implies that a significant proportion of R-Mg

bonds are 'dormant' at 223K, but become active at higher temperatures,

section 5.10.

5. 9 MouSt'S¡cec.tnome.tlLq and in(nct-nød,Spee.LrtotcofrA

Little additional information was obtained using either of these

techniques. Identification of buta¡e in the vapour above the polymer:

izíng solution was hampered by Èhe presence of MMAr toluene and TFIF.

Mass spectra of the pollmerizing solution showed the presence of

some oligomeric material with peaks at n/e { 258 . This may correspond
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to a fragment of the type

+
cH3cH2cH2cH2 [cH2c (lvle) corgHrl H

n

where n l.or2.

Peaks at 158, I27, 99 and 59 correspond to I when n = I a¡¡d

the fragrments Rt-Co *, R 
+ and *corc", respectivelyrwhere

R' = CH3CH 
2CH2CH2CI|2C 

(Me) H.

These were not the only observable peaks and tJ:e above assignment

is not the only possible one, e.g. 1r4 conjugate addition followed by

1,2 (carbonyl) addition to give a ketone of the tlpe rI

n -c4H9 - cH2
,¿CHS

c-H

=Q

n - CnHn

I

ÏI

would be expected to showpeaks at m,/e = 184, I27, 99 and 85

correÞponding to the parent ion, R'-c-o+, R'* and n-c-o+ where

R = n - C+ng and Rr =.ffi3(cH2)4c(Fle)H. All of these peaks were

observed.

Infra-red spectra of the low molecular weight polymer was tríed

in an attempt to reproduce similar experj-ments by Goode ef. aX52^ where

the i.r. spectra of poly MMA prepared at 273K using PLû,tlgBr/Èoluene

showed a strong carbonyl absorption at 1730 cm-I (correspondíng to the

monomer carbonyl) and a weaker band at 171-2 em-I which was attributed
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to the carbonyl in the cyclized end groups¡ III

Ph-

h-,1;]
--cH

IIT

R

R

R

co Rt
22

R,con
2

Spectra were obtained by grindíng a small portion of the polymer

with KBr and then pressing into a thin transparent disc. Even under

conditions of maximum resolution of the Perkín-Elmer 457 Grating

infra-red spectrometer only one carbonyl band at 1730 crn-I could be

detected. This does not necessarily mean that species such as ffÏ

do not exist in our system beèause the MVü of our polymers was ca'5000

(compared to É500 for Goode's samples) which would make identification

of 1 carbonyl group in 50, very difficult. C13 Fourier transform

n.m.r. would be much more suitable for this kind of end group detection

problem.

s.to Di¿cu,Sion

Some of the results in ttris chapter are diffícult to interlpret¡

e.g., the dístinctty non-finear heat output versus time curve for the

n-BuMgBr system compared with the linear conversion versus ti:ne curves

in figure 3.3. The teraperature,/tíme curve for sec-BuMgBr appears to

be more consistent wíth the kinetic resultsr the curve becoming linear

after ca. B minutes. The non-linearity between t': 0 and I minutes

may be due to rapid heat evolution resulting from rapid complexing
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arrd initiation reactions. The tert-BuMgBr case seems to fit Ínto

this general scheme although clifficulties .in this case arise due to

the lack of supporting dilametric evidence (section 3"4.2)..

The calculated heat of polymerization,Lrp, in section 5.4 agrees

well with the values reported by other workers. This value of O"p

did not include the heat liberated when the solution was terminated

with methanol. This heat of termination will be due to the reaction

of aII the active organometallic species present in the system.

These organometallic species that liberate heat on reaction with

methanol v¡ill include; the active propagating chains and, dormant

propagating species, the residual n-Butyl-Mg bonds reruaining thr-oughout

the polymerization and any species such as MeOMgX (x = R, Br etc.)

resuLting from carbonyl attack of initiator on monomer and possibly

chain end cyclization. Although¡ only a very srnall percentage of

initiator is consumed in forming high and low MW poly (lúrMA) ' the heat

of formation of low molecular weight (í.e. one fold adducts)olígomeric

side products wilf be small compared with heat of formation of hþh vw

polymer, This explains why, although a large percentage of inítiator

forms sicle products, the total heat evolved is predominantly associated

with polynrer formation.

Various complexing reactions between monomer and RrMg' RM9X and./ol:

MgX, couJ.d account for some of the initial heat evolutionr ê.9. if all

the initial active butyl-magnesíum bonds complexed with Ml4A with a heat
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-tof complexing, A"o " 50.1<'T mol tJle temperature rise would be

approximately one degree. This value of AH" ís an estimate based

on the probable strength of complexing between MMA and triethyl-
138

alumínium.

The apparent anomaly in the calorimetric results is the n-BuMgBr

system in which the heat output versus time curwe onÌy becomes linear

at much longer times thar¡ was obsen¡ed for the corresponding percentage

conversion versus time curves to become linear. No satisfactory

explanation can be given for the unexpectedly long elapsed time for

the heat evolution/time plot for the n-BuMgBr system to become linear.

This inítial non-Iinear heat evolution will not affect the

dilatometric conversion curves because the total temperature rise

(at least from l0 Xo 20 minutes) is so small that the pol1'merízation

rate wiII not be affected in the dilatometric experiment t¡hich is close

to isothe:rnal .

The proportion of remaining active n-Butyl-Mg bonds during

potymerization is also difficutt to explain. The explanation is

complicated all the more since comparative studies could not be done

using the secondary or tertiary Grignard systems for reasons discussed

previously (section 5.7). No precise answer can therefore be given

to this question concerning the origin of the remainíng active

n-Bu-Mg bonds but some of the various possibilities that may explain

the resuLts will be discussed.
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As proposed previously, section 3.6 (c) the reactive species

in the Grigmard solution is Rrlag and not RMgX. However, the

remaining aqtive R-Mg bonds are untikely to be due to the unreactive

RM9X because as soon as RrMø is consumed in initiating macro-chains

and side product formationrthe Schtenk equitibrium will be forced

towards more RrM9. Of course, this arglxnent assumes that the Schlenk

equilibrium is labile, an assumption which is supported by n.m.r.

studies on exchange rates between R2Mg, RMgX and ¡lgXZ.3 Even

redistribution reactions such as eqn. (3.11) between MgX, and MMA :

RrMg carbonyl adducts to form RM9X could not account for the remaíning

active R-Mg bonds because the RM9X formed would rapidly disproportionate

to RrMg and MgXr.

The proportions of initiator consumed in methanol formaÈion even

at low temperatures is very large and must result from either inter or

intra-molecular substitution on the monomer carbonyl. As stated in

section 5.8, the percentage initiator consumed ín methanol formation

was calculated assuming a,t)- tne R-Mg bonds present ín solution could

react with MvlA via carbonyl addition - however, if RrMø is the active

species only half of the R-Mg bonds may be available, e'g'
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(a)
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Me
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Me
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=C.c +MeOMgR

ME
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MO

/
=l-

\
C=O+MgR2 C=O (s . 11)

R
e

VI

where either direct bimolecular reaction (path (a))or rearrange-

ment of a 1:1, MMA :RrM9 complex (path (b)), to the carbonyl ad.duct

IV may occur. If species IV does not participate in any

redistribution equilibria (at least at 223K) or if it reacts rapidly

via (5.11 ) to form the ketone Vr then the 47% of n-Bu-Mg bonds consumed

in methanol formatíon at low temperature actually represents 94% of

the initiator that is consr¡ned in side reactions. With the errors

involved. in calculating the methanol present, (section 5.8) r this value

eould easily be reduced to 80%, leaving 16% of a species different from

fV or VI to account for the remaining active R-Mg bonds. This is

wtrere the difficulty arises: the R-Mg bond of any species such as

IV and/or VI (eqr-r. 5.1I) would be expected to react with I, and thus

produce a much larger amount of n-BuI than the 16% actually observed.

This of course assumes that (5.I0 and 5"tl) is the predominant reaction

forming side proclucts. Double carbonyl addition and,/or carbonyl

V
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preserve first order
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conjugate addition is possible provided that

eqn. (5.10) is the rate determining step (to

dependence on lcrrlo). As mentioned above,

rapidly to form the ketone V and. MeOMgR.

IV -_-+ c
,Ma

C=O
/'C + MeoMgR (5.11)

R

v VI

Ketone V may tJ.en be susceptible to further carþonyl or

conjugate attack from any active R-Mg bonds remaining in the system,

e.g. species VI. However, the formation of large quantities of these

two fold adducts at low temperature is inconsistent wíth the hypothesis

that the much larger amount of methanol produced when a pollzmerj-zj.ng

solution at 223K is allowed. to warm to room temperature must result

from activa.tion of the rernaining R-Mg bonds in species such as fV

andr/or VI. Since it has already been stated that species such as

Iv and VI should react with iodine, but apparently do not, the

Ímplication is that the R-Mg bonds assocíated with these side products

are in some \^ray deactivated at low temperatures. Djmerization via

double methoxy bridges may account for the unreactivity of the RMg

groups at low ternperatures. Such dimeric structures involving

-OR bridges are known to occur in THF (sectíon L.2.I, ref. 20).
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At higher temperatures, these R-i[g bonds must become reactive

either in their monomeric form for compounds such as Vïror, they may

take part ín redistribution reactions wíth MgBr, to form RMgX and

R'oMgx where R' = Me in Vf and CH^C(Me)co(oMe)R in IV, e.g.

R'oMgR + MgBr
Ẑ 

-

R-M9

RI
o

-Mg-Br + RMgBr
,/+Br' R'OMgBr

*-

o

il
C 

-OMe

(s . 12)

In either case, at higher temperatures' the macro-chain becomes deacti-

vaÈed and. extra carbonyl additions occur resulting in greatly increased

methanol formation. There is also a possibility of conjugate rather

than carbonyl addition to species such as IV and V to form mixed

1r2 and 114 addition products.

The above discussion still does not answer the question as to the

nature of the species giving rise to the 162 remaining active R-Mg

bonds, since we have assumed that species such as fV and/or V and VI

constítute the major side products. One possibiliÈy is the

deactivation of the propagating species at an early stage of the

polymerizatíon via a reaction such as the much guoted cyclic trimer

formationr

MeO
\

o
//

'i ,1"
6+ 6-

RMcr - C/- i\

I
-c

I

2

' t4ø

CH

\co2r.

2

c

RZMg {- 3 MMA --} R - CH2

cH

Me

VIT

(5.12a)
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R-

o
lt
c

cri^ - i"z"l
C'2

\

*"/
lï

,,M"
VII 

-> 
R M9OMê +

VT

c (s. 12b)
co2*"

c

dimer at
Iow temperatures

VIIT

Reaction (5.12b) is unlíkely to be the major path leading to

methanol formation because at the concentrations of initiator used

(i.e. 0.1 mol *n-3) ca. 0.3 gms. of VrrI would be expected to be

formed in the methanol soluble material. This amount of methanol

soluble material \^Ias never observed and 9.p.c. analysis of the

actual methanol soluble material obtainedrindicated a molecular weight

ún 
' 

5OOO. Reaction (5.12a) may contríbute the 162 remaining active

n-Bu-Mg bonds because the R-Mg bond of specíes such as VII would,

be expected to react with iodine at low temperatures.

The above arguments have been speculative, there is no proof

that the hypothesis proposed is correct, hor,Vever, it is extremely

difficult, to thir¡k of other complete schemes which can account for

the observed results.

Finally, the u.v. spectra of the pol1'merízing and non-polymetizing

solutíons (section 3.3.5 and 3.6(d)) impose some restrictíons on the

corMe
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properties of the methanol forming side products. The predominant

Iow temperature side products such as IV, V' Vf' VII or V]II or

their associates (which are possibly formed at low temperature) '
cannot be responsible for the ultra violet absorption peak at'

Ì,, = 296 nm observed as the temperature of a polymerizing or non-

pollrmerizing system is raised from 223 to a¡nbient. The símílarity

between IV and the proposed methoxide formed by attack of the

growing chain on the monomer carbonyl supports the statements made

in section 3.6(d) that this species is n\l responsibLe for the

obserr¡ed spectral results. The u.v. peak appearing at T> 253K

most probably arises from reactions of the R-Mg groups which are

unreactive at low temperature but become activated as the temperature

rises a)rove 253K. 'llne 296 nm peak may arise from precursors of

double addi-tion products to the macro-chain as suggested in section

3.6 (d) or may be due to other side products which are formed at

higher temperatures. In fact, in view of the extremely small

concentration of actíve chains (even though they are no doubt

terminated by some form of carbonyl addiÈion) the u.v. peak observed

may result from one of the sul¡sequent addition reactions of èhe

original side products as the temperature is raised. Thís would

explain the sirnil-arity between the u.v. spectra of the polymerizing

and non-polymerizing solutions.



CHAPTER 6

POSSIBLE MECFIANTSMS

6.1 Tl,tø K.ine.LLc l"sYtøc.t

The distinction between this section and the following one is

rather arbitrary since the factors influencing the reactivíty, also

influence the stereospecificity. Nevertheless, there are some aspects

of the kinetic results of chapter 3 that can be discussed independently

of the stereospecificity results in chapter 4.

Polymerizations initiated by anionic reagents are generally

categorized as propagating by an anionic or anionic-coordination

mechanism. The latter descriptionralùhough conveníent, is inaccurate

in that no anions, either free or Baired, appear to be involved in

the reaction. Anionic-coordination mechanisms are generally

po"toltt"d for reactions of the covalenL alkyl compounds of Group IA,

lfA and IITI\ metals where the incomplete coordination shell of the

metal in the monomeric form of the compound provides an open invita-

tÍon to an electron pair from the filled T or n orbitals of the monomer.

The propagation step in tJ:ese systems and also of the ionic pair

type may involve a two stage process involving some forr¿of monomer

complexing followed by incorporation ínto the chain.

(6. r)

'orR,Me+M 3 R, Me <- M 3 RM,Me rc.2)

where R - Me and Rr I4e are the covalent carl¡on-metal bond and

tight ion-pair respectively.

R - Me +M3 R - Me* M 3 RM-Me
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Of course, in neither case is it essential that the mechanism

ínvolves two steps; a one step reaction via a four centre transítíon

state is quite possible. Hotuever, if two step reactions such as

eqns. (6.I) and (6.2) are involved, assessment of the relative parts

played by each of the stages (a) and, (b) ís difficult. Monomer

complexing during anionic chain propagation has, lt1t been directly pr.oved

in a single case and schemes such as (6.f) and. (6.2) have been postulated'

either on the basis of kinetic resuLts or on the results obtained witt¡

model systemsr €.g. fef 139.

In a more recent review of 'some of the problems of anionic

polymerization theory', Erusalim skii discusses the propagation reaction

of an ionic pair u] , M"* with monomer, in terms of the following ""ir"t3?n

I{ ,Me +f M,r, Mê + M -iIÌ - M," G| Mn+I, Me (6.3)
,

The results of their studies using acrylonitrile initiated by

. 64 .141organomagnesium-= and organolithium compounds- -- in hydrocarbon medÍa

at low temperatures showed that both systems v/ere in many ways similar

but díffered in one respect. The depend.ence of molecular weight oIt

monomer qoncentration was"rr"at-Iirra-t"fot Bul,i but was independent of

monomer cottcentration for the organomagnesi-um initiatorsr (sce

section L.4.2.\ The d.epend,ence of molecular weight on monomer

concentration observed using n-Buli was atÈributed to (6.3a) being rate

determining although the same results would be observed íf propagation

vtas a one step reaction. The independe¡rce of MW on monomer concentra-

n
Mln

!-c
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tion observed in the organomagnesium initíated system was attributed

to either (6.3b) or (6.3c) being rate determining.

A similar mechanism \,ras proposed for the organomagnesium initiated

pol1'merization in the presence of catalytic amounts of DMF where the

rates were much faster, but the MVil was still independent of monomer

concentration.

Since, in this research, the most detailed kinetic experiments were

done using the n-BuMgBr/Iß{A/toluene/tuf system at 223I(, the purpose of

this section is to discuss possible mechanisms consistent with the

observed facts reported in the preceding chapters. The propagating

species will be denoted. as Mfi (where /l is the degree of polymerization)

and the ínitiator as rn. The possible structure of ttlfl will be the

topic of discussion in the following section.

The most pertinent facts required for outlining a genêra1 meqhanism

for the poll'rnerization are the fotlowing: (a) the polymerization is

extremely inefficient. Here, the initiat.ion efficiency, ó' is defíned

as the (concentration of active chains forming high MW polymer)/(total

amount of initiator) i.e.

t,= [c]
[]nlo

whereltr.]o = ["r.r]o in this system.

(6.4)

Even when the low M{ pollrmer (4OOO < MW < 6000) is includea,f is still

berow 5s-. A rouþh estimate of d may'bê made by-comparing the experi-
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mental MW (¡lexp

polymerization without transfer or termination with instantaneous

ínitiation and initiator efficiebcy, 6,

*tt x [M] o x (Mvü monomer)

) wíth tl:e theoretical Mw(M,-,) calculated for an anionic
f,n

d (6.s)
ó [r,' lo

where cr = fractional conversion

and(Mvù monomer) = molecular weight of the monomer, (c.f .,
section 3.6 (d))

(b) The conversion versus time curves are J-inearr up until at least

4OB conversion, but the In¡[t',tlo/[¡lJt) versus time plots, although

Iinear at low conversions, show a distinct U9JUJAL{ deviation from

Iinearity at high conversion. This means that Èhe polymerization has

ar¡ internal ord.er of zeto with respect to monomer concentration. The

external orders with respect to monomer and total active R-Mg bonds

are unity.

(c) The molecular weight of the polymer is directly proportional to

the fractional conversion¡ c¡¿r and inversely proportíonal to [-rr]o

where ltrr]o = lGrr]o ='[ruagxJo + 2[R2Mg]o : Thís suggests that

the polymerization is termination free, at least üp to o = .25 where

deviatíon from linearity was observed. The fact that the conversion,/

time curves h¡ere linear beyond 25% suggest some tlpe of slow monomer
</

transfer mechanism regenerating an active centre of identiþI reactivity

to the original propagating species.
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(d) The inítiator species are monomeric ín THF. At 298K or slightly

a.bove, the proportions of R2Mg' M9X, and RMgX are such that Kr.r- " n'

However, as the temperature decreases, Kr., decreases and the proportion

of R Mg and MgX, increases. Evidence to hand suggests that RrMg is

much more reactive than RMgX which leads to the conclusion that RrMg

is the reactive species in THF at low temperatures. Exchange stud'ies

between RrMg and *MgBr, and n.m.r. studies show that the e-quilibrium

is labile in most cases - rates of exchange in the tert-BuMgCl are

relatively slow, relaxation times being approximately 4 seconds at

room temp"r"t1rt..31 In the tert-Br:I4gBr and sec-BuMgBr systems rates

of exchange may be in ùhe minute rançfe, 
aE 223K' a factor which may be

sígnifícant in determining the stereospecificity of Lhe resulting

polymer. Even in these systems, the actual part played by RM9X in

ínitiation wil} be snall ngt,on1lu because RM9X is less reactive than'.

R Mg but also because the concentration of RMgx at 223K, will very low'

ê'9', for tert-Br'rMgcr' Kr.l = 10-2 at 223Kusing Ashby's data'wheÏeas

for n-BuMgBr, Kr.I = I at 223 using the approximate data of Hol*. Oa

(e) The approximate inverse dependence of the pollzmerization rate
COLqr

. ' - 
--':. ' ' -- . on rmf suggests that both initiation and

propagation reactions clo not involve ion-pair equilibria as encountered

ín certain organo-alkali systems, where íncreasing concentrations of

solvaLing solvents such as THF, accelerate polymerization rates by

increasing the concentrations of the more reactive looseion-pairs and

free ions. The effect of solvent on the rates and. mechanisms of the
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less reactive organometallic compounds (i.e.essentialLy covalent) of

Group IIA and IIfA will be d.iscussed later.

(f) The instantaneous formatíon of a green colour when monomer and

initiator are mixed at. 223K suggests so¡ne form of complexing, probably

of the Wittig-at type, between the monomer carbonyl and the magnesium

of the organomagnesium compound. The observed colour probably arises

from tJ:e charge-transfer band of the Wittig-at complex. The particular

species giving rise to the colour observed in our system is not the same
q,,

as the species which produceslsimilar colour in the MI4A polymerization

initia'Eed by Na, (a-Mestyrene) nat 198K.82 rn the sod.ium system,

polymerization is extremely rapid under conditions when the colour

is present, which is completely differenË from the observations in

the organomagnesium systems. Direct evid,ence for complexing between

RMgx, Mgx, and Rrt4g and various substrat"es has been obtairr"d39'40'45'47 'L42

and. mechanisms have been proposed ínvotving realrangement of cyclic

four memberecl and six membered transition rates formed from substrate:

Grignard complexes. In our system, it is extremely difficult to

d,etermi.ne whether complex formation is a terminatÍon step or whether

it is associated with side product fonnation, propagating chain

formation or both. It has already been noted that some workers consider

that reactíon proceeds via the complex in certain instances and by

direct bimolecular reaction in oth"r".40 The evidence accumlllatecì

during this work suggests that complex formaLion ltr?"t/ be the precursor
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to initiation. The increase in intensity of the colour at low Xr*

accompanied by increasing rate and decreasing MVI (í.e. { increases)

supports this contention. AIso the shorter lifetime of the colour

with sec-BuMgBr and complete absence witTr tert-BuMgBr are consistent

with the faster rates of polymerization observed using these initíators.

However, this is not enough evidence to state positively whether or not

the complex is the active species.

It ís interesting to compare the likely relative strengths of the

complexes formed between MMA and RM9X, M9X, and RZtg. Consíderation

of like1y group electronegatívíties predicts that, the relative

equilibrium constants for the reaction, MMA + B q MMA : B should

decrease in the order Mgvrr> RMgx , Rztg. This ull" rnn.ar to be

the case in ttre MeMgBr/ 2 - Me-benzophenone systum3" in diethyl ether

at 298K where the respective values of K were 4; I.35 and',(rinsignifi-

cant'). These values of K will no doubt vary for differe::t systems and

should substantially increase at lower temperatures. The idenLical

colour changes observed when RrMg was used instead of the Grignard

system also support the hypothesis ttrat initiation may result from

complex formation between RrMg and MMA.

With the above results in mind, the following schemes have been

proposed to account primarily for the kinetic results of chapter 3.
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scÉIEME I

l-.e

I +M

M*
n

K,.

(r<-n
rapíd 

I

M)

ç
(6.6)

(6.7)

(6. e)

(6.10)

(6. r-1)

t- l¡

lLv
(6.4)

(6.12)

br) (6. 13)

+M

n M*
(slow)

Þ,
methanol forrning
sid.e products(sl-ow)

K,

+M ranid
--4--+ (Mñ .M) ;ff *n*, (6. B)<--

where n = degree of polymerization

The specific rates of reactions (6.6) '>(6.8) with rate constants

br Þ2, anil f¿
3

l¿L Irrr.u] [¡t]
b, K,- [tn]o

Þ, l¡rrr. *¡l]

t\ K, ltrr]o [¡¿

Þ,

are:

*I

*z

*s

è

2
[¡¿] o

o

Now the initiator efficiency, d, is given by eqn. 6.4

lcll¡r,rJo6

6
R1

R1(n, +nr)

(n, + nr) Þtl*) o/ (fz, [uJo +

lVe know f::om the results of sectíon 5.8 that Rrr the rate of side

product formation ís much larger than Rr, the rate of formation of
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active chains, i.e. R3 >> RI. We also know that initiation and

side product formatíon are rapid and complete at low monomer consumption

and that after initiation, the active polymerizing chains propagate

without termination. Under these conditions the efficiency of

initiation, 6, is defined as

-TRt

*s
lcl

Itr'rJo6 È

K, lml

tcl

h, [uJo

[¡r2 n

(6. 14)

(6. rs)

(6.16)

where I c ]= totn'[- concentration of active chains

= tuill + t ¡aä. ul and is independent of time

after steps 1 and 3 are comPlete.

The rate of propagationrRnr is conventionally defined as the rate

of disappearance f{9f *otto*.t,

-a[¡r] Rz
*.Mll¿Rp ð,t

which is valid, since after t*re initial period, ínitiation and

side product formation are now complete.

In general, assuming 1-JnaÌ' b, is smatl and does not perturb the

equilibrium of the first step of (6.8) significantly

and [ur*.u]

i*l
*

+ l¡rhl

Two limiting cases arise; firstly¡ when

K2 [t"t] -+ 
oo, [Mnf u] +[ c ]

(6.17)
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andR =p

Iím K, [¡t]*oo

nlI

l¿2

b,

Ic] (6. L8)

l¿ [¡r lr (6. l8a)
o

from (6.14) above.

This scheme corresponds to the observed kinetic relationships

from chapter 3rthat the reaction is internally zero order with respect

to monomer concentration, and that, the external orders with respect

to monomer and inj-tiator are unity.

rn the other limit, i.e., Krt ul -+ or [**] * [ c] and

[un*.r"r] = K2 [ u] [M*]

Undeú' these conditionsí

Rp b, K lul Ic] (6.1e)
2

rim K, t¡rl :to

l o-E-

(6. 19a)
o

t¿
3

. Thís introduces an extra monomer dependence and predicts an

internal first order dependence with respect to monomer which is

contrary to the observed kínetics. It appears therefore, that sche¡'.e

r ís consistent with the observed kinetics only under the conditions

K, [r'rl -> G].

Sch'e¡n*e I strongly favors the previous suggestion that initiation

;þr b K lul lr lulon22
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occursvia complex formatíon and. nOt via a direct reaction between

monomer and initiator. In the absence of complex formation, initiation

would require a termolecular reaction in order to fit the observed

kinetics.
+M (6 .1e)

(6.20)

M*
M+I n

I
ll

aa methanol forming
side products3

The bimolecular reaction 6.6 is more likely than the termolecular

reaction 6.J-9. \

An alternative mechanisrn involving complexing of monomer and

initiator is the fo1lowíng.

SCHEME TI

I.M
þr'

----+I n
+M

6

(Mñ.M)

Rg

(6.2L)

methanol forming
side products (6.22)

Mä*r (6 .8)

(6.23)

) M*
slowrapid

b
I

3

slow

*
K2

+ M rapid L**,
---.> slow

The same calculations as in Scheme I, egns. 6.9 to 6-14 gives

+-

tcl
Itr-r] o

R1

Rp *z = l¿rl¡ut^x Nrl

l¿t

T t:

(6 . r6)
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The same two limiting cases arise'

Firstly when K_ [ tu] ->

2
Ooì

br' l¿2 I tr.] 
o

which is inconsistent with the observed kinetics.

The other limiting case ís when K, [pt] -] ot

Under these conditions,

Rp

limK, [¡t]*o

=Krhz [u *] [ ¡,t ]

þr' b, K, I lullr

Rp

limK, [t"t] * oo

16.24)

(6 "25)

(6.26)_T on

Although eqn. (6.26) is consistent with the observed external

orders of reaction with. respeòt to monomer and'initiator:, eqn. (6:.25)

predicts internal first orcler monomer dependence which is not observed.

similarly, other permutations of kinetic possibitíties within

the frame work of general mechanisms of this type, fail to fit all

the kinetic obserwati-ons.

rt would appear that the only mechanism that fits all the kínetic

results is that outlined in SCI{EME I with the assumptions *l " Ra and

lim K2 t¡,i I *oo.
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Under these conditions:

b, tuJo
6 (6.14)

(6.18)

(6.18a)

(4.L2)

Rp

Rp

þ, tcl

!"o Im

The independ.ence of MVI on monomer concentration can be explained

when (6.14) is considered in conjunction with eqn. (6.5). The

theoretical number average molecular weight expression for our system

becomes,
l¿

ür* 3 o,. 100.15 (6.27)Þrt I ln o

In chapter 4, section 4.4.1 r the following expression \^ras

verífied,

M
nexp

A (percentage conversion)
G ln o

where A = constant

. and tC l_ has been defined previouslyr egn. (2.6)- n-o

Compari-son-betwêen (4;12)-'änd.'(6.27) shows that the Value of'A,

the slope of fj-gure 4.14 (b), should be given by

b3 100.15
A Í\. 1oo

(6 .28)

where the value of 100 arises from the conversion of percentage

conversion to (na.c.ti.ot'L()-L conversion.
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From fí9. 4.14 (b) ; a 312 1 S.E. 60 mol dm
-3

Hence, l¿L

q 3.¿(+ 0.5) x 10-3 _+3
CTM (6.2e)-1moI

at [rHF]
-32.8 mo1 dm and T 223K

high I{W polymer. If not, then the value of
3

7

This value is similar to that obÈained ín the acryl-onitrile/organo-
6+b

magnesium system in toluene at 198K.

Using the data in Table 3.Ira,value of. tzr, the rate constant of

propagation (6.18) was obtained using the above value ot Þt/lzr. This

gave an average value fclt tzrr the first order propagation rate constant,

-1at [tUf ] = 2.87 mol dm " and T = 223K of.

b, = o. 09 (r . 016) s-I (6.30)

Although Èhe value cited is statistically reliable, there are

reasons to believe that systematic errors may greatly exceed. the random

devíation cited.

The basic premise in the calculations, (í.e. (6.29)) is that a.[-(-

of the propagating species formecl via h1 in reaction (6.6) form the

br/t, above will be

red,uced. to a value

constant of the reaction leading to actíve cenl,res which propagate

to high MW. The presence of low MW polymer in the n-BuItIgBr elLd.

(n-Bu)rMg systems suggests that, the value of tz, obtained in (6.30)

may ind^eed be too large. This will apply if the methanol soluble

Þ'rla, *n.ru hJ .þr and represents the rate
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pol]zmer is formed via (6.6). For thís treason the actual reliability

of the value of fz, may be more líkery within an order of magnitude

rather than the random deviation cited. comparatively littre

ínformation concerning methanol soluble polymer has been obtained.

The fact that it is formed in both n-BuMgBr and (n-Bu) 
rMg systems

suggests it is not a peculiarity of the Grignard system. The

amount formed decreases in the series n-BuMgBr> sec-BuMg > tert-BuMgBr.

In the tert-BuMgBr system, only trace amounts were observed and ín the

sec-BuMgBr system' the quantíty increased as the THF concentration

increased.

The completely different tacticities between the two fractions

(methanol insolubre and. methanor sorubre), e.g. fígure 4.5 suggest that

a different mechanism may be operating. The methanol soluble polymer

had a rel-atively high degree of polymerization (.40 < DÞ < 60) ând

showed a reasonably narrow distribution about this D-p value. rt is

unrikery that tlle methanol soluble polymer is caused by cyclization

of the last three monomer units of the pollzmer chain (as in Gooders

*o"Ll2t) because there is no reason why cyclization should occur

pred.ominantly at this size.

A more plausible explanation woul-d be that there are two

independent reactive centres (i.e. propagatíng chains of differing

reactivity and stereospecificity). rt must be emphasized that they

are independent centres - not in equilibrium. It has been well
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established that propagating centres in equÍlibrium with each other

Iead to a bnoad.¿wLtlS of the MWD and not a bimodal distributiorr.l46

Hitherto, the discussion has been so1ely concerned with the

n-BuMgBr and (n-gu)rMg systems. SCTIEIiIE f ' subject to the condítions

outlined, appears to be consistent with the experimental facts. The

simil-arity between the kinetic results obtained using sec-BuMgBr with

those for n-BuMgBr would suggest that a mechanism similar to SCHEME Ì

is operatíng in this system" The multímodal MWD of the polymer

(fígure 4.15) clearly índicates the presence of more than one form

of propagating species and it is pointless to discuss the dependence of

MIlü on initiator concentration. The complete lack of kinetic evidence

in the tert-BuMgBr case makes the proposal of a mechanism impossible

although the MI{ did appear to be independent of the monomer concentra-'.

tion, even though the rate of polymerization could be controlled by

decreasing the monomer concentraÈion.

Tab1e 6.I shows a comparison between the percentage rates of

poI1'merization of the different initiators used throughout this work

aL two different THF concentrations. The nurnbers in brackets are

tlle values of R % expected at tr I = o.1o mo1 dm-3 assuming firstp - n'o
order d.ependence ín aII systems studied. Notice that RnB is

independent of [M] o if the external order is unity with respect to

monomer. The values of ü," and the percentage conversion are also
n

Iisted. The only multímodal t{VÍD's observed were for the sec-BuMgBr

system.
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The decreasíng rates of polymerization in the Grignard systems

,b¡erei tert-Bul4gBr > sec-BuMgBr ) iso-Br¡MgBr > n-BuMgBr. These

are similar to those reported by Watanabe except for the tert-BuMgBr

case which, in their case, was found to be the least reactíve reagent
ssb

in diethyl-ether/toluene. the order of decreasing rates for the

dialkyl magnesiums was: (sec-Bu)rMg >(n-Bu) 
2Mg ' 

(tert-nu)rM9'

When these relatíve ràtes are inserted in the Grignard system the

following decreasing order results:

(sec-eu) 
ZMg 

,_ tert-Bulr{gBr } sec-BuMgBr > iso-BuMgBr > (n-Bu)rMø
(6. 3r)

)'n-BuMgBr ) tert-BuMgBr

The assignment of relative ltØt.eJ.LviLLU (as opposed to ne'La.tiv¿

hÃ..t\) to a series of initiators can læ quite difficult' especially

when efficiencies of initiation are very low. Comparison of

relative rates of polymerization for similar initial catalyst

concentrationsis not enough because, if the efficiencies of initiation

are different. then the observed rate of pol1'merization will noÈ

reflect the true reactivity of the system e.g. if the rate of

polymerization for initiator A is twíce that for initiator Brbut

tire efficiency of initiator A is twice that for Brthen the reactivíties

of A and B are the sante. Here, the reactivities being cornpared are

the reactivity of active chains towards reactíon with mononter. Tnitia-

tors with low d values imply hígh reactivity to form side products

although not necessarily a high reactivity towards propagation.
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waacl< and Dora¡'*' esti:nated the relative rates of. iwífictLLTll of

styrene in THF by a series of organo-Li compounds by comparing the

reciprocal of the molecular weights of the polymer formed at

complete conversion. This method is obviously inapplicable in our

system since side products are formed. Reference to table 6.1

shows that while tert-BuMgBr is the least effÍcient ínitiator, the

active cenÈres formed are the most reactive. AIso, the very low

rate of polymerization observed when (tert -Bu), Mg is used does

not necessarily mean that this initíator is the least reactive towards

propagation. The very low { value must be considered. A rather

crude method which has been adopted in this work to allow for varying

initiation efficiencies when placing the initiators in order of

decreasing reactivity towards monomer is the following. From eqn.

(4.L21, the value of A may be obtained using the experimentally

determinecl values of I{nexp

Ivl -ár
(percentaqe convers ion) (4.12)

nexp lrn o

using eqn. (6.28)

(converted to [rn]

A/

l

From scheme I,

the values of R
Po

are multiplied by

[ ¡,r

% in table 6.1

'/ (r,

and (6"14) . Ìlhen

= 0.I mol dm-3)
o

,ló
o

the values obtained are the theoretical

polymerization rates at 1004 inítíator effíciency. From the values
1

of -/ó anrf { o"r x Rp%},/ ltrr]o in tabre 6.r, the following

conclusions can be drawn:
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the initiator efficiencies decrease in the order,

(sec-Bu), > íso-BuMgBr ) sec-BuMgBr > (n-Bu) 
rMg

>n -BuMgBr > (tert-Bu) 
ZMg 

, tert-BuMgBr

ìo . szl

where the position of (sec-Su), Mg is rather doubtful because of the

inherent errors in extrapolating vaLues o¡ l/{: from one THF

concentration to another. The value of I/ó will undoubtedly increase

on going from low Xtn, to hiøh Xo, but the exact magnitude is

uncertain. The increase in L/(S fro* *r"U = O.I to O.28 is unlikely

to be sufficÍent to reverse the order of (sec-Bu) 
rMg and sec-Bulu1gBr

especiarry since the farue ot L/(s carcurated for sec-BuMgBr at

X = 0.28 is the minimum value, sínce the low M!'l peak was used.-THF

The interesting facts from eqn. (6.32) are that the initiation

efficiencies of the dialkyl-rnagnesium compouncls are larger Lhan those

for their correspondÍng Grj-gnard counteryarts. This is in accord

with the suggestion in section 3.6(c), thaÈ the presence of MgBr,

in the system reduces the proportion of conjugate additionrwhich is

usually assocíated with initiation of propagating chains'

The rate of polymerization observed using dialkyl-magnesiums is

thus greater than the rate observed using an identical ínitial

concentration of R-Mg bonds in the form of R2Mg + MgBtr.

Hol,rrever, the last column of table 6.1 shows that the reactivities

of propagating species formed. depends strongly on the initiator used.

The propagatj-ng species decreases in reactivity throughout the
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following seríes of initiators used.

tert-BuMgBr )) sec-BuMgBr ) (tert-Au) 
ZMø 

2-iso-BuMgBr (6.33)

) n-BuMgBr > (n-Bu) 
rlaø

Here it is impossible to predict with any confidence the likely

posítion of (sec-Bu ) rM9 because such a predi.ction would require
I

the extrapolation of both '/[ and xnz from x*=' = o.I ao *r* = 0.28-

ifre method ís crude because of, the large errors in ür, the

necessity of having unimodal MWD pollzmer and the assumption that all

of the initiators obey SCIIEME I and the necessity of having to extra-

polate some results from one THF concentration to another.

In spite of these limitations, the following interesting

conclusions may be drawn:

that tert-BuMgBr is the least efficient Grignard reagent used buÈ

the propagating species formed from it are the most reactive, and the

most stereospecific species of any of the organomagnesium compounds

used.

The discussion of relative reactivities of organometallic

initiators is in generalr rnorê difficult than their estimation. This

is trtre, even i¡t systems where ion-pairs are known to exist, because

effects other than the simple correlation between anion reactivity

must be considered., e.g. initiation of dienes by 1rI-diphenylhexyl-¡i

(DPHL) is faster than by the butyl-lithíums despite the fact that

t}re DPHL ion should be less reactive than an alkyt .tiorr.148 The
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reason is because DPHL is unassociated whereas the n-alkyl lithiums

are assocíated. The rate of initiaÈion is strongly dependent on

the equilibría governíng the various forms of the reagent present

in solution.

fn the essentially covalent organomagnesium systems, there are

stiLl so many unknown factors (effects of exchange rates for example)

that could affect tl¡e reactivity thaL a meaningfuL discussion of (ø.St),

(0.s2)andr/or (0.¡¡) cannot be confídentry attempted.

The role of the solvent in the addition reactions of organo-

metallic compounds is usually neglected in the proposed mechanisms

for the sake of simplicity. Recently, howeverr the importance of

solvent in the alkylation of ketones by Grignard reagenÈs has been

discussed. and the following detailed scheme was discussed.96tL49

sMe

Mq
path I
+-
path III
Rrc=o

Me

MeMe S

_S

M9.-S +S

RrC=o Jf

+

öî=': 't"T

S

+S

path IV tt- 
-

S
(6. s4)

+SMgMe

Me
Jn

Me
I

R

*)t'
path V

Me ù

M9
,/\

Rz Ç-O -S
Me

?o

path vT

o- cRz
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path 1I followed by path V has been proposed by one group to

explain the acceleratíon or retardation ðbserved when certain

bidentate ligands were added to a dietJryl ether solutíon of (CH3) 
2Mg

and it was suggested that only sÈeríc bulk propertles of the ligand

affects the reaction via the penta-coordinate transitíon state.

This conclusion has been argued by .È,<hby øt CtL 
149 hh prefer

the idea that the relative magnitude of the solvent effects on the

comfJLøx .[onna"LLOn anð. ythlcluc.t donnaÍiOn steps determines the

acceleration or retardation of the reaction and that the observed

results can also be explained assumi-rrg solvent dissociatíon prior

to complexing. The d,ecreasing rate with increasing THF concentra-

tion observed ín our system suggests that a reaction path which

reguires dissociatíon (I) or displacement (IfI) prior to formation

of the complex will be retarded as the donor contrentration

increases.

The participation of at least one ether ligand ín the transition

state involving organomagnesiwn compound,s has been indicated by

asymmetric índuction involving the reaction between (Cltr) 
rUS and

benzaldehyde in the presence of an optically active ether.

6.2 The ¿tutøo^fre-c.L6icft4 a^lrøîJ

This aspect of organometallic initiated polymerizations is

perhaps the most interesting and. certainly the most difficult to

explain. No general and uncontestabl-e stereo-regulation theory
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has evolved to explain the tacticity of poly (¡4¡44) prepared using

different organometal-lic initiators. The organomagnesium initiators

appear to be the stumbling block even though they have been the

subject of some verf intensíve stereochemical control studies.

One of the reasons for the difficulty in proposing a stereochemical

control theory for polynerízaÈions initiated by organomagnesium

.compounds is ttre lack of knowledge concerning not only the structure

of the propagating species but also the various exchange and complex-

i-ng reactions that may occur.

The mechanism proposed by Bovey QÍ aX.L:-' (figure 4.2) appears

to be consistent with the results observed in the fluorenyl-Li

(FI-Li) initíated polymerization of ethyl cis-ß -deuÈeromethacryfate

in toluene and,/or THF (section 4.1,3.)" As mentioned in section 4.1.3,

. it is not possible to establísh whether an acrylate ester double

'i bond is opening cis or trans. However, this can be done with cis

and trans-ß-deuteroacrylate esters where cis or trans opening will

determine the configuration at the p-carbon atoms which is superimposed

on the (-carbon stereochemistry .

Cis addition to a cis monomer results in erythro-diisotactic

pol1.rner whereas trans addition gives the threo-diisotactic polyner.
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H Me
D Dcis addition

x D

crs-monomer erythro-diisotactic
Polymer

trans addition (4. 8)

D
H

c
cis-addition x x x

x D- trans-monomer threo-díisotactic
PoIYmer

Bovey's mechanism for FI-Li correctly predicts an increase

ín erythro-diisotactic polymer (cis-addition) at high ether

concentration and threo-pol1rmer (trans-addition) at low ether

concentration. Notice that the ß-carbon configurations produced

in the mixed eLher,/hydrocarbon solvents and predicted by Bovey with

fluorenyl-Li initiator, ate ll1t consistent with the simple conclusion

that both contact ion-pairs and solvated ion-pairs are present

(their concentraÈions depending on the ether concentratíon) ' these

species interchanging Ín a Coleman-Fox type mechanism. Were this

tÌre caser then from eqn. (4.9) trans addition to the cis monomer

shoul-d result in threo-diisotactic pollnner irrespective of the

concentration of ether. This is not the case - in excess ether, the

meso protons are erythro and not threo. To account for the apparent

Me

,/"
c x

HHD

Me MeMe

c
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4
cis addition from trans opening of the double bond, and)third specíes

propagating by tti placement but with ultirnate cis addition was

postulated.
-d-

When PhMgBr is used as catalyst witn iso-propyl-cis)ß-dideutero-

acrylate, the presence of small amounts of THF give rise to equal

proportions of erythro- and threo-diisotactic pol1nner, but in the
112 ,113

presence of excess ether, trans addition (threo-polymer) predominates,

which is opposite to the fluorenyl-Li case.

Bovey's mechanÍsm assumes a planar chain end so that the tetrahedral

configuration is not fixed until the next unit is added. The counter-

íon is assuned to hold the chain end in an incipient isotactic configura-

tíon and to direct the incomíng monomer into an isotactic approach. In

the Grignard system, the chain end is unlikely to be planar. Yoshino

11.4and fvranaga have established that polyacrylate chaín ends act

stereospecifically with terminating agents such as water. This suggests

that the chai.n end is already in a tetrahedral configuration which it

conserves in reaction with all types of reagent,

Under the conditions of our experimentsrwhere there l{as a signifi-

caht excess of TTIF under all conditions, the predominant mod,e of

opening of the monomer double bond would be expected to be trans, from
the

cotnparison wilfir(above results. This prediction could only be proved

usíng a ß- deuterated form of MMA.

All of the information obtained in our research concerned the
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configuration around the o-carbon atom and unfortunately, the factors

determining d- and ß- C-atom synunetry appear to operate independently.

The most interesting features of the Grignard initiated polymeri-

zation of MMA in THF,/toluene mixtures were the followÍng:

(a) None of the polyrners obeyed Bernoulli chain configuration

statistics and in this sense, all of the propagating

centres are sÈereospecific.

(b) Preliminary measurements of polymer tacticity using 90MHz p.m.r

spectroscopy suggest that the poly (¡¿MA) fomed from n-BuMgBr

at low TTIF concentratÍons obeys first order Markov chaín

statistics. Tt ís uncertain at this stage' whether the

highly isotactic pollzmer prepared using tert-BuMgBr obeys

these statistics or not. The almost complete absence of an

ttt/¿ triad (figures 4.1 (b) and 4.9(b) |' suggests a possible

Coleman-!'ox 'two-site' model with one site propagating in

an isotactic configuration and the other, syndiotactic.

(c) polymer tactícity is very dependent on the structure of ùhe

atkyl group in the Grignard reagent. Branching at the a-

carbon atom of the Grignard reagent increases the ísotacticity

whereas branching at the ß- carbon atom of the iníÈiator

produces polymers with similar tacticities to those prepared

using Grignard. reagents with straight chain alkyl groups.

The effect of cx,-carbon branching appears to be only observed,
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when MgX, is present. vthen !IgX, is present, the isotacticity

decreases in the order; iodide> bromide > chloride. In the

absence of Mgxrr the polymers aTe still non-Bernuollian'

but are'syndiotactic liker¡ êV€rr. when (tert-Bu)rMg is used.

The presence of excess MgX, has no effect on pollrmer tacticity,

however, when M9CI, is added (in ttre form of t-BuMgct) to

terÈ-BuMgBr the resultant polymer mícrostructure is a mixture

between that observed. for tert-Brrl4gCf ana tert-BuMgBr

separately.

(d) Increasing the temperature frorn 223K to 242K has no effect

on the tacticity, however, when the temperature is decreased

from 223K to 2OOK, the effect of o-carbon branching in the

Grignard initiator is removed.

(e) The cùranges in the MW and MWD of polymers appear to be related

tochangesinthepoJ.l'mertacticities.Asmentionedinsection

4.5, the sec-BuMgBr appears to be intermediate between two

extremes I v!2., the hj-ghly isotactic polymer obtained using

tert-BuMgBr has a veJ:y narrow lnIWD, is of very highMw and

forms very rapÍdly whereas the 'syndiotactic like' polymer

from n-BuMgBr and iso-BUMgBr has a much lower MWr broader

MWD and is formed much more slowly. At low THF concelltrations

the MWD of polymers prepared using sec-BuMgBr are distinctly

trímodal. At higher THF mole frastions the I{ÍJD becomes bimodal
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although the low MW peak is very asymmetric. The general

appearance of these MWD's suggest that there are cLt Løa,tÍ

two different propagatíng species presenÈ in the sec-BuMgBr

system - one forming very high MVi polymer and the other

moderately high MW polymer. The suggestion has already

been made in section 4.5 that, the very high molecular

weight poll'mer in the sec-Br:MgBr system may be similar

to the highly isotactic, very high MVil pollmer that is formed

very rapidly in the tert-BuMgBr system. This infers that

the lower MW pollzmer (í.e. fO < IE.ún< fOO) ís similar to

that produced in the n-BuMgBr system.

The explanation of these particular results is very dífficult at

this stage and iL is futile to attempt to postulate any one stereo-

chemical control theory that will account for all the observed results.

The difficulty of course aríses because of the lack of knowledge of the

exact structure of the propagating chain end that produces highly

isotactic pollnner in the tert-BuMgBr system. Such information will be

very difficult to obtain because of the very low concentration of

propagaÈion species ( ( 1.6 x 1O-4mol a*-3) and the high proportion of

non-propagating side products that must be formed in view of the very

low d values for the tert-Br:MgBr system. There is also the possibitity

of complex formation betweer: various side products (in the form of
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alkoxides) and the propagating chain end. The theory that the

species MeOMgX formed. from the reaction (6.35)

)" + RMgx -c c +MeOMgX

C=O
MeO (6.3s)

complexes with the propagating chain end has been proposed by

Erusarimskií to account for the dependence of polymer tactícity on

the initiator R groop.140 He pnoposed that different R groups

produced different amounts of MeOl4gX and. hence "different relative

contents of contra-ion complexes".

The presence of alkoxides such as MeOMgX or MeOMgR may have a

pronounced effect on the polymer chain confíguration,but Erusalimskii's

proposal that the effect is due soIely to dÍffering amounts of MeOMgX

produced seems grossly over-simplifiedrespecially for our system. The

extremely low initiator effÍciencies (ta¡te 0.t) observed. for all

systems and the suggestion in section 5.10 (eqn. 5.11) that eqn. (6.35)

(r¿itn X = R) is the major reaction J-eading to side products would

imply that a signifícantly larger proportion of MeOMgR than propagating

chaíns would be formed ín each sysÈem studied. complexing between

MeOtlgR and the chaín end may explain the effect of the alkyl group

on polymer tacticity observed in different Grignard systemsr e.9.

nr. -Mg-R +MeoMgR 
=--+ 

p--ytll.*ìrn -R (6.36)n " KO/
Me

Me/M"
c

Û o

R
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Howeverr, (6.36) does not explain the apparent lack of alkyl group

influence on polymer tacticity in the absence of MgX, or the effect

of different halide groups in any particular Grignard reagent' Even

if MeoMgR in (6.36) is replaced by MeQrlgx¡ the bridging group should

still be the methoxy group. ff thís is the case, the proxímity of

the halide to the chain end would be rather too remote to be expected

to cause such a drastic change in polymer tacticity as observed ip the

tert-BuMgX systern when x changes from Br to c1 , section 4.2.L.

A particularly tempting hypothesis to explain the tacticity and

MWD results is that there are at least two different propagating

species in solution possibly in equilibrium with each other: one

species (e¿) nronagating very rapidty to high MW¡ narroh¡ MVID and

highly isotactic polymer and the other (fU) propagating to low MWr

relatively broad MV{D and 'syndiotactÍc Iike' polymer'

KiÁ

,L

(6. 37)

P ,t

l¿
rJL

bro

'syndiotactic like'
Polymer

iÉotactic
poiymer

where l¿ >
P,L

constant K

l¿i^'

bro and P¿ ancl are related bY the equilibujumD
"a

ir. o, ,L is converted into PO with a rate constant
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If. Pi and PÁ are in equitibrium' then ín order to obtain very

narrow MWD isotactic poJ-ymerr this equilibrium must be frozen,

othen¡rise a broadening of the MWD towards lower MW's will occurt

e.g. see ref. J^46. Broadening will also occur if P¡ is slow1y

converted to PO in a reaction with rate cons i-anl- lzUr and Ín this

case a bimodat distribution should be obser¡zed.

Evídence in support of this t1'pe of scheme is the intermediate

nature exhibited by sec-er:MgBr compared with tert-BuMgBr and n-BuI4gBr

ard the fact that, in the tert-BuMgBr system the MWD changes form

unimodal at short reaction tjmes (Í.e. < 2 mínutes) to multimodal at

longer times (e.g. I0 minutes), figure 4.16.

This hypothesis embodied in eqn. 6.37 predicts that; in the

n-BuMgBr, iso-BuMgBr and tert-Bu.l4gC1 system", P.ô predominates; in

tert-BuMgBr and. possibly n-BulrilgI (at low *rn') r P¿ Predomínates and

in the sec-BuMgBr system both P¿ and PO exist in such proportions

as to account for the observed MV{D. In the dialkyl magnesium system'

either PO predominates, or (6.37) does not occur, the propagating

specíes in the RrMg system having a structure slightly different to

P¡ to account for the broader MWD of n-Bu2Mg compared with n-BuMgBr but

not different enough to alter the tacticity signíficantly in the n-Bu"l'{g

case.

The fact that tJ:e reactivities towards propagation of the

propagating species formed, from the dialkyl magnesium inítiators are
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intrinsically less reactive than the active species formed from their

Grignard counÈerparts (eqn. (6.33) ) suggests a different structure

for PO in the n-BuMgBr system compared with PO in the n-BurMg system"

The reader should not confuse this statement with the statement in

section 3.6(c) that RrMV is more reactive than RM9X. In our particu-

lar system we have shown that the species RrMg is less reactive towards

propagation than RrMg + MgX2 (from table 6.1) which is completely

different from the reactivíty of RrMg compared with the species RMgX.

For the sake of brevity we have consistently denoted the Grignard

system which occurs at low temperatures ín THF (viz. RrMS + MgXr) as

tlre RMgx /rA^ten to distinguish it from the dialkyl-magnesiun compound

in the absence of MgXr.

The increased. syndiotaclicity and. reduced. isotacticity observed

when the temperature lvas reduced from 223K to 200K in the sec-BuMgBr

and tert-BuMgBr systems would be consistent with a negative value of

LHiÁ, however, this does not explain the apparent independence of

tacticity and MV{D on temperature in the sec-BuMgBr system when the

temperature was raised from 223K to 243r. rf AHiÁ < O, raising the

temperature from 223K to 243K should increase the concentration of P¿

significantly at least in the sec-Bulr4gBr system. This effect was

not observed. Of course íf only [zU is involved then the observed

effects on polymer tasticity in the tert-BuMgBr and sec-BuMgBr at low

temperatures could be accounted for by aggregation of the chain enrl
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thereby forcing the monomer ínto syndiotactic approach.

So far nothing has been said, concerning the structures of

,í, n6 or f¿r (where PO' is the structure of the propagating species

ín the absence of MøXr).

From the above discussion both the halide and the a1ky1 group

must be closely associated with the propagating chain end in ni

and a possible representation f.or P¿ would be the chain end complexed

with MgXr, similar to eqn. (6.36).

R

Mg R + MgX^ -+P-zn Mg \ Mg x (6. 38)
x

\

r=Pi

Structure r is very similar to the intermediate proposed by

Ashby to account for the exchange reactions observed in Grignard re-'

agents a¡d the redistribution reaction between RroMgR and M9X, in

the reaction of ketones and Grignaril reagents, (sections L-2,3 and

r.3.1) .

This immediately suggests that (6.37) can be rev¡ritten in Lhe

form

P -Mg Mg -X
KiÁ
#<_

OT
Pn-Mg-X+RMqX\x/

Pri

R

-+<_or

I

l¿.

rr,L

isotactic
polymer

P¿ (6.32a)
I

bool

"vndïota.ti.* 
Po1-1'rner

PrMgR + MgX2

-+

n

- ,4..6
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where the species P¿ is an active intermediate in the exchange

reactÍon between PnMgR and MgX 2. Unfortunately , this scheme has

several apparent inconsistenciesr e.g. the stal¡ility of I r,ould be

expected to decrease as R becomes branded at the c- C-atom and X

changes from chloride to iodide. rhis implies that when R i n-Bu

and, X = Br, the polymer should be moreisoÈactic than when R =tert-Bu

and X = Br. This is the opposite to what is actually observed. Of

course, the relative rates of lz¿ atrd Þ¡cí must be considered in each

instance. rf biÁ> hr¿when R = n-Burbut hU< þp¡ when R= tert-Bu,

then the polymer should be more isotactic when tert-BuMgBr was used.

When X is changed from bromine to chlorine in the tert-BuMgX case,

the stability of I with X = Cl would, be expected to be greater than

when X = Br. However, to explain the obserwed tacticity, bLO, Þp¿

when X = ct but f¿¿¿ Þr¡ when X = Br. The difficulty in justifying

the abot¿e inequalities as well- as the greaÈly enhanced reactivíty of

ni compared with POrmake this mechanism difficult to accept.

Just to reiterate the problem: the greatest difficulty in

proposing a stereochemical control theory for our system is the

fact lùat the polymer tacticity is inelependent of R in the a-bsence

of Mgx, ,but greatty depend,ent on R alxd x in the presence of MgXr.

There is another possible explanation of these results which

again assumes two propagating species (nl ana PO), possíbly inter-

converted. via (6.37a)rbut ín.this caserthe isotactic centre is no
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longer the mixed bridge intermediate. The ísotactic propagating

specíes may be PnMgR in the presence of M9X, which either complexes

with monomer to facilitate isotactic propagationror exchanges witJl

P, - MgR via (6.37a) to the syndiotactic centrer POt

Ki^ l¿iÅ/l¿_iÁ

P._-MqR +MqX-- n --r-- --J--2

nL'
or

P -Mgx + RMgX
n

P

^

(6.37b)

+MMA(or MMA.M9X2)
n¡s

+MMA.MgX,
'oo

isotactic
polymer

'syndiotactic like'
polymer

t
where e, is the new isotactic centre consisting of PnMgR in

the presence of MqXrr which complexes with monomer before addition

to the propagating chain.

Now the criterion for isotactic or 
tsyndiotactic l.ike'pol1'mer

is the relative rate, of. bU compared, wíLin Þt yli . rf the ral-e of

exchange is very rapid, then 'syndiotactic 1ikJ pol1"rner should

predominate and since the exchange reaction (6.37a) presumably

proceeds via the mixed bridge intermedj-ate or transition staÈe I'

R\
Mg Mq

x'
X, then the factors influencing the stabilityP

n \
of I shoul-d influence the polymer tacticity.
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Vlhen exchange is rapidras is the case when R = straight chain or

branched at ß-C- atom, then syndioÈactic polymer predominates provided

that lz¡O , Þir¡ Ctranging X from iodicte to chloride should favour

exchange also because of the increased, stability of I. As R becomes

branched at the o--C-atom, the exchange rate becomes much slower (e.9.

4 secs. at 3I5K for (tert-Bu) 
2Mg, Itgcl, system) and. if. Þ¿< bf,¡riuotu"-

tic polymer results. Vlhen CI replaces Br in the tert-BuMgX system'

the exchange rate (although still slow at 223K) should be faster than

the bromide and if Goode's obsen'ations are correct, the MMA.M9X,

complex will be wealcer when X = CI than Br.

AIso the kinetics of polymerization with respect to monomer and'

initiator are not altered when eqn. (6.37b) is ínctuded in SCHE¡4E I.

Ar¡ extra dependence of rate on M9X, arises if the propagating species is

assumed to propagate via a MMA.MgX, comPlex rather than uncomplexed

monomer. However, the overall order with respect to monomer is

unaltered if Kc[M] ]] I where K" is defined by (6.39).

K

MMA + Msx2 å MMå,.MøX, (6'3e)

The higher reactivity of rj compared with Pá is also easier to

e>çIain using the mechanism in eqn. (6"37b) rather than (6.37a) ' The

complexed monomer(eqn. (6.39) where complexing is presr.unably via A

Wittig-at carbonyl conplex), would be expected to be more susceptible

to vinyl addition than uncomplexed monomer.
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Prediction of the effect of temperature on pollzmer tacticity is very

difficult from eqn. (ø.37b). rf OH¿U , ora reduction in temperature

shoutd resuLt in an increase in leoJane hence an increase in

'syndiotactic like' polymer. HoÌJever, this does not e>rplain

the apparent independ.ence of pollaner tacticity on temperature in the

range 223K to 253K. The position of other equilibria, such as

eqn. (6.39) may compensate the. effect of increasing temperatur" orKí0,

In the absence of MgXr, either Pfx-mgR adds monomer to form a

Isyndiotactic }-ike' polymer with the resulting tacticity independent

of Rrwhich seems rather unlikely beqause of the proximíty of R to the

chain endr0R P¿-MøR slow1y adds monomer to form a 'double headed'

propagating specie", P.i

-Mg-R+MMA *nn'tlg'Pn (6.40)

P;

If this is the case ín the absence of MgXrr the influence of the

R group on polymer tacticity is removed and, the MWD would be predicted

to be unimodal but broader than the corresponding Grignard reagents

because of the presence of a second propagating chain attached to

the magnesium. The monomer order w11l be preserved lf

lpn¡as nn] = [rnusn] o (6.41)

P
n
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6.3 ConcIu¿íon

The potymerization of MMÀ initiated by organomagnesium compounds

in THF/toluene solution is undoubtedJ-y a complex system and the

various mechanisms operating can only be resolved. by studying not only

the kinetics of the polynerization but also the polymer chain

configruration and molecular weight distribution.

Throughout. this work, we have attempted to investigate as many

different aspects of the polymerízation as possible in order to gain

an overall picturerrather than a minutely detailed account of one

specífic aspect of any one particular system. This approach has

definitely been rewarding sínce \^¡e can now predict wíth a fair degree

of confídence, the effect of a1ky1 group' halÍde group and temperature

as weII as varying THF/toluene mixtuyes on the resulting polymer

tacticity and molecular weíght disÈribution.

Detailecl kinetic studies on the n-Br:r4gBr initiated polymerization

of M[44 have ]ead to the proposal of an apparently únique kinetic scheme

which is consistent wittr aII of the observed kinetic results of this

system. This scheme is similar to the one proposed for the organo-

magnesium initiated polymerization of acrylonitrile in tofuene at

198K but it is certainly the most detailed mechanism yet proposed to

account for the observed facts in the pol1'merization of MI4A initiated

by organomagnesíum compounds .

perhaps the most disappointing aspecË of this research was the
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complete l-ack of detailed kinetic results for the.tert-BuMgBr system

which produced the most stereo::egurar pollzmer of arl the initiators

used. The difficulties in obtaining rate lneasurements using

conventional techniques for the tert-BuMgBr system have already been

discussed and development of a stop-flow reactor may permit

meaningful results to be obtained.

Although most of the factors ínfluencíng polymer tacticíty have

been establ-ished duríng this and other work, the mechanism proposed

in the previous section to account for the observed chaín configuration

ís only tentative because of lack of fundamental knowledge concerning

the exact structure of the propagating chain end.

The ultimate stereoregulation control theory for organomagnesiun

compounds rþiII have to e>4>1ain not only the effect of aIkyl, halide,

temperature and solvent, but also the mode of openíng (cis or tratrs)

of the monomer double bond.

More detailed n"m'r studies on the porymers prepared with the

different organomagnesium compounds should be carried out. The use

of a proton magnetic resonance at 90MHz and carbon t3 magnetic resonalìce

(with Fourier transform techniques) should enable tetrad and pentad

sequences to be distinquishedrwhich wíII allow first aud seconcl order

Markov moclels to be tested. tt" uarrdres on the methanol soluble polymer

should be able to confirm whether or not this low MVü poI1'mer contains

*.tt:I=rcl end groups and detai.led low temperature n.m.r investiga.tions
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on THE/toluene solutions of RrMS and RrMg + MgX2 in the presence of

tX,Lghf,U excess monomer may provide valuable information on the

nature of the propagating species.

It ís obvious that t]¡ere are still a great many unansvrered

questions about the polymerization of MMA initiated by organomagnesium

compoundsr ârld there is scope for a lot more useful further work to

be done. Hovtever, the assignment of priorities for this future research

must be given careful consideration to ensure that the results obÈained

justify the great amount of effort required to obtaín them. It

would be pointless duplicating our research on say, the propyl

Grignard reagents unless some major differences were apparent.
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SUMMARY

The reaction of triethYlaluminiu
followed at room temperature in sealed N
were also analysed' Ethylation of MMA o

ratios a strong, unreactive 1/1 complex

second ll2 complex is responsible for

reaction is carbónyl additiðn: twofold ca of the

i1lôãil, r;ingiapidlv. Subsequent c involve

ãr"urro"ìation orlheie "ihylalr,-ìttittm 
tion of

occurs to a minor and irreproducible extent. There is no evidencefot ll4 attack on

MMA.

*CentralResearchLaboratories,I'C'LA'N'Z',AscotVale'Victoria'

J. Otganometal Chem''29 (lg7l\ 185-lg3

INTRODUCTION

Incommonwithotheralkylcompoundsofthemoreelectropositivemetals
of Groups I-III, triethylaluminium initiates polymerization. of acrylate estersl'2-

However there are "rr"itiul 
differences, in thai it does so only by photoinitiationl

and the mechanism i, u ïr"" ru¿ical oneá. Nucleophilic attack on acrylate esters does

occur2,. but only the chiometiic addition reactions are formed:

"'i""i.polymerizationlnconjunctionwithourcharacter-izat\on of the kinetics polymerization we investigated the

mechanism of the stoic tions and report our findings below'

EXPERIMENTAL

ation) was drawn into a high-vacuum line

"'t*l:*:1"1i!5ï*3,',i*Ï:¿"ff iJ
(af 137I"K)' The first 70/' was collected

and dispensed under high-vacuum into baked glass bréak-seal capsules' Tests showed
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a hydride content < 1

detectable by NMR.
inhibited by alkaline
After further drying with calcium hydride
high-vacuum line into baked. break_seal

d vessels or NMR tubes, filled on a high_
I capsules were seaied io the reaction tui..After baking-out under high-vacuum, the seals were broken and the reagents run in.once it was certain that pressure was not rising, the tube was ,"u1.à or urrd removedfrom the line.

NMR spectra were run at 60 MHz on ayarianl{A-60-Il at ambient temper_ature using benzene as an internal lock. The amount of benzene in each tube was

Products were isolated, where possible, " ;;ïi"i"HitJä::Chromatograph using a 10-fooì 20% LB

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIC)N

(a). Dependence of mechanism on stoichiometry
Tlie salient feature of the reactions between triethylaluminium and methylmethacrylate (YMA) ìs-the sharp change in mechanism thät occurs at the stoichio-metry MMA/AI: 1.0.lMe have reported on some aspects of this change of mechanismin previous papersl 3. ^

. when M*/ol:-l'',.a yetow rli comprex, (I) is formed. under ambientillumination (or near-uv) this complex'is respãnsiuté ror u ft otorrritiated pory_merization of MMA, which has been shown to ùe a free radicaimlchanismr. In thedark (or when illuminated by a red photographic safe-right)the 
"ã-pr"* 

is quite stable.on hydrolysis, MMA is regeneratËc unJtn" volume or 
"ino'" cvålved is equivalentto the number of Et-Ar groups originaiiy present. v/ith the 

""".päo' or;;;;ffiitraces attributable to local triethylaluminium exeesses during mixing, no products
:j^"::9tll1i: "1rfl on MMA were found, eirher in the darËor ãs concomitants oflrrç Irrrutopoty merlzaüon.

The stoichiometry and strength
which shows the change of the internal
resonances ofthe Et-Al group as
showed only a slight change ldo luw vr'Jr yruru's ur
J. Organometal. Cltem.,29 (1971) 185_193

¡!

.;)
llr
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MMA on the formation of the complex. The absence of strong changes suggests that

it is essentially a carbonyl complex of the

When MMAIAI<l several additio

accompanied by sudden evolution of heat'

rapidly became colourless' When MMA
in the 0.5-1.0 range.

t.¿

E
c

.=(o
I

*.
=E

d
c

c

0

0

08

2 t-

MMA /41

Fig. 1. Internal chemical shift of the aluminium ethyl protons : ôr.,: ô(cH¡)-ð(cH) ppm as a function of

MMA/AI rario. The two p"t"ì. *'t àì. ivt,t¿,/nt . o.s ..r.ïi"-prräicts,iut ãll ot'her points were taken when

the MMA vinyl resonance" i"." .,ilr pr"rát und ,tt. .irtvr?.o"ances retained the structure of EtAl'

at 1/1 stoichiometrY have

reac he ketoness'6' though in t

is le arbonYl comPound does

reduced rate, when RrCO/Al > 1'

J. Otsanometal' Chem', 29 (197 l) 185 193
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complex (I) only. The deviation could al

ances are subject to a benzene solvent shi
benzene concentration). Clearly the ctrem

60 5.0 30
ppm

/.0 20 l0 0
6

Fig. 2. 60 Ìvf Hz NMR spectrum^of a mjxru¡e of triethylarumìniu, 
?1d 4MA (MMA/AI : 0.9) some 20 minafter mixing, showing the MMA vinyr peaks still intáct and rhe triprct-q;;i ;;ì;;;" of ErAl. A productvinyl peak is appearing at 4.85 ppm and a product ,rr"iho*yl p."i 

" 
Ë". :.ót'pp..

J. Organometal, Chem'29 (Ig7I) 185-193
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CH¡ \./""
l-

I
AI Et:

(tr)

189

c

È L3

Et¡

CH¡

(r)

Complex (II) must be the precursor of the nucleophilic addition products. The

absence of such reactions when MMA is in excess is due to the strength of the un-

reactive complex (I) which at these ratios ties up all available Et.Al.

(b). Analysis of hydrolysed reaction mixtures (MMAIAl<l'O) 
,

The reaction mixtures were hydrolysed with water and the oil and water phases

separated. The aqueous phase was tested for methanol' Its presence was confirmed

Uy ttre iodoform ìest shówing that methoxyaluminium species were present in the

unhydrolysed reaction Products'
The ,ron-uqn"orr. phase on gas chromatographic analysis showed ltve regular

products and one pres"trt otr a single occasion only. The peaks v/ere isolated on a

preparative column. The products are listed in order of retention volume:

(Lil). crucH2cHzcH(c&)c$o. This could not be isolated because it over-

lapped'the unreãct"¿ løfuf,A. peakô. It was observed as a trace on the analytical

"hrornutog.uph 
in only one reãction mixture. Its identification rests on an identical

retention volume to a test sample of 2-methyl pentanal. The reduction of esters to

aldehydes by trialkylaluminiums has been reportedlo. It would seem probable that

this aiOehydl u.or" fro- the addition of a second molecule of reagent to the product

of an initiâl reduction, though there is no conclusive evidence that the order of these

two reactions was not reversed.
(IV). An unidentified *rtce' Always present'

iv¡. Cnr=C(Cfu)CH2oIl. The retention volume, mass spectrum and 60 MHz

NMR spectrum were idéntical with a known sample of 2-methyl-2-propen-1-ol'

(Vl). CHr=C(C&)CH(C2H¡)OH. The mass spectrum: parent peak at mf e:
100, baàe [e"Vlt ?1'(parent ion lesi CrHr), and prominent peaks at 85 (parent ion

ethyl-1-penten-3-ol. The NMR spectra,
consistent with this
or Products' Peak V
eak VI of successive

reduction and alkylation.
(vII) C 2H sC H 2C H (C &)C O C 211r. Assignment based on its mass sPectrum

mle:128 (parent peak) , 71 (base peak-parent ion less C.Ht o), 86 [MclaffertY
rearrangement CtHr) OH*], 57 (parent less CrHrt 43 (qlH+), ee

(parent less CrHr). The Mclafferty rearrangement is characteristic of a carbonyl

compound. The mass spectrum suggests that it is 4-methyl-3-heptanone. It was a

),

minor product, sometimes only present as a trace.

ivttt¡. CHr=c(CHr)cQ;Hs)2oH. The major product, is an isomer of peak

VII showing'the mãss-ìp""t..,- þeãí<i at 128 (parent), 99 (in this case the base peak),

J. Organometal Chem,29 (1971) 185-193
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43' 57 and' 71. The Mclafferty peak is absent, but a peak at g7 (parent less c.Hr)is
third in order of intensity. The assigned stiucture was conhrmed by its NMR spectra,
before and after exchange of the hydroxyl wiih DrO.

The rnass spectrum of the non-aqueous phase of the hydrolysed reaction
products showed no peaks above mle:128 which precludes the p."ren"" of linear and
cyclic oligomers which are known to ac MMA
initiated by Grignard r€ageÍìts m and
(butylthio)diethylaluminium (s ,CHr_C(CH3)COOCH., the hydrol A test
sample of methyl 2-methylpentanoate had a retention time different fro¡r a¡y gas
chromatographic peak found in our reaction mixtures and its mass spectrum showed
a parent peak at mle:r30. and a base peak at gg (Mclafferty rcarràngernent). Both
were absent in the reaction products.

(c). NMR spectra oJ'reacting mixtures.
when 0.5 < MMA/AI < 1.0, the MMA vinyl resonances eventually disappeared

and were replaced by an unresolved broad peak at.â 4.g5 ppm, which is just begìnning
to develon in Fis ). Af fhe qrme f ime rhe arhr¡l r^-i^- ^f rr-^ ^-^^,-..* L^^^-^ ^^,--,-t-,¡ ¡ v6¡v¡¡ v¡ Lr¡v ùpçvLr urtr uçL4lltç LUill.prtrx
due to the superimposition oi the back-to-front methyi-methylene pattern ol c-crH,
resonanees on the Al-czHs. The methoxyl peak split, the new piak (iust visible iã
Fig.2) appearing 0.17 ppm upfield at ð - 3.0g ppm.when MMATai< o.s ttrese changes
had already occurred before the spectrum could be run (Fig. 3).

- The 4.85 ppm peak is very similar in shape and posìtion tá the vinyl resonance
of'fhe mrinr hvdrnlr¡ccrl nrn.l,,n+ /\/lrÌ\. /!Lr -^I\r^ñr+ ^rr ^,-r :- : ru¡vsqva \ v ¡ ¡ rr, ! ¡ r2_ulyrL\ LL2\)t1 ¿1llu tt ls uleafly ¿l

precursor having a very similar structure in the vinyl region. We believe it is the
double carbonyl adduct: cHr=cMecEtroAli. At reagent where carbonyl addition is
rapid no further change occurred in the vinyl region of the spectrum over a period
of months (Fig. 3). In these cases the integrated resonances àf the vinyl region re-
mained in a ratio of 213 of the methoxyl integral, showing that no significant etñylation
of the vinyl group had occurred.

In two expelirnents, both in the range 0.5< MMA/AI< 1.0, where the ethyla-
tion is slower, long term changes did occur in the vinyl regions in the form of a new
peak; a sharp singlet at 5.27 ppm. In these cases some saturation of the vinyl group
had occurred, the vinyl/methoxyl integral ratios having declined to 112. rnãre is nò
additional evidence to assist in the assignment of this peak, thoueh a 1/4 adduct of
2-methylpropenal [a feasible, but unidentif,red reduition prodìct and possible
precursor of 2-methyl-1-pentaual, product (III), see (b)] is a possibility.

The methoxyl resonance always showed a loág timè effect (Fig. 3). The 3.0g
ppm, which appears rapidly when MMA/AI<0.5 anã slowly at hìghir ia_rios, also
c^lit ^"o. - ^^-:^l ^f l^..^ ^-) --.^- - --,, ,ip¡¡i uvni ¿i peiiuu ûi ûays anci was supc¡.secicd by a dçve¡oprng peak aL 3. ig ppm. Both
these peaks must refer to Al-ocH. groups. The analysis ãf trydrolysed reaciion pro-
ducts showed no evidence of intermediates such as CHr=óMeiEt(OMe)OAlEtr.
The 3.08 ppln resonance was contemporaneous with the resonance in itre vinyl
r:egion attributed to a doubly ethylated carbonyl group, at which stage the ¡rethoxyl
group must have transferred to aluminium.

. The methoxyl resonance of ethylaluminium methoxides moves upf,reld with
increasing methoxide çontent. In a series ol tubes prepared bv the nartial titration of
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triethylaluminium with methanol the ô values for Et.-*AlOMe" were: 3'34 ppm at

x:0.i4,3,27 ppm at x:094, and 3.17 ppm at x:1'11'
.Whenx<lmostmethoxyloxygenswouldbecoordinatedtoasecondAl

atom,asinthecyclictrimerknowntobethepredominantspecieswhenx:1.When
, t t, ttt"r" is an aluminium deficiency and the coordination of all alkoxy groups

cannot be maintain.¿. i¡. upfield shift may be due to the decrease in the overall

extent of coordination of methoxyls'

.19-d-av-s 318 H

_lll-ay-
H

20 mins _!-
308

5t321
PPm (ó) TMS =0PPm

Fig. 3. Long term changes in the NMR spectrum of a mixtu¡e of Et3Al and MMA (MMA/AI:0'29)showing

itrã splittinã and progiessive extinction of the 3'08 ppm methoxyl peak'

The time dePendence of the MeO r
resemblance to that in the reacting mixture

and was replaced by one at 3.27 ppm' After 2

of the original, but the original did not disa

shoulder on the upheld side of the 3.27 pp

MeO resonance has been reported previo

equilibria analogous to those observed i
hours at room temperatureli) and alumi
gested that the dimãr e trimer equilibriur is the one observed'

The conditions in our reactìng mixtures were not entirely analogous since we

were observing spe"l"s åith" ou"ruñ empirical formula: Et3-2*Al(oMe),(oCEtr-

CMe=CH2)* *n"ì. x< 1 (:0.29 in Fig. 3). Assuming the 3.08 ppm resonance arises

from the immediate prodict of an intramblecular reaction of complex (II), it can be

utiiiU"t"¿ to either (D(), (Ð or rapid exchange between (D() and (X):

J. Organometal. Chem',29 (1971) 185-193
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CH2:CMe 
-CEtz-

(u)
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,zAt(o¡q.)et
o
\o,..,

(tr)

CH2:CMe 
- 

CEt2-
,AlE+:,

n/
\o,,o,

e) Et2
(x)

The dow'field shift suggest that the 3.rg ppm peak arises from a methoxyl group in
which the oxygen is coordinated to anothãiAl àtom. The closely similar behaviour of

::"i":i"' :ii l;:r .i; 3;';J"îì:::l1iï
hange of alkyls, and the larger thegroup

Et) is as long as 2h at 3r3oKt3. 
the half life for exchange of R (:¡4s ot

CONCLUSIOI.JS

. Thè 1/1 complex between Et.Al and MMA (I) is very stable and unreactive in
absence of light and excess-Et.Al. when Et,Al is ir, è"""s, 

"iuonyiuaaition proceeds
readily' The NMR shifts when 0.5 < MMM/AI < 1.0 lead us tã fcís-tutate rhat another

rsor of carbonyl addition. NMR evidence
the rapid reaction occurring under these

be proved conclusively. In which
s from the attack of uncomplexed
ed.

The NMR evidence suggcsts that carbonyl a<tdition is normally the exciusive
teaction' The exceptions were two cases where reduction of the carbônyl occurred.
Only in the cases where reductiou occurred did the NMR spectra show saturation of
the vinyl group. Two cases of er.rrylation of the vinyl group wËr. our"ru.¿ in hydrolysed

r the alkylation ofthe product ofan initial
from the alkylation of an initial carbonyl

;,:,lJ :jliå ;i #,ff üîï:î,;":îå nï
inrermediate : cH.=Ç¡4"cEt (oMe) o Ad; iåt",:ï:t*ant 

concentrations of the
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DISCUSSION

;:::iTl :l,iî:i::*d in NMR spectra in terms of the forma__- - . . jL.:ïr¡i! ¡joli¡¡e compieXeS iS COnjeCtUral,tr., *"õ;;,;;vpothesis does provide a simpte 
"õl;;;ä" of rhe stereo_
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Frc. 3. Simplest model for the benzene-MMA interaction assuming a l:I complex.

chemistry of the solute-solvent interaction. Whether this assumption is correct or not,

there is a significant solute-solvent interaction, which should be taken into account

when considering the reactions of the solute. There is no evidence of a speciflc inter-

action of this type between aromatic solvents and the base unit of polymethyl metha-

crylate, so we would expect the monomer-solvent inter¿cjiCn. t 
" ÅEhïPgSrcntribution

of some 8 kJ mol-r to the enthalpy of polymerization oflthis monomer ln benzene'

A similar, though smaller, effect on the energy of activation of the propagation

reaction can be expected. It must be emphasized that the magnitude is small. It is

too small to explain the strong kinetic solvent effects observed on radical poly-

merization in aromatic solvents. These effects are strongest in the halogenated

aromatics where the monomer-solvent interaction is weakest. The predominant cause

of these effects seems to be the dependence of k, on solvent-viscosity.(6)

The weak interaction between methyl methacrylate and styrene will contribute a

slight alternating tendency to the composition distribution of the copolymers if the

complex pair adds as a unit.
If the cts-conformation of MMA in the complex is evidence that this conformer

predominates in aromatic solutions, it is an important consideration which must be

taken into account when postulating mechanisms for the stereospecific polymerization

of this monomer. The mechanisms discussed all refer to anionic polymerizations

initiated by organo-metallic reagents. In most models, it is assumed that the aspect of
presentation of the monomer to the growing chain or the rotation of end units whose

final configuration is still undetermined are restricted by steric clashes between side

groups on the monomer and the growing chain or by interaction between the monomer

side group and the counter-ion.(14,15) The detailed structures of such models will be

very dependent on whether a cis or trqns çonformation of the monomer is assumed'
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Résumé-On a étudié l'effet de certains composés aromatiques sur'le spectre RMN du méthacrylate
de méthyle (MMA). L'amplitude des déplacements observés dus aux còmposés aromatique diminue
dans I'order: benzène ) styrène > chlorobenzène

stoechiométrique 1 :1,
Lø + sn (A¡¡: -

nétique de copolyméris
mérisation dans un solvant aromatique. La stéréochimie des interactions fait supposer que le MMA a
une conformation crs ce qui concorde avec le mécanisme dos polyrnérisationsìléréorégulières de ce
monomère.

Sommario-Si è indagato sugli effetti che certi composti aromatici hanno sullo spettro del metil-
metacrilato (MMA). L'ampiezza dello spostamento osservato con composti aromatici diminnisce
nel seguente ordine

benzene > stirene > clorobenzene ã bromobenzene.

Supponendo che I'interaziolìe nasca da un complesso stechiometrico 1:1, si è fatta una stima dei
parametri di equilibrio per l'interazione MMA-benzene. A¡1 + s.E.(Aø) : -(s + 4) kJ mol-r. È
probabile che questi effetti abbiano una piccola influenza sulla cinetica di copolimerizzazione con
monomeri aromatici e di polimerizzazione in solventi aromatici. Secondo lá stereochimica delle
interazioni soluto-solvente, il MMA assume in soluzione una conformazione crs, ciò che è pertinente
al meccanismo di polimerizzazione stereoregolare di questo rnonomero.

Zusammenfassung-Untersucht wurde der Effekt, den gewisse aromatische Verbindungen auf das
NMR-SpektrumvonMethylmethacrylat (MMA) ausüben. Die Größe der beobachtenteÀ, durch die
Aromaten induzierten chemischen Verschiebung nimmt in der Reihenfolge Benzol ) Styrol >
Chlorbenzol t Brombenzol ab. Unter der Annahme, daß diese Wechselwiikung aus einem stö-
chiometrischen 1:l-Komplex resultiert wurden die Gleichgewichtsparameter für MMA-Benzol
abgeschätzt nt L,H + S.E. (^ã): - (8 +4) kJ mole-r. óiese Eiiekte haben vermutlich einen
kleinen Einfluß auf die Kinetik der Copolymerisation mit aromatischen Monomeren und die Homo-
polymerisation in aromatischen Lösungsmitteln. Die Stereochemie der Gelöstes-Lösungsmittel-
Wechselwirkungen legt nahe, daß MMA in Lôsung in der cls-Konformation vorliegt, die für den
Mechanismus der stereoregulierten Polymerisation dieses Monomeren von Bedeutung ist.




